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.Abstrat
The analysis presented in this thesis onerns the e
+
p deep inelasti harged
urrent sattering ross setions measured with the H1 detetor at HERA.
The analysed data were taken in the years 2003-04 at a entre-of-mass energy
p
s = 319 GeV and omprise two periods of positron beams with positive and
negative longitudinal polarisation, orresponding to an integrated luminosity
of 26.9 pb
 1
and 20.7 pb
 1
, respetively. The ross setions are measured in
a kinemati region of four-momentum transfer squared Q
2
> 300 GeV
2
and
inelastiity y 6 0:9.
From the analysed data the polarisation dependene of the total harged ur-
rent ross setion is determined for the rst time at high Q
2
. The results are
ompared with preditions of the Standard Model and found to be in agree-
ment, i.e. possible ontributions from non-standard right-handed urrents are
onsistent with zero.
Kurzfassung
Diese Arbeit beshreibt der Bestimmung der Wirkungsquershnitte fur tief-
inelastishe Streuung mittels geladener Strome von Positronen an Protonen
mit dem H1 Detektor am Speiherring HERA. Die hier analysierten Daten
wurden in den Jahren 2003-04 bei einer Shwerpunktsenergie von
p
s = 319 GeV
aufgenommen. Sie setzen sih aus zwei Perioden mit positiver und nega-
tiver longitudinaler Polarisation des Positronenstrahls mit integrierten Lumi-
nositaten von 26.9 pb
 1
und 20.7 pb
 1
zusammen. Die Wirkungsquershnitte
wurden in der kinematishen Region Q
2
> 300 GeV
2
(Quadrat des Viererim-
pulsubertrags) und y 6 0:9 (Inelastizitat) bestimmt.
Die Abhangigkeit des totalen Wirkungsquershnitts von der Polarisation wurde
erstmalig bei hohem Q
2
gemessen. Die Resultate werden verglihen mit den
Vorhersagen des Standardmodells. Sie stimmen mit diesem uberein, insbeson-
dere sind die Beitrage von rehthandigen Stromen vertraglih mit Null.
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Introdution
The understanding of the struture of matter, its properties and interations
is one of the fundamental questions in physis and, onsequently, a driving
fore for partile researh.
The experiments of partile sattering, where the result of two body inter-
ation is examined, for a long time have been suessfully used as a tool to
probe the struture of matter. The idea of suh experiments was born by the
lassial Rutherford experiments [1℄ where a beam of  partiles was red
onto a thin gold foil as target. The observed rare large deetions of the
sattered partiles served as evidene for the substruture of the gold atoms,
leading to the disovery of the atomi nuleus.
There are four known types of interations in nature, gravitational
1
, eletro-
magneti, weak and strong. In the rst experiments where the elasti sat-
tering of the eletron on stationary targets was analysed (e.g. Hofstadter [2℄
in the late 50's), the eletromagneti fore was used to measure the harge
distributions of the nuleus and of the proton. With the inrease of ahievable
energies for the beam partiles the rst inelasti sattering experiments, with
large four-momentum transfer squared Q
2
between the inoming and outgoing
eletron, beame possible. This led to extended studies of the substruture
of the proton. In 70's the eletron-proton sattering experiments at SLAC
(Stanford Linear Aelerator Center) for the rst time showed the so-alled
'saling' behavior, i.e. independene of Q
2
, of the proton struture fun-
tions [3,4℄. Aording to Bjorken [5℄, 'saling' is expeted when the eletrons
satter elastially on point-like harged spin 1=2 partons inside the proton,
today known as quarks. The Bjorken 'saling' is a basi idea of the parton
model (Quark Parton Model, QPM ) introdued by Feynman [6℄ in the 60's.
The interations of quarks are mediated by 'olor' eld quanta, the gluons,
and are desribed within the framework of the theory of strong interations
(Quantum Chromodynamis, QCD).
1
The gravitational fore is too weak to notie its inuene to elementary partiles.
i
ii Introdution
The development of weak interation phenomenology started in the early 30's
with Fermi, who suggested a 4-fermion model for neutron  deay [7℄. The
great suess of the eletroweak uniation theory developed by Glashow [8℄,
Weinberg [9℄ and Salam [10℄ (GWS model) was elebrated in 1983 with the
disovery of the predited heavy W

and Z partiles in pp experiments at
CERN [11,12℄.
Quantum Chromodynamis together with the theory of eletroweak inter-
ations omposes the Standard Model of elementary partile physis.
A unique possibility to explore the struture of the proton and, at the same
time to probe the theory of eletroweak interations, has been initiated by
the eletron
2
-proton ollider HERA (Hadron Elektron Ring Anlage) at DESY
(Deutshes Elektronen-Synhrotron) in 1992. HERA extended the kinemati
regime in Q
2
by more then two orders of magnitude of the one ahievable by
the experiments whih use stationary targets (e.g. SLAC).
The results of HERA physis with data taken until the end of the year 2000
("HERA I") involve tests of the eletro-weak and QCD theories, investiga-
tions of perturbative QCD and dirative sattering, photo-prodution, QCD
analyses of jet and searhes for new partiles.
The possibility to ollide protons with a longitudinally polarised eletron
beam, as well as a signiant inrease of the instantaneous luminosity, was
provided with the upgrade of HERA in 2003 ("HERA II"). This allows to ex-
tend the studies of HERA I for suh rare physis proesses as harged urrent
interations (e

p !
(

)
X) and to perform preise tests of the eletroweak
setor of the Standard Model.
Weak harged urrent proesses with W exhange measured with the H1
detetor at HERA are studied in this thesis. The data taken in 2003-04 with
positive and negative longitudinal polarisation for the positron beam are used
to measure various ross setions for harged urrent interations. The polar-
isation dependene of the total harged urrent ross setion was measured
for the rst time at high momentum transfer Q
2
. The results of this thesis
have been published [13℄ in Deember 2005.
The thesis onsists of eight hapters. General theory aspets of Deep Inelas-
ti Sattering are disussed in the rst hapter. The HERA ep ollider and
the H1 experiment are desribed next. A short introdution to Neural Net-
works and their usage for the triggering of inlusive DIS events (e.g. harged
urrents) whih are of partiular importane for the HERA II running, are
2
The "eletron" here generally refers to eletrons and positrons unless expliitly stated
otherwise.
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Introdution iii
also disussed in hapter 2. The reonstrution of the event kinematis is
the topi of hapter 3. Relevant aspets of the neutral urrent measurement
(e

p ! e

X) used in the harged urrent analysis are given in hapter 4.
The seletion of harged urrent events and the ross setion extration are
topis of hapters 5 and 6. The results of the harged urrent measurement
and the summary are given in hapters 7 and 8.
iii
iv Introdution
iv
Chapter 1
Theoretial Overview
This analysis onerns the study of the harged urrent deep inelasti satter-
ing (DIS) proesses measured at HERA with the H1 detetor. In this hapter
the deep inelasti sattering, DIS kinematis and the ross setions of DIS
proesses are explained. The basi DIS theory aspets, i.e. the quark parton
model (QPM), the theory of strong interations (QCD) and the eletroweak
setor of the Standard Model are introdued here as well. The exhaustive
theory desription an be reviewed in other soures like [14℄.
1.1 Deep Inelasti Sattering (DIS)
Deep inelasti sattering (DIS) at HERA is the eletron sattering on protons
where the eletron has suÆient energy to interat with a harged onstituent
of the proton (quark) and, as a result, a multihadroni nal state is produed.
There are two deep inelasti eletron-proton sattering proesses measured
at HERA: neutral urrent (NC), ep ! eX, and harged urrent (CC),
ep ! X. The exhanged partiles between the eletron and the quark in
neutral urrent reations are the photon () and the boson Z (Figure 1.1 left).
In the harged urrent sattering proess a harged boson W

is exhanged
(Figure 1.1 right). Photons are interating eletromagnetially, the bosons Z
and W

are mediators of the weak fore. The sattered (anti)neutrino
(

)
in
the CC proess is not deteted and results in an apparent missing transverse
momentum. However, the missing transverse momentum an be measured
and is a typial signature of harged urrent reations.
1
2 Theoretial Overview
e  (l)
+_
/Z(q)γ
+_
e  (l’)
X(P’)p(P)
e  (l)
+_
X(P’)p(P)
_+
W (q)
e (l’)ν
)(
Figure 1.1: Diagrams of neutral NC (left) and harged CC (right) urrent
deep inelasti sattering proesses. The symbols denote the partiles, the
four-momenta of the partiles are given in brakets. The label "X" denotes
the hadroni nal state.
1.1.1 Kinematis of DIS Proesses
The four-vetors of partiles involved in the sattering proess (see Figure 1.1)
are:
l - the four-vetor of inoming eletron,
P - the four-vetor of the inoming proton,
l
0
- the four-vetor of the outgoing eletron,
P
0
- the four-vetor of the hadroni nal state X,
q = l  l
0
is the four-momentum arried by the exhanged boson.
The variables ommonly used to determine the DIS kinematis are:
 the four-momentum transfer squared q
2
:
q
2
= (l   l
0
)
2
q
2
is a measure of the virtuality of the exhanged boson, usually
used as the positive quantity Q
2
:
Q
2
=  q
2
(1.1)
 the inelastiity y, whih is the frational eletron energy transfer by
the exhanged boson to the proton:
y =
P  q
P  l
(1.2)
In the proton rest frame where P = (M; 0; 0; 0), y = (E
e
 E
0
e
)=E
e
as alulated from P  q = P (l   l
0
) = M(E
e
  E
0
e
) and
P  l = ME
e
.
2
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 the Bjorken saling variable x:
x =
Q
2
2P  q
(1.3)
In the "innite momentum frame" (where the transverse mo-
mentum of the interating, i.e. struk quark of the proton an
be negleted) x is the (longitudinal) proton momentum fration
arried by the struk quark. This frame represents the basi idea
of the Quark Parton Model (QPM), i.e. the assumption that the
proton is made out of point-like onstituents or "partons".
All variables introdued are related with the eletron-proton enter-of-mass
energy squared, s = (P + l)
2
:
Q
2
= sxy (1.4)
As will be explained later, in QPM the DIS proess is viewed as elasti sat-
tering of the eletron with a parton, therefore any of two of the variables x,
y and Q
2
are suÆient to desribe the DIS kinematis at xed ep enter of
mass energy
p
s.
1.1.2 Basis of the Cross Setion Calulations
In QED, the one-photon exhange amplitude is dominating in the lowest-order
DIS proess. The ross setion of inelasti lepton-nuleon sattering thus an
be fatorised into a leptoni (L

) and a hadroni (W

) tensor (see, e.g. [14℄):
d  L

W

(1.5)
L

is well known in QED. It is assoiated with the oupling of the exhanged
photon to the lepton line and depends only on the four-momenta of the in-
oming and outgoing lepton (see Figure 1.1):
L

= 2[l

l
0

+ l

l
0

+ (q
2
=2)g

℄ (1.6)
Here, g

is the metri tensor.
The tensor W

desribes the nuleon vertex and has the general form
W

=  W
1

g

 
q

q

q
2

+
W
2
M
2

p

 
(P  q)q

q
2

p

 
(P  q)q

q
2

(1.7)
W
1
and W
2
represent the struture of the hadron as it is 'seen' by the virtual
interating photon.
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In 70's the eletron-proton sattering experiments at SLAC (Stanford Lin-
ear Aelerator Center) [3, 4℄ showed that at high Q
2
(Q
2
 5 GeV
2
) the
dependene of the inelasti proton funtions on Q
2
vanishes and beome fun-
tions of x alone. This represents the saling behavior of the proton funtions
whih was suessfully explained by Bjorken [5℄ and lead to the parton model
as explained in the next setion. Often the funtionsW
1
andW
2
are expressed
in terms of the "struture funtions" F
1
(x) and F
2
(x) in the following way:
MW
1
(x;Q
2
)! F
1
(x) (1.8)
W
2
(x;Q
2
)
P  q
M
! F
2
(x) (1.9)
Assuming that the proton onstituents partiipating in the sattering are spin
1
2
partiles, Callan and Gross showed [15℄:
F
2
(x) = 2xF
1
(x): (1.10)
This relation was onrmed experimentally [17℄ for low values of Q
2
(and
p
s)
and reets the fat that the harged partons inside the proton arry spin
1
2
.
Using the notations in (1.8) and (1.9), the double dierential ross setion for
inelasti sattering an be expressed as:
d
2

dxdQ
2
=
4
2
xQ
4

y
2
2
2xF
1
(x) + (1  y)F
2
(x)

(1.11)
With 1.10 one an obtain that the ross setion for inelasti sattering (1.11)
an be written as:
d
2

dxdQ
2
=
2
2
xQ
4

(1 + (1  y)
2
)F
2
(x)

(1.12)
where the term 1 + (1  y)
2
is alled the heliity fator Y
+
.
1.1.3 Quark Parton Model (QPM)
The main idea of Quark Parton Model is based on Bjorken saling and its
interpretatation by Feynman [6℄: Deep inelasti lepton-proton sattering is
the sum of inoherent elasti lepton-parton sattering proesses. The orre-
sponding ross setion of the whole proess is the sum of all lepton-parton
ross setions. As disussed in previous setion, this senario predits sale
invariane of the proton struture funtions, i.e. their independene on the
kinemati sale (Q
2
).
4
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The assumption that all hadrons onsist of quasi-free point-like partiles soon
was shown to be inonsistent with the lepton and nuleon sattering experi-
ments [17℄. Aording to QPM, the proton is made of two up and one down
quark. The proton struture funtion F
2
(x) then is written as the sum of the
quark distribution funtions [16℄:
F
2
(x) =
X
i
e
2
i
xq
i
(x) = x
n
e
2
u
u(x) + e
2
d
d(x)
o
Here, e
i
is the harge of the quark i.
However, it was determined experimentally [17℄ that the average total mo-
mentum arried by quarks inside the proton is:
Z
1
0
xu(x)dx+
Z
1
0
xd(x)dx  0:36 + 0:18 = 0:54
This result learly suggested that about half of the proton momentum is
arried by eletrially neutral onstituents (the other half is arried by the
harged quarks). In addition, the interpretation of quarks as the only proton
onstituents had to be revised by the experimentally observed saling vio-
lations. The saling violation of the F
2
proton struture funtion measured
experimentally by H1 and some xed target experiments as funtion of Q
2
is
presented in Figure 1.2.
Nowadays the neutral proton onstituents are known as gluons. The theory
desribing the interations between the proton onstituents is alled Quantum
Chromodynamis (QCD). As will be shown in the next setion, the saling
violations are explained within the framework of QCD via interations of the
quarks and gluons.
1.1.4 Quantum Chromodynamis (QCD)
Quantum Chromodynamis (QCD) is an important part of the Standard
Model whih desribes the strong interation, one of the four fundamental
fores of nature. It assumes quarks to be elementary elds interating via
massless spin 1 bosons, known as gluons. Gluons arry the quantum number
olor whih has three values (red, blue, green) and is desribed by SU(3)
C
.
Quarks do not exist free but are bound in olor-singlets (quark-antiquark
pairs, mesons, and three-quark states, baryons) states (onnement).
Interations between quarks and gluons in QCD are desribed by relativis-
ti quantum eld theory with a non-Abelian gauge group SU(3)
C
. This
means, that the gluons themselves arry olor harge, i.e. are self-interating.
QCD thus has an important dierene ompared to quantum eletrodynamis
(QED) where photons are eletrially neutral and do not self-interat.
5
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H
1 
Co
lla
bo
ra
tio
n
Figure 1.2: Struture funtion F
2
as funtion of Q
2
for dierent x regions.
The points represent H1 measurements whih are ompared with the H1 t
for the proton density funtions [18℄ (band). The measurements of two xed
target experiments (BCDMC [19℄ and NMC [20℄) are also inluded in the
graph.
Renormalisation and the running strong oupling onstant
In QED, the eetive eletromagneti oupling onstant  depends on the
momentum transfer Q
2
arried by the mediating photon and inreases with
the inrease of Q
2
. This is a onsequene of "vauum polarisation", where
virtual e
+
e
 
pairs partially sreen the harge, similar to a dieletri medium
whih sreens the eletri harge.
In analogy to QED, the oupling strength 
s
in QCD depends on Q
2
ar-
ried by the mediating boson. The leading order graph in QCD of the gluon
line orreted to vauum polarisation (Figure 1.3 (a)) represents this idea
where the quark-antiquark loop leads to a sreening of the olor harge. The
unique gluon self oupling results from the virtual gluon loop as shown in
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Figure 1.3 (b). It has been shown [21, 22℄, that gluon loops work as "anti-
sreening": With the inrease of Q
2
the seond term "overomes" the olor
sreening and results in a derease of the oupling onstant with inreasing of
Q
2
("running strong oupling onstant"). This is the origin of asymptoti
freedom.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.3: Contribution of the qq loop to vauum polarisation (a), gluon
loop ontribution to vauum polarisation (b).
The running of the oupling onstant 
s
between a referene sale  and a
given Q
2
an be written [14℄ as:

s
(Q
2
) = 
s
(
2
)
h
1 

s
(
2
)
12
(33   2f) ln
 
Q
2

2

+   
i
(1.13)
Here, the number 33 arises from the gluon loop, f is the number of quark
avours and  2f is the ontribution from the quark pair loops. From the
equation 1.13 it an be seen, that the running of 
s
depends on the number
of quark avours f , i.e. as long as f  16 
s
will derease with inreasing Q
2
.
Sine the known number of quark avours is 6, 
s
is expeted to fall with the
inrease of Q
2
.
At suÆiently low Q
2
, the eetive oupling will beome large. It is us-
tomary to denote the Q
2
sale at whih this happens by 
2
QCD
. The strong
oupling 
s
(Q
2
) an be written as:

s
(Q
2
) =
12
(33   2f) ln(Q
2
=
2
QCD
)
(1.14)
For 6 quark avours 
QCD
is approximately equal to 300-500 MeV .
At large energy sales (equivalent to large Q
2
) where the distane between the
partons are small owing to the unertainty priniple, 
s
beomes small and the
partons an move "freely" inside the proton. This property is alled asymp-
toti freedom. Similarly, at small Q
2
, i.e. large distanes, the oupling
between the partons inreases and results in onnement, where quarks
and gluons are bound in hadroni states.
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Fatorisation
Appliations of QCD as disussed up to now, are limited to the short-distane
region (perturbative QCD or pQCD
1
). Due to higher order orretions at long
range (infrared divergenes, i.e. radiation of soft gluons o partons, for
example) it is impossible to alulate DIS ross setion. The fatorisation
theorem fatorises the ross setion into a "short distane" omponent (i.e.
elasti eletron-parton sattering), whih is alulable within pQCD, and a
non-perturbative "long distane" omponent (parton distributions), whih
has to be determined experimentally. As a result, the inlusive lepton-proton
DIS ross setion is alulable in pQCD with empirially parameterised parton
densities (at a given referene sale) inside the proton. The parton densities
are alled parton distribution funtions (PDF).
Although the parton distribution funtions annot be alulated, their Q
2
dependene is alulable in pQCD as desribed by the DGLAP (Dokshitzer-
Gribov-Lipatov-Alterelli-Parisi) evolution equations [23℄:
q(x; t)
t
=
(t)
2
Z
1
x
dy
y

q(y; t)P
qq

x
y

+ g(y; t)P
qg

x
y

(1.15)
g(x; t)
t
=
(t)
2
Z
1
x
dy
y

q(y; t)P
gq

x
y

+ g(y; t)P
gg

x
y

(1.16)
Here, t = ln(Q
2
=
2
QCD
), P
ij
are the so-alled splitting funtions. P
ij
desribe
the probability of parton j with momentum fration y to produe a parton i
with momentum fration x, when the Q
2
sale hanges from Q
2
to Q
2
+ dQ
2
.
Figure 1.4 shows four Feynman diagrams for eah of these elementary pro-
esses.
P (x/y)qq
q(y)
g(y−x)
q(x)
q(y)
q(y−x)
P (x/y)qg
g(x)
(a) (b)
P (x/y)gq
g(y)
q(x)
q(y−x)
g(y)
g(x)
ggP (x/y)
g(y−x)
() (d)
Figure 1.4: Feynman diagrams for eah of the four splitting funtions P
ij
and the orresponding elementary proesses: (a)-(b) gluon emission by a
quark, () quark-antiquark reation, (d) gluon emission by a gluon.
1
Perturbative QCD is the study of the theory of QCD in energy regimes where the
strong oupling onstant 
s
is small, allowing perturbation theory to be applied.
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The eletron-proton sattering proess an be viewed as an interation where
the eletron ats as a soure of virtual photons, i.e. 

p ! X. The ex-
hanged virtual photon (q
2
6= 0) an be either transversely or longitudinally
polarised. In the QPM model, due to onservation of the heliity and angu-
lar momentum, the interation of an eletron and a longitudinally polarised
virtual photon is not possible. In QCD, due to additional partiles at the
hadroni vertex (the quark an radiate a gluon or a gluon an split into a
quark-antiquark pair, as shown in Figure 1.4), there is no longer diÆulty to
onserve the heliity and angular momentum with a longitudinally polarised
virtual photon. The Callan-Gross relation (1.10) is no longer valid and the
dierene of the two struture funtions F
2
(x) and F
1
(x) is onneted to a
non-zero longitudinal struture funtion F
L
:
F
L
(x) = F
2
(x)  2xF
1
(x) (1.17)
In QPM, the longitudinal struture funtion F
L
= 0.
1.1.5 Theoretial Aspets of Eletroweak Interations
First attempts to understand weak interations started in 1933 when Fermi
formulated the 4-fermion model to desribe the neutron  deay:
n! p+ e
 
+ 
e
Fermi proposed a point interation Lagrangian as follows:
L
F
=
G
F
p
2
J

(np)J

(e) =
G
F
p
2


 (p)

 (n)


 (e)

 ()

(1.18)
where the rst urrent is assoiated with the transition of n to p (hadroni ur-
rent), the seond term orresponds to the (e) pair (leptoni urrent). These
urrents are oupled with the oupling onstant G
F
("Fermi onstant") whih
is equal to 1:16  10
 5
GeV
2
[24℄.
However, the violation of parity (non-invariane of interations under spae
oordinate inversion, or mirror reetion) whih nowadays is a well known
property of the weak interations, was learly not built into Fermi's vetor-
vetor theory. An example of a quantity illustrating parity violation (hanging
sign under spae oordinate inversion) is heliity. Heliity is a projetion of
partile's spin along its diretion of motion, as shown in Figure 1.5.
The violation of parity was initially proposed by T.D. Lee and C.N. Yang
(1956) [26℄ in K meson deay (then known as the     puzzle). One year
later parity violation was established in nulear  deay (Wu [27℄).
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ps ps
Figure 1.5: Shemati presentation of dierent heliity states. Heliity is
the projetion of the partile spin to the diretion of motion: h = ~s  ~p=j~s  ~pj.
For spin
1
2
partiles heliity an either be positive (+
~
2
) - the partile is then
"right-handed" (right), or negative ( 
~
2
) - the partile is then "left-handed"
(left).
A generalisation of the Fermi's vetor theory to inlude parity violation was
independently proposed in 1958 by Feynman and Gell-Mann [28℄ and Sudar-
shan and Marshak [29℄. They suggested a (V  A) Lagrangian for weak inter-
ations. The notation (V  A) means that both vetor and axial vetor parts
are ontained in the weak urrent J

. The purely left-handed nature of the
neutrino, violating parity in a maximal way, is introdued by the
1
2
(1 
5
) op-
erator. Thus the expression for the hadroni weak urrent at the quark level is
J

(h) = u

1  
5
2
d
C
+ : : : (1.19)
Here, the fator 

yields a vetor oupling whereas 


5
gives the axial ve-
tor, u is the Dira spinor of the u quark, and d
C
is the Cabibbo-rotated quark
eld with harge  1=3 introdued by Cabibbo [30℄ in 1963: When the quarks
are grouped into families (aording to their harges and masses), the quark
transitions in the weak deays (e.g. d! u in neutron  deay) are ourring
not only within a family, but (to lesser degree) from one family to another.
The weak fore thus ouples not to the quark pairs but rather to linear ombi-
nations of the physial quarks, written as the sine and osine of the so-alled
Cabibbo angle 
C
:
d
C
= d os 
C
+ s sin 
C
(1.20)
The two omponent quark spinor with inorporated Cabibbo struture of the
harged urrents usually is denoted as:
q =

u
d
C

L
The symbol L indiates that only the left-handed parts of the wave funtions
enter into the weak transitions.
All three generations of quarks known today an be expressed via the 3  3
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix [16℄ whih is an extension of the original
Cabibbo matrix, formulated by Kobayashi and Maskawa in 1973:
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0

d
0
s
0
b
0
1
A
=
0

U
ud
U
us
U
ub
U
d
U
s
U
b
U
td
U
ts
U
tb
1
A
0

d
s
b
1
A
(1.21)
The probability for a transition of a quark q to a quark q
0
is proportional to
the square of the magnitude of the matrix element jU
qq
0
j
2
.
The ombined Feynman, Gell-Mann and Cabibbo theories showed a good de-
sription of the experimentally measured harged-urrent interations within
rst-order perturbation theory. However, at energies of order 1=
p
G
F
(or-
responding to  300 GeV ) violation of the unitarity, i.e. onservation of
probability, is enountered.
Unitarity was saved (in lowest order) by introduing a new eld quantum, the
intermediate vetor boson W . In ontrast to the eletromagneti eld quan-
tum (photon), W has to be harged as the weak urrents involve a hange of
harge (by one unit) and also has to be massive (aording to the Yukawa-
Wik argument [33℄ that the range of a fore is inversely proportional to the
mass of the exhanged eld quantum). In the approximation of Q
2
 M
W
(here M
W
is the mass of the W ), the oupling strength G
F
is proportional to
the weak ouplings onstant g:
G
F
p
2
=
g
2
8M
2
W
(1.22)
However, even with W exhange it an be shown that unitarity in weak
interations is not saved at higher orders: The theory turned out as non-
renormalisable (due to the non-vanishing mass of W ).
Developing the theory of weak interations, in 1958 Bludman [34℄ suggested
the existene of neutral weak interations with a hargeless mediator, nowa-
days known as the Z boson. The rst experimental evidene of the neutral
weak interations was revealed in 1973 at CERN [35℄.
The properties of the Z boson are desribed in the framework of eletroweak
interation, established by Glashow in 1961, Weinberg in 1967 and Salam
in 1968 (GWS model) where the eletromagneti and weak interations are
understood as two aspets of the same interation. The theory inorporates
a new quantum number, weak isospin I, in analogy to isospin of the strong
interations. As disussed above, eah family of quarks (and leptons) form
so-alled weak doublets of left-handed fermions whih an transform into eah
other by the exhange of a W . The eletri harge e
f
of the fermions in the
same family diers by one unit. Being a doublet, the weak isospin is I = 1=2
and the third omponent is I
3
= 1=2. The right-handed fermions do not
ouple to the W and are desribed as singles with I = I
3
= 0. The whole list
of weak multiplets of fermions is given in Table 1.1.
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leptons


e
e

L
;





L
;





L
e
f
=
n
0
 1
o
I =
1
2
I
3
=
n
+
1
2
 
1
2
o
e
R
; 
R
; 
R
e
f
=  1 I = 0 I
3
= 0
quarks

u
d
0

L
;


s
0

L
;

t
b
0

L
e
f
=
n
+
2
3
 
1
3
o
I =
1
2
I
3
=
n
+
1
2
 
1
2
o
u
R
; 
R
; t
R
e
f
= +2=3 I = 0 I
3
= 0
d
R
; s
R
; b
R
e
f
=  1=3 I = 0 I
3
= 0
Table 1.1: Weak multiplets of leptons and quarks. e
f
is the eletri harge,
I is the weak isospin, and I
3
its third omponent.
Conservation of I in weak reations requires three states of I
3
( 1; 0;+1), i.e.
three bosons. These states ould be assigned to W
+
, W
 
and a third neutral
eld quantum W
0
, also with a purely left-handed oupling. In addition, one
ould postulate a state B
0
, a singlet of the weak isospin I = I
3
= 0. Its
oupling strength (g
0
) to the weak neutral urrent does not have to be equal
of the one for W

and W
0
(g). The new elds B
0
and W
0
were assumed to
arry mass.
Eletroweak uniation was suggested by Glashow, introduing the weak ana-
log to hyperharge
2
Y
W
, using the Gell-Mann-Nishijima formula [14℄:
e
f
= I
3
+
1
2
Y
W
(1.23)
Here, the eletri harge e
f
is in units of e. The lepton doublets in this ase
have Y
W
=  1 while quark doublets have Y
W
= +1=3.
The basi idea of the eletroweak uniation is to desribe the neutral ur-
rent mediators (photon and a hypothetial Z) as linear ombinations of B
0
and W
0
suh that one state, the photon, remains massless. This mixing is
expressed as a rotation through the weak mixing angle, or Weinberg angle
3
,

W
:
2
Hyperharge Y = B + S where B is the baryon number and S is the strangeness.
3
There is no theoretial predition for 
W
. Therefore its value has to be determined
experimentally. The present best estimate of sin
2

W
in the MS sheme is 0.2312 [24℄.
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ji = sin 
W
jW
0
i+ os 
W
jB
0
i (1.24)
jZi = os 
W
jW
0
i   sin 
W
jB
0
i (1.25)
The relation between the Weinberg angle 
W
and the weak ouplings g, g
0
:
tan 
W
=
g
0
g
: (1.26)
Uniation is expliitly expressed by relating the weak oupling g with the
eletri harge e:
g sin 
W
= e (1.27)
The ombination of a new Abelian group U(1) assoiated with "weak hyper-
harge" and the SU(2) group assoiated with "weak isospin" resulted into the
SU(2)U(1) group of eletroweak interations. Thus the uniation of the
weak and eletromagneti fores was established. However, the masses of the
weak bosons W

and Z still have to be aommodated within the theory.
The W boson ouples to left-handed leptons and quarks with equal strength,
irrespetive of their harge. In the oupling of Z the eletri harges play a
role as well. The oupling strength of Z to a fermion f is given by
C(f) =
ie
sin 
W
os 
W
(f); (1.28)
(f) = I
3
  e
f
sin
2

W
(1.29)
Apart from the neutrino, the neutral urrent ouplings, in ontrast to the
harged urrents (see equation 1.19) are not pure V -A type, e.g.:
J
neutr

(h) = u
1
2


 

L
(1  
5
) + 
R
(1 + 
5
)

u+ : : :
(1.30)
Here, the oeÆients 
L
and 
R
are the left handed and right handed hiral
ouplings orresponding to (f) in equation 1.29.
The masses of the mediator bosons W

and Z are aquired via the Higgs
mehanism. As has been shown by Peter Higgs in 1964 [36℄, it is possible
to generate masses for bosons (and fermions) without destroying gauge in-
variane (i.e. the renormalisability of the theory) by introduing a omplex
salar eld, alled the Higgs eld. The main assumption of this mehanism is
a non-zero vauum expetation value v for the Higgs eld . With a non-zero
vauum expetation value it is possible to generate sreening urrents to give
mass to the weak gauge bosons.
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The masses of the weak bosons W

and Z are related to the vauum
expetation value v and ouplings g and g
0
via:
M
W
=
g
2
v M
Z
=
p
g
2
+ g
0
2
2
v
Using 1.26, M
W
and M
Z
are related by the Weinberg angle:
os 
W
=
M
W
M
Z
(1.31)
The experimentally determined masses of the W

and Z bosons are [24℄:
M
W
 = 80:425  0:038 GeV M
Z
= 91:188  0:002 GeV
The vetor and axial vetor terms (

and 


5
) in 1.30 lead to the deni-
tions of vetor and axial vetor harges (onstants) v
f
and a
f
for fermions
(Table 1.2). The relations of v
f
and a
f
to 
L
and 
R
are given by:
v
f
= 2
 

L
(i) + 
R
(i)

a
f
= 2
 

L
(i)  
R
(i)


e
; 

; 

e; ;  u; ; t d; s; b
e
f
0 -1 +2/3 -1/3

L
1/2  1=2 + sin
2

W
1=2  2=3 sin
2

W
 1=2 + 1=3 sin
2

W

R
0 sin
2

W
 2=3 sin
2

W
1=3 sin
2

W
v
f
1  1 + 4 sin
2

W
1  8=3 sin
2

W
 1 + 4=3 sin
2

W
a
f
1 -1 1 -1
Table 1.2: Coupling onstants of leptons and quarks to the Z boson. e
f
is
the eletri harge of the fermion (is in units of e).
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1.2 Neutral and Charged Current Cross Setions
1.2.1 Unpolarised Lepton-Proton DIS Cross Setions
Inluding the weak neutral urrent (Z exhange), the neutral urrent dier-
ential ross setion for unpolarised interating partiles is given as [14℄:
d
2

e

p
NC
dxdQ
2
=
2
2
xQ
4

e

p
NC
(1.32)
with the redued NC ross setion term

e

p
NC
= Y
+
~
F

2
 Y
 
x
~
F

3
  y
2
~
F

L
(1.33)
Here, Y

= 1 (1  y)
2
is the heliity fator (see equation 1.12),
~
F

2
,
~
F

3
and
the
~
F

L
are generalised struture funtions.
~
F

L
is the longitudinal struture
funtion with a ontribution to the ross setion proportional to y
2
, therefore
only important in the very high y region (in addition,
~
F

L
is small in the large
Q
2
range onsidered in this thesis). The
~
F

L
term will not be disussed further
in this thesis.
~
F

2
and
~
F

3
an be expressed in terms of ve struture funtions desribing
the ontributions from pure photon exhange, Z interferene and pure Z
exhange:
~
F

2
= F
2
  v
e
 

W
Q
2
Q
2
+M
2
Z
!
F
Z
2
+ (v
2
e
+ a
2
e
)
 

W
Q
2
Q
2
+M
2
Z
!
2
F
Z
2
(1.34)
x
~
F

3
= a
e
 

W
Q
2
Q
2
+M
2
Z
!
xF
Z
3
 2a
e
v
e
 

W
Q
2
Q
2
+M
2
Z
!
2
xF
Z
3
(1.35)
Here, the pure photon exhange is desribed by F
2
, pure Z exhange by F
Z
2
and xF
Z
3
, and Z interferene by F
Z
2
and xF
Z
3
. v
e
is the weak vetor and
a
e
the weak axial-vetor oupling of the eletron to the Z (see equation 1.29)
and are given in Table 1.2. The Weinberg angle 
W
(see equation 1.27) enters
the quantity 
W
in the following way:

W
=
1
4 sin
2

W
os
2

W
In the Quark Parton Model (see setion 1.1.3) the struture funtions are
expressed via quark and anti-quark densities:
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[F
2
; F
Z
2
; F
Z
2
℄ = x
X
q
[e
2
q
; 2e
q
v
q
; v
2
q
+ a
2
q
℄fq(x;Q
2
) + q(x;Q
2
)g (1.36)
[xF
Z
3
; xF
Z
3
℄ = x
X
q
[e
2
q
a
q
; 2v
q
a
q
℄fq(x;Q
2
)  q(x;Q
2
)g (1.37)
The sums run over all quark avors q. Due to the limited kinemati range at
HERA the sum runs over ve quark avors, i.e. the enter of mass energy
p
s
is not suÆient to produe a top quark.
The Charged Current ross setion an be presented in a form similar to
the one of NC reations [14℄:
d
2

e

p
CC
dxdQ
2
=
G
2
F
2x

M
2
W
Q
2
+M
2
W

2

e

p
CC
(1.38)
with the redued CC ross setion term 
e

p
CC
, also often denoted as ~
CC
:

e

p
CC
= ~
CC
= Y
+
~
W

2
+ y
2
~
W

L
 Y
 
x
~
W

3
(1.39)
Here, G
F
is the Fermi onstant whih is related to the weak oupling g and
eletromagneti oupling e (see eq 1.27):
G
F
=
g
2
4
p
2M
2
W
=
e
2
4
p
2 sin
2

W
M
2
W
(1.40)
~
W

2
,
~
W

L
and
~
W

3
are struture funtions analogous to the Neutral Current
ase (see eq. 1.33). Sine the Charged Current interations are purely weak
proesses, W

2
, W

L
and W

3
do not ontain eletromagneti and interferene
terms. The generalised CC struture funtions for unpolarised interating
partiles an be expressed [37℄ as:
~
W

2
=
1
2
W

2
(1.41)
x
~
W

3
= 
1
2
xW

3
(1.42)
In the Quark Parton Model W

2
and W

3
(W

L
= 0) are sensitive to dier-
enes of quark and anti-quark distributions and are given by:
e
+
: W
+
2
= 2x
 
d+ s+ u+ 

; xW
+
3
= 2x
 
d+ s  [u+ ℄

e
 
: W
 
2
= 2x
 
u+ + d+ s

; xW
 
3
= 2x
 
u+   [d+ s℄

(1.43)
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The b and t quarks do not ontribute toW

2
and xW

3
beause of two reasons:
First, the t quark is too massive to be produed in the HERA kinemati range,
seondly, the probability of the u ! b transition aording to the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix is very small (U
ub
, see equation 1.21).
Aording to 1.43, the struture funtion term ~
CC
is related to the quark
densities via
e
+
: ~
e
+
p
CC
= x[u+ ℄ + (1  y)
2
x[d+ s℄
e
 
: ~
e
 
p
CC
= x[u+ ℄ + (1  y)
2
x[d+ s℄
(1.44)
Eletro-weak Uniation
Unpolarised neutral and harged urrent ross setions measured with the
H1 detetor at HERA I as funtion of Q
2
are shown in Figure 1.6. As seen
in the piture, NC and CC ross setions beome about equal in magnitude
at Q
2
& 10
4
GeV
2
. This follows from the propagator term (1=Q
2
)
2
for NC
and (1=Q
2
+M
2
W
)
2
for CC interations introduing a Q
2
dependene whih
is dierent for NC and CC until Q
2
.M
2
Z(W )
.
This so-alled eletro-weak uniation region is predited by the eletroweak
setor of Standard Model as was desribed in setion 1.1.5 (see also equa-
tion 1.40).
e
+
p and e
 
p Charged Current Cross Setions
The dierenes between e
+
p and e
 
p harged urrent ross setions (see Fig-
ure 1.6) arise due to the following fators:
- the proton is omposed of two u and one d valene quark, e
+
probes
the d quark while e
 
probes the u quark (see eq. 1.43, 1.44). Sine the
oupling strength of the W is the same for all fermions, this implies a
fator of two in the eletron-quark harged urrent interations;
- onservation of angular momentum implies a (1   os )
2
dependene
of the sattered  for e
+
p interations in the enter of mass (CM)
frame (baksattering is not allowed). The distribution of the angular
momentum is at for  in e
 
p reations (see Figure 1.7). Conservation
of angular momentum brings another fator of three dierene in the
e
+
p and e
 
p ross setions;
- at high four momentum transfer squared Q
2
, the d quark distribu-
tion as funtion of x falls o faster at large x than the one of the
u quark [18℄.
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Figure 1.6: Cross setions of unpolarised neutral (irles) and harged ur-
rent (boxes) deep inelasti sattering proesses as funtion of Q
2
, measured
with the H1 detetor. The e
+
p ollisions are shown as full symbols, e
 
p as
open symbols. The results are ompared to the Standard Model expetations
using a NLO QCD t (band). From [18℄.
θ
e +
u
d
J = +1z ν
e u
d
ν
θ
J = 0z
Figure 1.7: Illustration of the angular dependene in harged urrent rea-
tions (in the CM frame, assuming the z diretion along the e

motion and
 being the sattering angle of the ): (left) the angular momentum ompo-
nent J
z
is not onserved if the  is sattered bakwards, i.e. the interation
amplitude is proportional to (1   os ); (right) the interation amplitude
does not depend on  beause J
z
= 0.
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1.2.2 DIS Cross Setions with Polarised Leptons
After the upgrade of HERA in the year 2000 (details of the upgrade will
be disussed in hapter 2), HERA has the apability to longitudinally po-
larised the lepton beam. The polarisation of the lepton beam P
e
(eletron or
positron) is dened as:
P
e
=
N
R
 N
L
N
R
+N
L
: (1.45)
Here, N
R
(N
L
) is the number of right (left) handed leptons in the beam. In
an unpolarised beam, the number of left and right handed leptons is the same.
The harged urrent ross setion of polarised leptons with unpolarised pro-
tons is predited by the Standard Model to have a linear dependene on the
lepton polarisation P
e
(all variables as explained in eq. 1.38):
d
2

e

p
CC
dxdQ
2
=
 
1 P
e

G
2
F
2x

M
2
W
Q
2
+M
2
W

2
~
e

p
CC
(1.46)
As seen in the equation above, the total CC ross setion thus is equal to
zero for "left-handed" (see Figure 1.5) positrons as well as for "right-handed"
eletrons.
Unlike for harged urrents, the ross setion for neutral urrent reations
is inuened by the longitudinal lepton polarisation only at high Q
2
. This
dependene appears via the Z exhange and an be expressed in the following
way:
d
2

e

p
NC
dxdQ
2
=
2
2
xQ
4
h

e

p
NC
+ P
e

e

p
NCpol
i
(1.47)
Here, 
e

p
NCpol
is similar to 
e

p
NC
but involves polarised struture funtions.
More detailed desription an be found in [38℄.
1.2.3 Radiative Corretions
The ross setions presented in the last two setions are alulated at the
leading-order (LO or Born approximation, O(
2
)). The main ontribution
to higher order proesses omes from additional photon lines, either inter-
nal (virtual) or external (real). The emission of the real photon an hange
the ep entre-of-mass energy and thus the event kinematis is also hanged.
Therefore the measured ross setions have to be orreted for higher order
radiative eets (typially of order few perents) denoted by the orretion
term Æ
r
[39℄:
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d
2

dxdQ
2
=
d
2

dxdQ
2



Born
1
1 + Æ
r
(1.48)
More generally, the radiative orretions an be separated into two ontri-
butions: The ones rising from the eletromagneti and those from the weak
proesses:
1 + Æ
r
= (1 + Æ
QED
)(1 + Æ
weak
) (1.49)
The alulation of the radiative orretions for the NC ross setions involves
a set of Feynman diagrams, eah being a gauge invariant [39℄. A detailed dis-
ussion about the radiative orretion for the NC sattering is given in [39℄.
The separation of the QED - weak ontributions for the CC radiative orre-
tions is desribed in [40℄ and will be shortly disussed in this setion.
Radiative orretions for CC sattering
The four leading Feynman diagrams for radiative CC sattering (i.e. with
additional photons) are shown in Figure 1.8: The emission of a photon from
the inoming eletron (a), from the inoming and outgoing quark (b, ) and
from the W (d). Similarly to the real orretions shown in Figure 1.8, the
virtual eletroweak one-loop diagrams (orretions to the eW and qq
0
W ver-
ties, self-energy orretions of the involved partiles) also give rise to infrared
divergenes. After ombining real and virtual orretions, the infrared diver-
genes anel eah other and the resulting QED orretions on the CC ross
setion an be expressed in the following way [40℄:
d
2

dxdQ
2
=
d
2

dxdQ
2



Born
(1 + e
2
l
J
lep
+ e
l
e
f
J
int
+ e
2
f
J
qua
) (1.50)
Here, J
lep
; J
int
and J
qua
are the "leptoni", "interferene" and "quarkoni"
ontributions, eah being gauge invariant; e
l
and e
f
are harges of the eletron
and the inoming quark, respetively.
The terms J
int
and J
qua
in the numerial programs for the alulation of
DIS ross setions are usually negleted (the results for the individual on-
tributions are available in [41℄, [42℄). However, it is important to notie (for
the studies presented in setion 5.2.2) that the leptoni ontribution J
lep
in-
volves terms ontaining the photon radiation of the inoming eletron (Fig-
ure 1.8 (a)), as well as the terms involving the outgoing quark radiation
(Figure 1.8 ()).
As mentioned above, the CC radiative orretions also ontain purely weak
ontributions. They arise mostly due to W self-energy terms. The inuene
of the weak radiative orretions are small and are disussed in [43℄.
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Figure 1.8: Feynman diagrams for radiative harged urrent sattering with
the emission of the photon from the inoming eletron (a), from the inoming
and outgoing quark (b,), from W (d).
The photon radiation of the inoming eletron is ommon for both, CC and
NC, and is usually alled Initial State Radiation (ISR). The photon radiation
of the outgoing eletron exists only in NC events and is alled Final State
Radiation (FSR).
1.3 Bakground Proesses to Charged Current
The typial signature of harged urrent events is missing transverse momen-
tum originating from the esaping neutrino. Therefore, the bakground to
harged urrent interations are ep events with an apparent transverse mo-
mentum imbalane usually aused by imperfet detetion of the nal state
partiles. There are two reasons why a missing momentum an be measured
in transversely balaned events: Part of the event nal state may esape
detetion, or the measurement of the nal state was inaurate (resolution
eets).
The possible bakground proesses to CC are photoprodution, neutral ur-
rent events, lepton pair and real W prodution. In the following these bak-
ground lasses are desribed
4
.
1.3.1 Photoprodution
Photoprodution (p) is a proesses where a quasi-real (i.e. almost on the
mass shell) photon, emitted by the eletron, is interating with the pro-
ton. The ross setion of events with photon exhange depends on the four-
momentum transfer as 1=Q
4
(see 1.32). Therefore, photoprodution is the
dominant proess as Q
2
! 0 (events with Q
2
& few GeV
2
are onsidered as
DIS NC events).
4
The ontribution of NC events to CC bakground and their rejetion methods are
disussed in setion 5.1.3.
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Two examples of photoprodution proesses are presented in Figure 1.9. The
reation on the left side of the Figure 1.9 usually is alled the diret proess
(the whole photon takes part in the hard subproess with a parton from the
proton), while the reation on the right side represents a resolved proess
(the photon ats as a soure of partons, one of whih takes part in the hard
subproess). The hadroni nal state in the photoprodution proess onsists
of two (or more) jets.
p
q
q
e e
p
e e
q
q
Figure 1.9: Feynman diagrams for diret (left) and resolved (right) photo-
prodution proesses.
The photoprodution events an "obtain" a missing transverse momentum
in the detetor (i.e. beome bakground to CC) when some hadroni nal
state partiles (e.g. 's) esape detetion, and (or) by imperfet measurement
of the hadroni nal state due to limited detetor aeptane.
Photoprodution interations are the main bakground to CC events (at low
Q
2
the rate of p events is a few hundred times larger than the CC rate).
1.3.2 Lepton-Pair Prodution
The dominant proess for lepton-pair prodution at HERA is ep ! epl
+
l
 
or ep ! eXl
+
l
 
(the pair of leptons mainly originate from photon-photon
interations, photons being radiated by the eletron and the proton). If the
lepton pair in the nal state is 
+

 
(Figure 1.10), the event may look like the
CC event beause muons do not ontribute muh to the alorimetri energy.
If the lepton pair onsist of eletrons, they will be measured in the detetor
and will usually not ause any missing transverse momentum. The typial
rate of the lepton-pair event prodution proess is about 8 events per 1 pb
 1
of luminosity (the CC event rate is about 40 events per 1 pb
 1
).
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_
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e
Figure 1.10: Feynman dia-
gram of the lepton pair produ-
tion: ep ! e
+

 
X.
1.3.3 W Prodution
Another rare proess is realW

prodution. TheW

is produed in ep ! eWX
or ep ! WX reations. When the boson deays leptonially, the event
nal state may mimi a harged urrent ration due to the produed . An
example diagram where the W
 
deays into 
 


is shown in Figure 1.11.
The real boson prodution proess has a very small ross setion at HERA [44℄
(typially about one event is expeted per 2 pb
 1
of luminosity).
_µ
νµ
X
W
e
p
W
e
Figure 1.11: Feynman dia-
gram for real W

prodution:
ep ! eWX.
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1.4 Monte Carlo (MC) event generators
Monte Carlo event generators are programs to simulate partile reations in
the detetor. MC's are used in various physis analyses as a powerful tool
to estimate detetor eets, whih annot be determined from the data. The
main reasons for simulating spei physis proesses in this analysis are:
 the determination of the detetor aeptane,
 the ontribution of the bakground proesses,
 the determination of the eÆieny of seletion uts,
 the estimation of radiative eets.
All these points will be disussed in the further hapters.
The main steps to produe Monte Carlo simulated spei physis proesses
are shortly desribed below.
Generation of the Spei Physis Proesses
Event generators ontain the Born level QCD matrix elements of hard pro-
esses. The rst step to produe MC simulated proesses is the random
event generation initialised aording to these matrix elements spei for
the physis proess. The next step is simulation of parton showering and
hadronisation proesses.
Parton Showering and Hadronisation
The reation of hadroni states from the initial partons involves two distint
proesses, parton showering and hadronisation. Higher order QCD radiation
is represented by leading logarithmi parton showers. In this stage the high
energy primary partons lose their energy radiating seondary partons whih,
in turn, produe others and so on. These branhings of partons are done a-
ording the splitting funtions as desribed in setion 1.1.4 (Figure 1.4). The
proess stops when the energies of the partons beome too small, i.e. below
 1 GeV . At suh small energies the strong oupling, 
s
, is too large and
the showering proesses annot be desribed anymore by perturbative QCD.
At this stage, the nal state onsists of many "free" partons, i.e. quarks and
gluons. Then hadronisation takes plae whih employs empirial models to
desribe the formation of the hadroni nal state. Here, olored partons are
bound into olorless hadrons.
A shemati view of the e

p sattering proess illustrating parton showering
and hadronisation is given in Figure 1.12.
There are several dierent algorithms to generate parton showering and hadro-
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Figure 1.12: Shemati illustration of the ep sattering proess over pertur-
bative (hard sattering) and non-perturbative proesses inluding the simu-
lation of partiles and their reonstrution (reonstrution is desribed in
hapter 3).
nisation proesses. Often used (in this analysis as well) are the Colour Dipole
Model (CDM) [46℄ for the parton showering and the Lund String Fragmen-
tation [47℄ for hadronisation. As a result of the generation a list of the nal
state partiles, haraterised by their four-vetors, is reated.
Generators used in the present analysis
Charged and neutral urrent events were generated with DJANGOH 1.2 [48℄.
The lepton-proton sattering in DJANGOH is based on LEPTO [49℄ inlud-
ing leading order QED orretions with the HERACLES [50℄ program. The
parton showering is generated aording to ARIADNE [51℄ using the Colour
Dipole Model. JETSET [52℄ is used to simulate the hadronisation proess with
the Lund String Fragmentation model. The parametrisation of MRSH [53℄ is
used for the proton PDF and at the analysis level is orreted to the parametri-
sation of H1 PDF 2000 [18℄.
Photoprodution proesses are generated with PYTHIA [54℄. The leading
order parametrisation CTEQ [55℄ is used for the proton PDF and GRV [56℄
for the photon PDF.
Lepton pair prodution proesses were generated with GRAPE [57℄.
Real W

prodution mehanisms were generated with the EPVEC [44℄ pro-
gram.
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In this analysis 100 000 of generated harged urrent events were used, almost
1 million of NC events,  3 million of photoprodution events and more than
400 000 of lepton-pair and W prodution events.
Detetor Simulation
In this step, whih is the same for all MC generators, the interations of
the generated partiles with the detetor material are simulated. This is
done by propagating the generated nal state partiles using their four-vetor
information and simulating random interations with the dierent detetor
omponents. The simulation of eletromagneti and hadroni showers in the
alorimeters is done with a fast parametrisation program H1FAST [58℄. The
detetor response is alulated from the simulated interations, ionisations
and energy deposits.
In the H1 experiment a full detetor simulation is reated with the H1SIM [59℄
software using the GEANT [60℄ program.
Partile Reonstrution
The simulated events are subjeted to the same reonstrution and analysis
hain as the data. The relevant partile reonstrution methods for this anal-
ysis (same for data and MC) are desribed in hapter 3.
MC to Data Corretion
After the simulation and reonstrution steps, some detetor eets may not
be fully modelled in the MC events. Therefore, it is important at the analysis
level to ensure that the MC simulation orretly models the detetor response
and desribes the data in every analysis aspet. As will be desribed in detail
in hapters 4-6, in ase of observed disrepanies, the simulation is orreted
to desribe the data.
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Chapter 2
The H1 experiment at
HERA
The HERA ("Hadron Elektron Ring Anlage") aelerator is the only mahine
world-wide olliding eletrons with protons. Two detetors to register ep ol-
lisions were designed and built in the end of the eighties with the major task
is to study the struture of the proton. The kinemati range of HERA is more
than two orders of magnitude larger than the range aessible so far in xed
target experiments (see Figure 2.1).
In this hapter a short desription of the HERA aelerator and the H1 de-
tetor is given. Emphasis is put on the H1 trigger system and the studies
performed to redue the DIS event trigger rates using the seond level neural
network trigger (L2NN).
2.1 HERA Aelerator
The HERA aelerator (Figure 2.2) is loated at DESY (Deutshes Elektro-
nen Synhrotron), Hamburg. It has the irumferene of 6.3 km and separate
storage rings for eletrons and protons. Eletrons are aelerated to 27.6 GeV
and protons to 920 GeV (820 GeV before 1998). The energy of the eletron
beam energy is limited by synhrotron radiation while the p beam is limited
in energy by the strength of the magneti eld of the superonduting dipole
magnets.
The ollisions at the enter-of-mass energy
p
s = 318 GeV (301 GeV before
1998) take plae in two interation regions surrounded by two large multipur-
pose detetors, H1 [61℄ and ZEUS [62℄. In addition, there is one operational
xed-target experiment, HERMES [63℄, where the eletron beam is brought
into ollision with polarised gas targets in order to study the spin struture
of the proton. The seond xed-target experiment, HERA-B [64℄, where the
proton beam was used to produe nal states with b quarks, has been om-
pleted.
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Figure 2.1: Kinemati plane (x;Q
2
) of HERA and omparison with some
xed target experiments.
The aelerator rings an store up to 210 partile bunhes for eah of the
eletron and proton beams (due to limitations of the injetion system only
180 olliding bunhes are stored routinely). Eah bunh ontains approxi-
mately 10
11
partiles and are separated by 96 ns time intervals. In addition
to the olliding bunhes, there are usually about 10 bunhes in eah beam
without olliding partners (pilot bunhes). Measuring reations indued by
suh eletron or proton pilot bunhes enables studying non-ep indued bak-
ground (for example, beam-gas events originating from proton ollisions with
the remaining gas nulei in the beam).
HERA was suessfully running from the year 1992 until the end of 2000
("HERA I"). After a long shutdown (lasting from the years 2001 and 2002),
the seond, "HERA II", period was started. Two major improvements have
been ahieved during the shutdown. New foussing magnets were installed
inside the detetors, leading to signiant inrease of the instantaneous lumi-
nosity L, whih is dened as:
L =
fN
e
N
p
4 
x

y
h
1
m
2
s
i
(2.1)
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Figure 2.2: Shemati view of the HERA aelerator.
Here, f is the bunh rossing frequeny, N
e
and N
p
are the number of ele-
trons and protons in eah bunh, and 
x
and 
y
are the Gaussian transverse
beam proles in the x and y diretions at the interation point.
Any physial ross setion is related with the number of observed events N
and the integrated luminosity L as:
 =
N
L
The integrated luminosity in the equation above is given as L =
R
L dt. The
integrated luminosity olleted by H1 for the HERA I and HERA II periods
(until the end of 2005) versus time is shown in Figure 2.3. From the gure
one an see that the installation of the foussing system has improved the
instantaneous luminosity by about a fator of three.
The seond improvement of HERA II is the possibility to longitudinally po-
larise the eletron beam (for physis explanations and onsequenes of lon-
gitudinally polarised leptons to DIS reations, see setion 1.2.2). The longi-
tudinal eletron beam polarisation is ahieved installing spin rotators around
the interation regions in the HERA ring.
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Figure 2.3: H1 integrated luminosity as funtion of time for HERA I and
HERA II periods, up to the end of the year 2005.
2.1.1 Longitudinal e Beam Polarisation at HERA II
The eletrons at HERA beome transversely polarised through the emission
of synhrotron radiation (the Sokolov-Ternov eet [65℄): When eletrons
move in losed orbits guided by the magneti dipole elds of a storage ring,
they emit synhrotron radiation; a very small fration of the emitted photons
will ause a spin-ip between "up" and "down" quantum states of the ele-
tron spin. Sine the probabilities of the "up-to-down" and "down-to-up" spin
states are dierent, the initially unpolarised eletron beam beomes polarised
with time aording to:
P (t) = P
max
(1  e
 t=
) (2.2)
Here, P
max
is a theoretial limit for the maximal polarisation and is ' 0:93
(not taking into aount possible depolarisation eets);  is the build-up
time. For a storage ring with radius R and eletron energy E
e
,   R
2
=E
5
e
whih amounts to  40 min at HERA.
To ahieve longitudinal eletron polarisation for the ep interations the verti-
al polarisation is rotated into longitudinal just before the interation point
and, in order to maintain stable beam polarisation, it must be rotated bak
to vertial immediately after. At HERA II, the hains of speial magnets,
so-alled spin rotators [66℄ were installed near the H1 and ZEUS detetors
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Figure 2.4: Shemati view of the HERA ring after the upgrade.
(the HERMES experiment already had suh spin rotators during the HERA
I period. The shemati representation of the HERA ring after the upgrade
with installed spin rotators is shown in Figure 2.4.
The ahievable degree of longitudinal eletron polarisation is limited by many
fators whih have to be taken into aount building up and maintaining the
polarisation in the storage ring. For example, the so-alled "spin mathed"
rotator optis is inuened by the magnet alignment and positioning prei-
sion, eld errors and orbit orretions, number of beam position monitors,
et. The tehnique used for optimising the polarisation in the HERA ring is
alled harmoni losed orbit spin mathing and is desribed in [67, 68℄.
The typial degree of polarisation ahieved at HERA II is  40%, as shown
in Figure 2.5.
Polarisation Measurement
There are two tehniques to measure the polarisation in eletron sattering:
Moller sattering, ee ! ee, and Compton sattering, e ! e. The rst
method is experimentally simple, but limited to beam urrents I
e
 5A.
The seond method is more ompliated to implement but is fast and au-
rate, and is therefore routinely used in experiments operating with high beam
urrents.
Both longitudinal and transverse eletron polarisationmeasurements at HERA
rely on the same physial priniple: Spin dependent Compton sattering of
irularly polarised laser light (photons) o polarised beam eletrons.
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Figure 2.5: Typial HERA II longitudinal and transverse polarisation as
funtion of time.
The ross setion for the Compton sattering proess, e ! e, is a well
known QED proess, expressed as [69, 70℄:
d
2

dEd
= 
0
(E) + S
1

1
(E) os 2+ S
3

P
Y

2Y
(E) sin+ P
Z

2Z
(E)

(2.3)
S
1
and S
3
are the linear and irular omponents of the photon beam polar-
isation
1
, P
Y
and P
Z
are the transverse and longitudinal omponents of the
eletron beam polarisation, 
i
are alulable terms depending on the photon
energy. From the equation above one an see that
- a measurement of the polarisation an be performed by swithing the
sign of S
3
(maximising the irular polarisation S
3
! 1 and thus
minimising the linear terms
p
S
2
1
+ S
2
2
! 0). This results in an asym-
metry whih is proportional to P
z
;
- if the polarisation of the laser beam is known, the longitudinal polar-
isation of the eletrons an be determined from the azimuth photon
energy distribution; to determine the transverse polarisation, in ad-
dition to the energy distribution, the azimuthal distribution of the
photon has to be measured.
There are two polarimeters whih independently measure the degree of trans-
verse and longitudinal polarisation at HERA: The Transverse Polarimeter
(TPOL [71℄) and the Longitudinal Polarimeter (LPOL [72, 73℄). TPOL mea-
sures the spatial energy asymmetry (inluding the azimuthal information),
LPOL measures the energy asymmetry. As the spin rotator system does not
hange the degree of lepton beam polarisation, the measurements of TPOL
and LPOL must be onsistent in magnitude.
1
Generally, to desribe light polarisation the Stokes vetor S is used. For the polarised
light S =
p
S
2
1
+ S
2
2
+ S
2
3
, S
3
here refers to the degree of irular polarisation.
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The Transverse Polarimeter
The transverse polarisation is determined by measuring the spatial vertial
"up-down" asymmetry of the energy distribution of single bak sattered
Compton photons. The photons are produed in a 10W Ar laser and are
irularly polarised. The Compton photons are deteted in a vertially seg-
mented alorimeter whih measures their energies in the upper (E
up
) and
lower (E
down
) halves. The experimentally measured energy asymmetry A
exp
is equal to:
A
exp
=
hE
up
i   hE
down
i
hE
up
i+ hE
down
i
(2.4)
The longitudinal omponent of the eletron beam polarisation P
z
an be ob-
tained through the dierene of the mean values of hA
exp
i swithing the laser
light between two irular polarisation states, L and R:
A
exp
=
hA
exp
i
L
  hA
exp
i
R
2
= S
3
P
z
A
TPOL
(E

) (2.5)
A
TPOL
(E

) is the so-alled analysing power whih has to be heked through
alibration and formally is given by:
A
TPOL
=
R

1
()R()d
R

0
()R()d
(2.6)
Here,  = E

=E
;max
is the ratio of the sattered photon energy to its max-
imum value and R() is the detetor response funtion. The Compton ross
setion is given by 

() = 
0
()
1
() where the upper sigh orresponds to
the total spin 3/2 of the eletron-photon onguration (initial spins of e and
 are aligned), the lower sigh orresponds to the total spin 1/2 (initial spins
are anti-aligned).
The polarimeter is alibrated in parallel to the atual measurement using the
Compton edge in the energy spetrum
2
.
The relative unertainty of the polarisation measurements using TPOL was
determined to be 3:5% [74℄.
The Longitudinal Polarimeter
The measurement of the longitudinal eletron polarisation is based on the
energy asymmetry of the baksattered photons. The photons are delivered
by the high intensity Nd:YAG laser (Figure 2.6). The energy weighted ross
setions of the baksattered photons are used to obtain P
z
. The energy
weighted asymmetry A
exp
is given by:
2
The "Compton edge" is the maximum bak-sattered photon energy and is given by
E
0
;max
 4yE


2
. Here, E

is the inident photon energy, y = [1 + 4E
e
E

=m
2
e
℄ and E
e
is the inident eletron energy.
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A
exp
=
hEi
L
  hEi
R
hEi
L
+ hEi
R
= S
3
P
z
A
LPOL
(E

) (2.7)
Here, hEi
L
and hEi
R
are the means of the measured photon energies belong-
ing to the dierent photon polarisation states, A
LPOL
is the analysing power
of LPOL.
LPOL is designed to operate in two
3
modes: single-photon mode (number of
sattered photons per bunh n

 0:001) andmulti-photon mode (n

 1000).
In the single photon mode the energy of eah individual photon is analysed,
therefore, the high measurement auray an be ahieved. The simulated
photon energy distribution with P
z
= 0:5 using HERA eletron beam param-
eters is shown in Figure 2.7. The disadvantage of this method is low statistis
and high bremsstrahlung bakground whih originates from ollisions of the
eletron beam with the residual gas in the beam pipe. Therefore the single
photon mode is used for the test and diagnosis purposes only.
In the multi-photon mode, the total energy of all deposited photons in the
alorimeter is measured. The advantage of this mode is small bakground as
there is enough statistis per single bunh to overome the bremsstrahlung
bakground. The asymmetry is formed by the measured average photon en-
ergy sums I
1=2
and I
3=2
, orrespond to the total spin 1=2 and 3=2 of the
eletron-photon ongurations (Figure 2.8). This mode is used as the stan-
dard LPOL operation.
The relative unertainty of the polarisation measurements of LPOL for the
years 2003-04 was determined to be 1:6% [75℄.
a 1 cm thick fused silica window [21] and is brought into collision with the
electron beam at a vertical angle of 8.7 mrad. The window was mounted with
Helicoex gaskets [22] to minimize stress such that it has negligible optical
re ardation.
At the i teraction point, the laser spot has a dia eter of approximately
0.5 mm, and the transverse size of the electron beam is 
x
 0.6 mm hor-
izontally and 
y
 0.2 mm vertically. Each electron bunch is approximately
11mm long (corresponding to 37 ps), i.e. about one hundred times shorter than
the laser pulse. After passing through the interaction point, the laser beam
exits the storage ring vacuum system through an identical vacuum window
and enters a second polarization analyzer which also monitors the position
and the intensity of the laser light.
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Fig. 4. Layout of the Longitudinal Polarimeter in the HERA East section.
3.2 Laser Electron Interaction Region
The location of the laser-electron interaction region was chosen to optimize
the rate of the back-scattered Compton photons versus the background rate,
and to minimize changes to the electron ring vacuum system. Maximizing the
Compton rate means that the crossing angle between the laser beam and the
electron beam should be as small as possible, and the horizontal widths of
the electron and laser beams should both be small. In addition, the transverse
spatial distribution of the back-scattered Compton photons due to the size and
divergence of the electron beam had to be minimized, since the back-scattered
photons have to travel about 54 m to the calorimeter.
The laser-electron interaction point is located in the East Right HERA tunnel
section, 13 m downstream of the rst dipole magnet BH39, which bends the
beam by 0.54 mrad (Fig. 2). This is enough to prevent a large fraction of
the bremsstrahlung generated by the residual gas in the long straight vacuum
6
Figure 2.6: Layout of the longitudinal polarimeter (LPOL) at HERA.
3
The possibility of an additional few-photon (n

 1) mode whih was never onsidered
in other experiments has been analysed for LPOL. The details of this study are given
in [69℄.
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Figure 2.7: Simulated baksattered Compton photon energy spetra olleted
in the single photon mode [69℄ for dierent values of irular polaristion
(S
3
= 0;+1; 1). The bremsstrahlung bakground (the normalisation to the
Compton spetra is arbitrary but largely suppressed in sale) is also shown.
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Fig. 11. Spectra collected in multi-photon mode for the spin-
1
2
(dashed histogram)
and spin-
3
2
(solid histogram) congurations for a specic electron bunch with a
beam polarization of 0.59.
photons to many thousand. During normal operating mode in which about
1000 back-scattered Compton photons are produced at the beginning of a ll,
approximately 250 times more energy is deposited in the calorimeter than the
highest energies (bremsstrahlung) deposited in the single-photon mode, since
the average energy deposited per Compton photon is 6.8 GeV. In order to
attenuate the

Cerenkov light to protect the photomultiplier tubes from satu-
ration, a remotely controlled movable, perforated nickel foil could be inserted
into the 3 mm air gap between the NaBi(WO
4
)
2
crystals and the photomulti-
plier tubes. This was initially the standard mode of operation.
Even though the NaBi(WO
4
)
2
crystals are 19 radiation lengths long, there is
a small amount of longitudinal shower leakage into the photomultiplier tubes.
Unfortunately, the corresponding shower particles generate a large signal in
the photomultiplier tubes, which introduces a substantial non-linearity in the
energy response. The longitudinal shower leakage signal derives mostly from
the highest energy Compton photons and hence has a large analyzing power.
When the

Cerenkov light produced in the NaBi(WO
4
)
2
crystals was attenu-
ated by the nickel foil, the shower leakage signal dominated the signal in the
photomultiplier tubes. This altered the response function and increased the
analyzing power of the detector by about 25%.
The polarimeter has been operated without any light attenuators since early
1999. This was also the case for the test beam calibrations. The gain in the
photomultiplier tubes has to be reduced in the multi-photon mode by about a
factor of 200. As described in Section 4.3, it was veried that the photomulti-
plier tubes are linear over this large range in gain. To address concerns about
long-term stability, linearity, and radiation damage, a tungsten/scintillator
sampling calorimeter, similar to the one employed in the Transverse Polarime-
ter [8] but without position sensitivity, is moved in the Compton photon beam
periodically. It acts as an independent device to check the beam polarization
measurement and is otherwise not exposed to bremsstrahlung and direct syn-
14
n 1=2
n 3=2
Figure 2.8: Experimentally measured baksattered Compton photon energy
spetra olleted in the multi-photon mode for S
3
= +1 (orresponding to
the total spin 3=2 eletron-photon onguration in the plot) and S
3
=  1
(total spin 1=2). From [75℄.
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2.2 H1 Detetor
The H1 detetor [76℄ was designed and built as a general purpose detetor to
study ep interations at HERA. The design of the detetor is similar to most
of the olliding experiment detetors with the exeption of its longitudinal
asymmetry. The "forward" part of the detetor, dened as the diretion of
the inident proton (positive z in the H1 oordinate system) and the "bak-
ward" part (negative z diretion) are optimised for the detetion of the proton
remnant and the sattered eletron, respetively.
A shemati view of the detetor is shown in Figure 2.9. Starting from the
interation vertex, the H1 detetor is omposed of a entral 2 and a for-
ward 3 traking system followed by an eletromagneti 4 and a hadroni
5 Liquid Argon (LAr) alorimeter overing most of the solid angle, and a
"warm" alorimeter onstruted of sintillating bers (Spaghetti Calorimeter,
SpaCal) overing the bakward region. The LAr alorimeter is surrounded by
a superonduting ylindrial 6 m diameter oil 6 whih provides a uniform
magneti eld of 1.15 T. Finally, the entire detetor is surrounded by the Iron
yoke 10 made from iron plates whih return the magneti ux and house
streamer tubes for muon identiation.
In order to enlarge the geometrial aeptane of partile reonstrution sat-
tered at small angles, several additional independent detetors have been on-
struted around the main H1 detetor. In the forward diretion there are: The
Very Forward Proton Spetrometer [77℄ (VFPS), the Forward Proton Spe-
trometer [78℄ (FPS), the Proton Remnant Tagger [79℄ (PRT) and the Forward
Neutron Calorimeter [80℄ (FNC). The energy measurements of the sattered
eletrons in the bakward diretion are performed by two Eletron Taggers
(ET6 and ET40) loated at z
ET6
=  5:4 m and z
ET40
=  40 m
4
. A Photon
Detetor (PD) is installed at (z
PD
=  101:8 m). PD measures Bethe-Heitler
proesses, ep ! ep, whih in oinidene with ET40 is used to determine
the luminosity (for details see 2.2.3 setion).
In the following, only those H1 detetor omponents whih are relevant for
the present harged urrent analysis will be desribed: The traking system
for the measurement of the harged partiles traks (setion 2.2.1), the Liq-
uid Argon Calorimeter for the hadroni shower energy measurement (setion
2.2.2), the luminosity system (the luminosity diretly enters the alulation
of any physis ross setion, setion 2.2.3), and the Time of Flight System for
the bakground rejetion (setion 2.2.4).
4
During HERA I period there were three Eletron Taggers (ET8; ET33 and ET44
with loations z
ET8
=  8 m, z
ET33
=  33 m and z
ET44
=  44 m, respetively). In
HERA II they have been replaed by the ET6 and ET40.
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Figure 2.9: The ut-away view of the H1 detetor.
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2.2.1 Traking System
The aim of the traking system is to provide a preise measurement of mo-
mentum and angles of harged partiles (aurate trak reonstrution) and
to ontribute a trigger signal. For these purposes the H1 traking system
onsists of various traking devies based on the dierent detetor tehnolo-
gies. The basi overview of the H1 traking system together with its main
parameters is given in Table 2.1. The side view of the system is displayed in
Figure 2.10.
Figure 2.10: The side view of the H1 traking system. For HERA II, CIZ
and part of the CIP hamber are replaed by CIP2k.
A short desription of the entral and silion traking devies is given below,
the Bakward Trak Detetor (BTD) and Forward Trak Detetor (FTD)
were not used in the present analysis.
Central Trak Detetor (CTD)
The CTD is an ensemble of ve subdetetors eah for a dierent partile de-
tetion purpose (see Figure 2.11). Two oaxial ylindrial jet hambers, CJC1
and CJC2, ontain 30 and 60 drift ells eah, with 56 sense wires in total and
provide preise partile angle and momentum measurement. The wire planes
are inlined with respet to the radial diretion by about 30
Æ
whih approxi-
mately orresponds to the Lorentz angle, i.e. the drift angle by whih harged
partiles are deeted in an eletri eld due to the eet of the magneti eld
from solenoid. As a result of the wire inlination, the ionisation produed by
the harged primary partiles will drift perpendiular to the wire plane, thus
ahieving a better trak resolution.
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Central Trak Detetor: CTD
angular overage spatial resolution
CIP2k 

= 5 mrad
(Central Inner Proportional Chamber) 
z
= 1:5 m
CJC (Central Jet Chamber) 15
Æ
<  < 165
Æ
COP 
r
= 170 m
(Central Outer Proportional Chamber)
COZ (Central Outer Z-Chamber) 
z
= 350 m
CST (Central Silion Traker) 30
Æ
<  < 150
Æ

r
= 14 m
Forward Trak Detetor: FTD
angular overage spatial resolution
planar and radial drift hambers 5
Æ
<  < 25
Æ

xy
= 1 mm
FST (Forward Silion Traker) 8
Æ
<  < 16
Æ

r
= 16 m
Bakward Trak Detetor: BTD
angular overage spatial resolution
BDC (Bakward Drift Chamber) 153
Æ
<  < 177
Æ

r
< 400 m
BST (Bakward Silion Traker) 162
Æ
<  < 176
Æ

r
= 16 m
Table 2.1: The overview of the traking detetors omposing the H1 traking
system and their main parameters.
y
x
beam pipe!
CST!
 CIP2k
 CJC1
 CJC2
 COP
 COZ
Figure 2.11: The radial view
of the Central Trak Detetor.
The Central Inner Proportional Chamber [81℄, CIP2k, is a replaement of the
HERA I Central Inner z-hamber (CIZ) and part of the original CIP drift
hamber. CIP2k is a ylindrial multi-wire proportional hamber with a di-
ameter  40 m and onsists of ve radial layers. The hamber is positioned
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between the Central Silion Traker (CST, see below) and the entral drift
hambers (Figure 2.11). The CIP2k allows fast ( 2 s) z vertex position
determination and thus eÆient bakground rejetion.
The Central Outer z-hamber, COZ, is a thin drift hamber designed to im-
prove the trak reonstrution in the r   z plane, i.e. provides a polar angle
measurement. The hamber ontains 4 layers of sense wires with 16 and 24
rings around the beam axis.
COP is a Multi-wire Proportional Chamber used to provide a fast trigger tim-
ing signal of the vertex position. For this purpose the hamber has a higher
segmentation in the z diretion with respet to the diretion in  (60 setors
in the z diretion and 8 in ).
Silion Trakers (FST,CST,BST)
The Central Silion Traker [83℄ (CST) onsists of two onentri ylindrial
silion sensor layers with 12 and 20 modules at radii of 5.75 m and 9.75 m,
respetively. Eah module ontains six silion sensors. Both CST layers have
35.6 m ative length in the z oordinate.
CST is the losest detetor to the beam pipe. The spatial resolution of CST
is an order of magnitude better than the entral traker hambers (see Ta-
ble 2.1). Therefore it is used to omplement and improve the CTD measure-
ment.
The Forward and Bakward Silion Trakers were not used in the present
analysis.
Resolution of Traking Devies
The momentum resolution of the traking devies dereases with inrease of
the transverse momentum (
p
T
=p
T
 0:003p
T
[GeV ℄ [61℄), therefore the low
momentum harged partiles usually are measured with a high preision.
2.2.2 Calorimetry
The Liquid Argon Calorimeter (LAr) overs the entral and forward part of
the H1 detetor within the angular range of 4
Æ
.  . 154
Æ
. LAr is the main
detetor omponent to measure the energy of eletromagneti and hadroni
showers. The Lead-Fiber Calorimeter (SpaCal) in the present analysis is only
used to omplement the ToF system whih sets veto onditions (desribed
in setion 2.2.4). The other two H1 detetor alorimeters - Plug alorimeter
(0:7
Æ
.  . 3:4
Æ
) and the Tail Cather (instrumented in the Iron Yoke as a
part of the muon system) - are not relevant for harged urrent analysis and
will not be desribed.
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Liquid Argon Calorimeter (LAr)
The liquid argon tehnique was hosen for the main H1 detetor alorimeter
due to good system stability, ease of alibration, homogeneity of response and
high granularity.
The LAr alorimeter is made of wheels, eah being divided in two parts
5
,
inner eletromagneti (EM) and outer hadroni (HAD) staks (Figure 2.12).
The struture of the wheels is the following: The Bakward Barrel (BBE),
the Central Barrels (CB1, CB2, CB3), two Forward Barrels (FB1, FB2), the
Inner Forward (IF) and the Outer Forward (OF) modules. All wheels are
segmented into 8 equal otants.
12 1311109876
0
2
4
0
4
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.12: The Liquid Argon Calorimeter: (a) longitudinal and (b) radial
view.
In order to ensure a good spatial resolution, both eletromagneti and hadroni
parts of the LAr alorimeter are highly segmented, resulting in a total of
45000 read-out ells. Beause eletromagneti showers are more ompat
than hadroni ones, the EM setion has a four-fold higher segmentation than
the HAD setion.
LAr has a typial "sampling" alorimeter struture, i.e. EM and HAD staks
are made of "passive" absorber material and an "ative" sampling medium.
The EM part is made of 2.4 mm Pb absorber and 2.35 mm liquid argon as
ative material. The HAD ells onsist of 19 mm stainless steel and a double
gap of 2.4 mm liquid argon.
5
All wheels exept BBE have eletromagneti and hadroni parts. BBE has only an
eletromagneti part.
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It is typial to desribe the depth of the eletromagneti (hadroni) parti-
le shower development in the absorber material by the radiation length X
0
(interation length )
6
. In order to handle full shower ontainment ( 95%),
the longitudinal segmentation of the EM part is 20   30 X
0
and 5   8  for
the HAD setion.
The alorimeter is non-ompensating, i.e. eletromagneti and hadroni show-
ers have dierent energy responses (about 30% smaller for hadroni showers).
To obtain the proper hadroni energy measurement (essential for harged
urrent analyses) a speial software tehnique [84℄ is used to orret for this
dierene.
The energy resolution of the alorimeter has been determined in test mea-
surements and holds the values:
for eletrons and photons [85℄: 
em
=E = 12%=
p
E[GeV ℄;
for hadrons [86℄: 
had
=E = 50%=
p
E[GeV ℄:
It is important to notie that the relative energy resolution of alorimeters
improves with inreasing energy E of the inident partile (as shown above,

E
=E  1=
p
E).
Noise suppression
All measurements relying on the LAr alorimeter are strongly aeted by noise
originating from the eletronis for signal ampliation [87, 88℄. In a simpli-
ed model ("white noise model", see [87℄) the eletroni noise 
n
has a linear
dependene on the alorimeter ell apaity C
D
: 
n
 C
D
. As the eletro-
magneti alorimeter ells have higher apaities they suer more from noise
than the hadroni ones. There is also a lear dependene on the alorimeter
region: In the high apaity (big ells) CB region the noise is higher than in
the low apaity (small ells) IF region for example.
The noise level in the LAr alorimeter is measured for eah of the 65000
eletroni hannel during eletroni alibration (due to a double transmission
system used in H1 there are more read-out hannels than alorimeter ells,
for details see [61℄). The noise varies between 15 and 30 MeV per hannel,
depending on the alorimeter region. Cells with an energy deposit greater
than +2  above the average noise level (estimated by random triggers) are
removed. On the reonstrution level noise is further suppressed as desribed
in [61℄ inluding orretions for the dead material
7
. On the analysis level,
6
 is typially an order of magnitude large than X
0
for most materials. For example,
for Pb  = 193 g=m
2
and X
0
= 6:3 g=m
2
, for Fe  = 132 g=m
2
and X
0
= 13:8 g=m
2
.
7
The orretion parameters due to energy loss in dead material loated in front of
the alorimeter (beam pipe, trakers and the inner ryostat wall) are derived from Monte
Carlo simulations.
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omplementary noise suppression algorithms [89℄ and a alibration to the re-
onstruted energies on the partile level are applied (desribed in hapter 4).
In the Monte Carlo events noise is added on top of the simulated energy
and the full noise suppression proedure is applied as in the real data.
Spaghetti Calorimeter (SpaCal)
The purpose of the SpaCal alorimeter is to detet eletrons sattered at low
angles. In the present analysis the trigger elements provided by SpaCal are
used to set veto onditions (see setion 2.2.4).
SpaCal is loated in the bakward region of the H1 detetor (see Figure 2.10),
overing the region 153
Æ
.  . 174
Æ
(at HERA II). Like LAr, SpaCal is a non-
ompensating sampling alorimeter and has eletromagneti and hadroni
setions. The alorimeter is made of long thin bers (the ber assoiation with
spaghetti gave the name to this type of alorimeter). The inident partile is
deteted by the sintillation light emitted by the bers. The detailed detetor
desription is given in [90, 91℄.
2.2.3 Luminosity System
As mentioned in setion 2.2.1, the luminosity system onsists of two indepen-
dent alorimeters, the Photon detetor (PD) and the Eletron Tagger (ET40).
PD is situated at z
PD
=  101:8 m and measures the rate of bremsstrahlung
photons from the Bethe-Heitler proess [92℄, ep ! ep. ET40 is loated at
z
ET40
=  40 m and is used to detet sattered eletrons whih are deeted
by the magneti eld of the HERA foussing magnets. Besides the luminosity
measurement, ET is also used to study photoprodution proesses (see setion
1.3.1) with a limited aeptane of Q
2
< 0:01 GeV
2
and 0:4 < y < 0:85.
The luminosity is determined using both detetors simultaneously, measuring
the nal state eletron and photon produed in the Bethe-Heitler proess,
ep ! ep (the proton usually esapes undeteted through the beam pipe).
The luminosity L is alulated from the total rate of bremsstrahlung events,
R
total
, orreted for the rate in the non olliding, i.e. pilot bunhes, R
0
(typ-
ially 10 out of 180 bunhes) [61℄:
:
L =
R
total
  (I
total
=I
0
)R
0

visible
Here, I
total
and I
0
are the eletron beam urrents in the olliding and pilot
bunhes, and 
visible
is the visible part of the ep! ep proess ross setion
(whih is known theoretially with 0.5% preision).
Further details of the luminosity measurement are given in [93℄.
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2.2.4 Time of Flight System (ToF)
A very eÆient way of rejeting the beam assoiated bakground is to use
the event time of ight. For this purpose the Time-of-Flight system (ToF)
is designed. ToF is omposed out of several high time resolution sintillator
detetors onneted to photomultipliers.
The ToF system [94℄ is a set of the following devies (see Figure 2.13):
FToF (z  7:0 m) Forward ToF installed within the forward muon
system,
PToF (z  5:3 m) ToF installed behind the Plug alorimeter,
FIT (z  2:7 m) Forward Interation Timing system mounted
behind the forward traker,
SToF (z   2:4 m) installed just before the hadroni SpaCal setion,
BToF (z   3:3 m) Bakward ToF mounted after SpaCal,
VETOWALL several small veto ounters mounted lose to
(z   (6:5 8:1) m) the beam pipe.
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Figure 2.13: Shemati view showing the various loations of the ToF sub-
detetors. VETOWALL is outside of the visible range to the right side ("up-
stream" of the proton beam).
2.3 H1 Trigger System
The bunh rossing (BC) frequeny at HERA is approximately 10 MHz at
the H1 interation point. Not every bunh ollision yields a reation leading
to seondary partiles detetable in the H1 detetor, therefore the raw data
rate usually reahes a few tens of kHz. The rates of interesting physis events
(ep ollisions) is orders of magnitude smaller - ranging from  30 Hz for the
tagged photoprodution to the prodution of W 's where about one events is
expeted in few days. The bakground is dominated by proton interations
with residual gas nulei (beam gas interations) and osmi events.
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The aim of the H1 Trigger System is a fast and eÆient separation of real
physis events from the dominating bakground and a proper aommodation
of the ep ollisions within a limited H1 bandwidth. For these purposes the
trigger system onsists of four separate levels, eah onseutively ltering
inoming data and making more and more omplex deisions. The ltered
data from one level are sent to the next level until the manageable rate for
the H1 data aquisition system ( 40 Hz) is reahed after the nal level (see
Figure 2.14).
MicroprocessorsL3
L1
L2
Hard-wired logic Trigger data
Asynchronous event buffer
100 msL4
max.5kHz
L4-reject
L1-reject
L2-reject
L3-reject
~10 Hz
On-line
Physics analysis
preselection
Reconstruction
DST
35 RISC Processors
Off-line
Raw data on tape
Abort
(Pipeline)
Start
S
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p
max.50Hz
max.200Hz
Com
plete readout
L5
events
Monitor
10 MHz
Neural networks +
Topological trigger
Detector
warmstart
(Data Summary Tapes)
20 µ
800 µ s
2.3 µ s
s
Figure 2.14: The H1 Trigger System.
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2.3.1 The First Trigger Level (L1)
The deision to keep or rejet an event at the rst trigger level (L1) is based
on the information arriving from all subdetetors in the form of trigger ele-
ments. The trigger elements from the subdetetors are passed in dead time
free pipelines (the pipelines length varies between 27 and 35 BC's deep de-
pending on the subdetetor) to the Central Trigger Logi (CTL). The CTL
oordinates and synhronises the data stream from all subdetetors, ombines
these trigger elements into so-alled subtriggers and makes a deision to keep
event ("L1keep") if at least one subtrigger is set
8
. If the event was kept, the
pipelines are stopped and the "dead time" (time when the detetor annot
ontinue to take data) starts.
A desription of relevant trigger elements for the harged urrent analysis
provided by the traker system, LAr alorimeter and ToF system is given
below.
The Fast Traking Trigger (FTT) [95,96℄ has been reently integrated into the
H1 trigger system (replaing the old DCr trigger). FTT uses partial read-
out of the CJC1 and CJC2 hambers for exible topologial seletivity and
provides L1, L2 and L3 trigger elements. FTT was just in the ommissioning
phase during this analysis data taking period and will not be disussed here.
Traking System Trigger Elements
The traking hambers provided trigger elements used in this analysis are
summarised in Table 2.2, details an be found in [97℄.
name short desription
CIP sig signiane in the entral part of the interation vertex
determined from the traks
CIP T0 a timing signal set if there is at least one entral trak in
oinidene with the interation time
CIP MUL the multipliity of the traks
Table 2.2: List of traking system trigger elements used in the present anal-
ysis for the harged urrent event triggering.
The trigger elements of the traking system are also used to supplement veto
onditions, i.e. to rejet non-ep bakground events. In the present analysis
the following veto onditions are used: CIP MUL>7 (more than 1000 traks
in the event) and CIP sig==0 (no entral traks found whih ould be used
to determine the event interation vertex).
8
Some subtriggers may have a presale p whih means that this trigger will be ignored
by CTL until it has been set p times.
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LAr Trigger Elements
The LAr alorimeter trigger [61℄ is the main trigger for all high Q
2
physis
analyses. The LAr energy measurement is built from the signals provided
by 45000 LAr ells (see setion 2.2.2). Subset of these signals are added to
so-alled trigger ells (TC) and added further to trigger towers (TT) with a
projetive geometry. TTs are used to build even oarser granularity big towers
(BT) (the distribution of  of BTs is shown in Figure 2.12), eah of them split
in an eletromagneti (EM) and a hadroni (HAD) part. The signals from the
BTs (whih are still analog) are digitized with fast ADCs (FADC, fast analog
to digital onverter) and fed into digital summing eletronis whih are nally
disriminated using programmable threshold funtions. The derived trigger
elements (TE) are sent to CTL. For details refer to [98℄.
The LAr trigger elements used in the harged urrent analysis are summarised
in Table 2.3.
name short desription
LAr Etmiss the transverse momentum in the alorimeter, dened as:
p
(
P
i
P
x;i
)
2
+ (
P
i
P
y;i
)
2
where the sum runs over the i BT's and the momenta is
alulated from the energies and angles in the BT i:
P
x;i
= E
i
sin 
i
os
i
P
y;i
= E
i
sin 
i
sin
i
LAr IF the energy sum of the BT's belonging to the IF region
LAr eletron 1 set if the TT energy is above a ertain threshold in the
eletromagneti part ( 6 GeV )
LAr T0 an "OR" of the TT timing signals T
0
determined by a
onstant fration disriminator tehnique
Table 2.3: List of trigger elements provided by LAr alorimeter trigger and
used in the present analysis for the harged urrent event triggering.
ToF Trigger Elements (Veto onditions)
The trigger elements or veto onditions provided by the ToF system are ap-
plied to most of the subtriggers. All ToF subsystems provide their trigger
elements in three time windows around the interation time  [ 4;+16 ns℄:
BG bakground window (set by partiles arriving earlier than partiles
from the interation point),
IA interation window (set by partiles from the interation point),
GL global window (set by partiles arriving later than the partiles
from the interation point).
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The veto onditions are ombinations of signals from the ToF subsystem and
from the trigger time window. For example, the signal provided by the For-
ward Interation Timing system in the interation window would be FIT IA.
In addition, there are veto onditions set by the ToF system together with
some other subdetetor. The additional ondition used in this analysis is:
SPCLh AToF E 1 set when the total SpaCal hadroni "out of time"
energy (AToF) is greater then 0.6 GeV .
2.3.2 The Seond Trigger Level (L2)
Two trigger systems, the Neural Network Trigger (L2NN) [99℄ and the Topo-
logial Trigger (L2TT, [100℄) form the seond trigger level. At level 2, the
full L1 information from all subdetetors is available. Sine the time within
whih the L2 deision has to be taken is 20 s, there is enough time to exploit
the orrelations between the various subdetetors.
The L2NN system onsists of 13 independent neural networks, eah of them
with the possibility to have up to 64 input neurons, 64 hidden and 1 output
neuron. Eah network is trained to reognise a spei physis hannel mak-
ing use of its spei patterns in the detetor.
The short introdution to neural networks and tehnial details of the L2NN
trigger system are given in setion 2.4. Examples of the network training
proedure applied to the main inlusive DIS subtriggers in order to tighten
the onditions at HERA II are also desribed in setion 2.4.
2.3.3 The Third Trigger Level (L3)
The third trigger level was not used during HERA I period neither at the
HERA II period up to the end of 2005. The Fast Traking Trigger (FTT
level 3) has been only reently ommissioned.
2.3.4 The Fourth/Fifth Trigger Levels (L4/5)
The L4/5 trigger level makes the event reonstrution from the omplete
readout of the event information (the readout starts with "L2 keep"). Event
parameters (traks, lusters, vertex, time of the interation) are reonstruted
by the H1 software reonstrution algorithm (H1REC).
The events are lassied into ertain physis lasses by so-alled L4 lters [101℄
(or rejeted if they do not t in any of the existing lasses), and are written
to the Prodution Output Tapes, POT, ( 100 kb per event). A subset of the
POT information is dupliated to the Data Summary Tapes (DST,  10 kb
per event) whih is usually suÆient for most of the data analyses.
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2.4 Neural Networks for DIS Inlusive Event Trig-
gering
The H1 Level 2 trigger provides an early opportunity for event "pattern reog-
nition" based on information from all subdetetors. Sine 1996, the L2NN
trigger has been suessfully used to trigger various physis hannels (mostly
exlusive hannels, like heavy vetor meson prodution, e.g. ep ! epJ= or
Deeply Virtual Compton Sattering DVCS, ep ! ep) and to signiantly
redue the orresponding physis trigger rates. An example of the neural
network appliation for elasti photoprodution of J= vetor mesons an be
found in [102, 103℄.
The performed studies have shown that L2NN an be suessfully used to
trigger also the inlusive physis hannels being used for the ongoing data
taking by the H1 experiment.
In this hapter an overview of the L2 neural networks (as introdued in se-
tion 2.3.2) trained to reognise DIS inlusive interations is presented. First,
a short introdution
9
to neural networks (NN) is given. Then, the level 2
neural network trigger will be desribed. The appliations of networks for in-
lusive events (harged and neutral urrent, multi-eletrons, isolated leptons)
are presented in the last setion.
2.4.1 Introdution to Neural Networks
A neural network (or more preisely Artiial Neural Network, ANN) onsists
of elementary units alled neurons (or nodes) in assoiation with the nerve
ells of the human brain. Regardless of how ompliated the real biologial
neuron may be, a simplied abstration an be simulated by a simple math-
ematial model (Figure 2.15 (a)): A neuron i reeives a ertain number of
inputs, eah with a weight w
i
. The neuron i omputes a non-linear funtion
f(a) from the weighted sum of its inputs:
y
i
= f
 

i
x
i
w
i
  b

(2.8)
Here, b is the neuron threshold value whih is ompared with the summed
result of the weighted inputs, i.e. the "ativation" of the node (b is sometimes
also alled ativation threshold). The funtion f is a threshold funtion, whih
is usually taken as
f(a) =
1
1 + e
 a
(2.9)
9
The more detailed introdution to neural networks an be found in e.g [104℄.
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Using this basi building blok, networks of neurons an be built up. There
are several possible arhitetures for neural networks. One of the most pop-
ular (also well suitable for pattern reognition problems) is the multilayer
feed-forward arhiteture. The neurons in the feed-forward networks are or-
ganised in layers, passing the information from an input layer to an output
layer of neurons.
The onstrution of the neural network is performed in the following way:
Eah neuron in the layer reeives the inputs from all neurons in the previous
layer and sends its output to all neurons of the next layer. A symboli view of
suh a net is shown in Figure 2.15 (b). The network shown has three layers:
One input, one hidden and one output layer. When neurons in the hidden
layer have reeived all inputs from the input layer, they perform the ompu-
tation of the funtion f (equation 2.9) and provide their outputs y
i
to eah
node of the output layer. The single neuron of the output layer omputes the
nal network output, a single number in the range [0; 1℄.
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.15: Symboli presentation of (a) the neural network elementary
unit - neuron; (b) the feed forward neural network with one hidden layer.
For explanation of symbols see text.
The geometrial interpretation of suh a network is quite simple: If one imag-
ines the spae formed by the network inputs ("trigger" spae in this ase),
then eah neuron of the hidden layer denes a hyperplane in this spae where
the normal vetor of the hyperplane is given by the vetor of weights w
i
. The
distane to the origin is given by the threshold b. Several suh hyperplanes
divide the trigger spae into two arbitrarily shaped regions: "signal" and
"bakground"
10
. The nal output of the network (given by the single output
neuron) is the separating funtion in trigger spae.
The idea of the network training is nding the optimal funtion for the best
two lass-separation. For this purpose a set of example patterns is required
with assoiated target values for the output ("1" for signal and "0" for bak-
10
Generally, there ould be more than two lasses required to distinguish the signal from
the bakground, but suh problems will not be disussed here.
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ground in the simples ase). The way of training by adopting to lassied
examples is alled supervised learning.
The dierene between the orret answer  and the network output y an
be desribed by an error funtion E, given by:
E =
1
2

i
(
i
  y
i
)
2
(2.10)
The randomly initialised network weights an be adjusted in a minimisation
proedure using gradient desent of the error funtion
w ! w   
E
w
(2.11)
Here,  is the step size (or learning rate) whih desribes the dynamis of the
hanging of weights. Starting from the output layer, the derivative of error
funtion
E
w
is derived for eah layer and propagated "bakwards" through
the network down to the input layer. This is the basi idea of the bak prop-
agation algorithm [105℄.
In order to ontrol the network performane, the usual proedure is to sepa-
rate the input data into three sets: training, seletion and test
11
. After the
network is trained with the training sample, the independent seletion set
allows to nd an optimal network performane between several trainings with
dierent training parameters. The nal independent test sample is neessary
to test the "true" performane of the seleted network. In this way the net-
work response to unknown patterns is tested (generalisation).
As the standard evaluation of the neural network performane it is ommon to
disuss the signal eÆieny versus bakground rejetion (more explanations
are given in setion 2.4.3).
A more detailed desription of the network training proedure is given in [103℄.
2.4.2 H1 Level 2 Neural Network Trigger (L2NN)
Basi arguments of using neural networks in the H1 trigger system are:
 to exploit multidimensional orrelations between various trigger quan-
tities from all subdetetors available at the seond trigger level,
 the speed performane of the networks whih use parallel hardware
arhiteture and thus provide a lear advantage for a limited trigger
deision time.
11
The typial splitting of the known set of example patterns into training, seletion and
testing is 50%-25%-25%.
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There are three algorithms available in the L2NN: Feed Forward Networks
(FFN), Bakground enapsulators and Construted Nets. FFNs are the net-
works with a three-layer struture (one input, output and one hidden layer)
and with a maximum of 64 nodes eah. Bakground enapsulators are nets
whih enapsulate the bakground events aording to its speis and are
used for "unknown physis" to trigger. Construted Nets are used for simple
appliations suh as topologial orrelations.
In the following, the term "neural network" will refer to the FFN type net-
works.
L2 Trigger Hardware
L2NN is a set of 13 neural networks presently implemented on parallel om-
puters (CNAPS from Adaptive Solutions [106℄). Eah network has its own
data preproessing module Data Distribution Board (DDB), whih provides
suitably preproessed input data to the CNAPS board and transfers the net-
work output to the Central Trigger Logi (CTL). The layout of the L2NN
hardware is shown in Figure 2.16.
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Fig. 1. Layout of boards in the H1 Neural Nework Trigger system (L2NN). Each net-
work processor (CNAPS) is associated with a preprocessing module (DDB), prepar-
ing the net inputs individually for its companion CNAPS baord. The system is
steered by a VME SPARCstation with remote accessibility.
ing trigger information of the various subdetectors and distribute them via a
128 bit wide L2 bus to preprocessing units, called Data Distribution Boards
(DDB). Each DDB is able to pick up a freely chosable set of items from
the L2 data stream. It performs some basic operations on the items (e.g bit
summing) and provides an input vector of maximally 64 8bit words for one
CNAPS/VME board. Controlling and conguring of the complete system is
done by a THEMIS VME SPARCstation, which is located in the DDB crate.
4.1 The CNAPS board
The algorithms calculating the trigger decision are implemented on a VME
board housing the CNAPS chip. It is a parallel computer in SIMD architecture.
The CNAPS-1064 chip (also called array) houses 64 processor nodes (PN). Up
to eight chips (512 PNs) can be combined on one board. A PN is a processor
for itself except that it shares the instruction unit and I/O busses with all
other PNs. The instruction unit, the sequencer chip CSC-2, is responsible for
the command and data ow. The commands are distributed via a 32 bit PN
command bus. The 8 bit wide input and output busses are used for the data
5
Figure 2.16: Layout of the H1 Neural Network Trigger (L2NN) system. The
proessors of eah network (CNAPS) are assoiated with a preproes ing
module (DDB) whih prep res the inpu quantities for the neural network.
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Data Distribution Boards (DDB)
After speial reeiver ards ollet the inoming trigger information from all
subdetetors, the information is distributed further via a 128 bit wide L2 bus
to the Data Distribution Boards (DDBs). Eah DDB "selets" the relevant
information from the L2 data stream and also performs basi preproessing
operations suh as bit summing, for example. The DDB an provide up to 64
8 bit inputs to the assoiated CNAPS board.
CNAPS boards
The array of CNAPS boards is loated in a VME rate with 8 bit wide input
and output buses used for the data transfer. Eah of the boards is equipped
with one CNAPS hip whih denes the size of the proessable FFN to a
64 x 64 x 1 (64 inputs, 64 nodes in hidden layer and single output node) ar-
hiteture
12
. This type of net requires about 8 s for the deision alulation.
A omplete tehnial desription of CNAPS an be found in [99, 108℄.
The strategy of network usage is the following: Eah of the networks is trained
for a spei physis hannel and is assoiated with one (or several) level 1 sub-
triggers whih are found to be eÆient for triggering the given physis hannel
but whose trigger rates exeed the allowed bandwidth. The additional L2NN
ondition is used to redue the exess rate for the given subtrigger without
loosing too many physis events.
2.4.3 Training of Neural Networks and their Performane
In this thesis the fous is drawn to networks trained to redue the rates of
two main DIS inlusive subtriggers, S67 and S77. Both subtriggers are based
on the alorimetri information and are used in the harged urrent analysis
(denitions of these subtriggers are given in setion 5.1.3). The CC events
used for the training were seleted similarly to the analysis desribed in hap-
ter 5. The main trigger element of S67 is LAr eletron 1 (see setion 5.1.3)
This subtrigger is also very eÆient for the triggering of other physis han-
nels, suh as harged urrent, rare proesses with isolated eletrons in the
nal state, et.
After the HERA upgrade and the inrease of the instantaneous luminosity
(equation 2.1), the high rates of the subtriggers S67 and S77 beame ritial.
The rates of S67 and S77 as funtion of instantaneous luminosity over the
whole year 2005 are shown in Figure 2.17. As an be seen from these gures,
12
The network design is motivated aording to the Kolmogorov [107℄ rule saying that
any multi layer FFN an be represented by the FFN with a single hidden layer.
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both subtriggers an reah rates of 10 Hz for ertain beam onditions. In
these onditions a large part of the H1 bandwidth is onsumed
13
and other
physis triggers are prevented to run eÆiently. The presaling senario an-
not be applied to these subtriggers as the seletion of the deep inelasti e

p
reations are the prime goal of the H1 physis output (in H1 jargon also
alled "holy ow" triggers). The Level 2 neural networks appeared to be an
attrative solution of the problem.
S67 S77
Figure 2.17: Rates of subtriggers 67 and 77 versus the instantaneous lumi-
nosity in the year 2005.
Combined Networks for Inlusive Physis Channels
To train the neural networks for rate redution of the subtriggers S67 and
S77 (one network for eah subtrigger) it is neessary to selet "signal" and
"bakground" samples rst. The signal samples should be omposed of the
physis hannels whih are triggered by S67 and S77, respetively. The on-
erned physis reations are: harged urrent, neutral urrent, multi lepton
events
14
, and events with isolated eletrons in the nal state
15
.
In order to prepare training samples for the networks, one has to deal with
the problem of very small signal sample of the rare multi lepton and isolated
eletron proesses (approximately few hundred in total over the whole year
2005) whih is barely suÆient to train networks with a omplex input layer
as required for high eÆieny. A good approximation whih was hosen for
the given onditions was to oer the rare events more frequently in the net-
work training (i.e. high weights were applied to these events).
13
The H1 bandwidth is limited by the front-end readout time, the L4 omputing power
and the maximum data logging rate.
14
Events with multi leptons (usually 2) in the nal state originate mainly from photon-
photon interations: Photons radiated from the inident eletron and proton interat to
produe a pair of leptons,  ! l
+
l
 
(see setion 1.3.2 or [109℄).
15
Within the Standard Model isolated leptons in the nal state and missing transverse
momentum are expeted mainly due to W boson prodution with a subsequent leptoni
deay [110,111℄.
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As all physis hannels rely on similar detetor information (traking and
alorimetri measurements), same inputs were hosen for the S67 and S77
networks:
energy in LAr alorimeter
eifq0-3 quadrants of the inner forward region
efbq0-3 quadrants of the forward region
ebq0-3 quadrants of the entral region
laret/larx/lary transverse energy, x and y omponents (see Table 2.3)
traking system
fttmulta/fttmult number of traks in dierent p
T
ranges (FTT)
ipq0-3 number of traks in CIP quadrants (entral region)
ipbtot number of traks in bakward CIP region
Some examples of the input quantities for the ombined signal and bak-
ground events are shown in Figure 2.18.
The hosen network arhiteture with the given 22 input quantities is 22 x 5 x 1,
where 5 orresponds the number of nodes in the hidden layer and 1 is the out-
put node.
The results of the S77 network training (with the four disussed physis
lasses used as signal in the training) are presented in Figure 2.19 where
the output distributions of the training and test events are shown. The plots
on the left olumn orrespond the training sample (upper for signal, bottom
for bakground), the plots on the right olumn orrespond to results of the
independent testing sample. The result of the network, i.e. the plot of signal
eÆieny versus bakground rejetion (Figure 2.20) shows very good results
for both, training and testing samples (the network performane is slightly
worse for the testing events, as expeted). From these output plots an optimal
ut (also alled "working point") an be hosen, i.e. the value dening the
deision to keep or rejet the event. The ut orresponds the value x in the
plots of Figure 2.19, i.e. only the events in the right side of this ut are kept.
Similarly, the ut orresponds the value y in the plot of Figure 2.20, i.e. the
event is kept if y > y
ut
.
The optimal working point of the network was hosen at 0.02 yielding an eÆ-
ieny of 99.89% and 75% bakground rejetion. This means that 99.89% of
physis events are triggered by the S77 network and 75% of the bakground
events are rejeted for the hosen threshold.
The trained ombined networks for the subtrigger S67 and S77 rate redution
are presently operated at the H1 seond level triggers system.
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Figure 2.18: Input distributions of ipbtot, multa, ebq1 and eifq1 (for
meaning see text) of ombined signal (harged urrent, neutral urrent, iso-
lated eletron and multi lepton events) and bakground events. The signal
is shown as a thin line, bakground events orrespond bold line. The sale
used in for ebq1 and eifq1 is 1 GeV  5 ADC ounts.
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Figure 2.19: Output of S77 neural network trained for ombined DIS inlu-
sive event lasses. The plots on the left olumn orrespond to the training
sample, the right olumn represents the testing sample. The network output
is in the range of [0  1℄ where 1 (0) orresponds to the signal (bakground).
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Figure 2.20: EÆ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Chapter 3
Reonstrution of Kinemati
Quantities
As mentioned in hapter 1.1, two of the three inlusive kinemati variables
are suÆient to desribe inlusive DIS proesses, e.g. x and Q
2
.
DIS kinematis an be determined from the sattered eletron or the hadroni
nal state (HFS) observed in the detetor. The HFS is formed by the hadrons
resulting from the e   q interation and the proton remnant. Unlike neutral
urrents where the sattered eletron information an be used, in the harged
urrent ase kinemati variables an only be reonstruted from the hadroni
nal state.
In the present analysis the neutral urrent events are used to alibrate the
hadroni energy measured in the LAr alorimeter ("hadroni alibration")
and to determine the eÆienies of the CC seletion requirements. Therefore,
the relevant NC event kinemati reonstrution methods are introdued here
as well.
The kinemati reonstrution methods are desribed in the following or-
der: First, the "eletron" method where the kinematis are determined from
the sattered eletron alone, seond, the "hadron" method where only the
hadroni information is used, and nally, the "" and "double angle" meth-
ods where both, hadron and eletron information is used.
All expressions below are given in the ultrarelativisti limit, i.e. the partile
masses are negleted.
Eletron method
The event kinematis in this method is determined from the sattered eletron
alone. This was traditionally the method used in the xed target experiments,
e.g. R. Hofstadter [2℄, SLAC experiments [3, 4℄, et.:
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(3.1)
Here, E
0
e
and 
e
are the energy and polar angle of the sattered eletron, s is
the eletron-proton enter-of-mass energy squared.
As an be seen from the formulae above, the variable y
e
at large angles 
e
(the
eletron is sattered bakwards) depends mainly on the sattered eletron en-
ergy E
0
e
, whereas Q
2
e
depends mainly on the sattered eletron angle 
e
. This
leads to a high resolution in x at high y but the resolution rapidly dereases
towards low y (however, the Q
2
resolution is very good over the full kinemati
range).
Hadron method
Using the method whih was introdued by Jaquet-Blondel [112℄, the kine-
mati variables an be determined from the hadroni nal state partiles:
y
h
=
1
2E
e
X
h
 
E
h
  p
z;h

Q
2
h
=
p
2
T;h
1  y
h
x
h
=
Q
2
h
sy
h
(3.2)
Here, E
h
and p
z;h
are the energy and longitudinal momentum omponents of
partile h in the hadroni nal state, E
e
is the energy of the inoming ele-
tron. p
T;h
is the transverse momentum of the hadroni nal state, dened as:
p
T;h
=
s

X
h
p
x;h

2
+

X
h
p
y;h

2
(3.3)
p
x;h
and p
y;h
are momentum omponents of partile h in the transverse plane,
the sum is over all partiles exept the sattered eletron.
As an be seen from the formula 3.2, the resolution in Q
2
(and onsequently
in x) is severely aeted by the term 1=(1   y), i.e. the resolution of both
variables deteriorates in the high y region.
 method
Another method exploiting the information of the partiles in the hadroni
nal state and the sattered eletron is the so-alled  method [113℄. The
variable y is expressed here as in the hadron method with the beam energy
obtained from the transverse momentum balane in the event:
p
in
T
= p
out
T
= E
0
e
sin 
e
+
X
h
(E
h
sin 
h
); (3.4)
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where the sum runs over all hadroni nal state partiles. The dierene of
the energy and longitudinal momentum in an ideal detetor should be equal
to 2E
e
, thus from energy and momentum onservation one obtains:
2E
e
= E
0
e
  p
z;e
+
X
h
(E
h
  p
z;h
) = E
0
e
(1  os 
e
) +
X
h
(E
h
  p
z;h
) (3.5)
Using the same expression for the variable y as in the "hadron" method, one
an dedue:
y

=
P
h
(E
h
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z;h
)
P
h
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z;h
) +E
0
e
(1  os 
e
)
(3.6)
The quantity
P
h
(E
h
  p
z;h
) sometimes is alled "". Then
y

=

+E
0
e
(1  os 
e
)
(3.7)
The other kinemati quantities in this method are given by:
Q
2

=
P
2
T;e
1  y

=
E
0
2
e
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2

1  y
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x
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Q
2

sy

(3.8)
Advantages of the  method are the small sensitivity to partile losses in the
beam pipe and the small sensitivity to the initial state photon radiation, ISR
(as explained in setion 1.2.3, the photon radiated of the eletron leads to a
smaller enter-of-mass energy squared s and, aordingly, to dierent event
kinematis).
Double Angle method (DA)
The DA method is a kinemati reonstrution method for neutral urrent
events. The variables are reonstruted only from the polar angle of the sat-
tered eletron (
e
) and the hadroni nal state (
h
):
y
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=
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The hadroni polar angle 
h
is given by:
tan

h
2
=
X
h
E
h
  p
z;h
p
T;h
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The polar angle of the sattered eletron 
e
is expressed as:
tan

e
2
=
E
0
e
  p
z;e
p
T;e
(3.10)
The transverse momentum using the double angle method (p
T;da
) is then given
by:
p
T;da
=
2E
e
tan

h
2
+ tan

e
2
(3.11)
Sine the DA method is independent of the alorimetri energy measurement
and uses only 
e
and 
h
, it an be used to alulate the expeted LAr energies
("hadroni alibration"). For details see hapter 4.
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Chapter 4
Neutral Current Events for
the Charged Current
Analysis
In the low Q
2
region the harged urrent interations are suppressed by the
propagator mass ( [M
2
W
=(Q
2
+M
2
W
)℄
2
, see equation 1.38). In ontrast to
the purely weak CC reations, the neutral urrent ross setion exeeds the
CC ross setion by more than two orders of magnitude due to the dominant
photon exhange ( 1=Q
4
) at low Q
2
.
The sattered eletron in NC interations is identied very eÆiently and
reonstruted with high preision (e.g. the eletron luster identiation inef-
ieny is below 0:5% in the entral LAr alorimeter region [114℄). Therefore,
the neutral urrent events provide the possibility to perform detailed detetor
quality heks. NC events are used in the CC analysis for several purposes
whih are listed below:
 to alibrate the hadroni energy,
 to determine the distribution of the ep interation vertex whih is used
to adjust the vertex distribution of the CC simulated events,
 to produe so-alled pseudo harged urrent events whih are used to
determine the eÆienies of the CC seletion requirements.
The NC events used in this analysis were seleted in [115℄ and orrespond to
the same e
+
p period as onsidered in this thesis. One of the detetor stability
heks whih was performed with the seleted NC events is illustrated in
Figure 4.1. The gure shows the number of NC events per 1 nb
 1
of luminosity
("event yield") as funtion of time (or, more preisely, so-alled run numbers,
see explanation in hapter 5.1). As seen from the Figure 4.1, the NC event
yield is onstant throughout the whole e
+
p data taking period.
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Figure 4.1: Number of neutral urrent events per 1 nb
 1
(yield) as funtion
of the run number for the e
+
p data taken in the years 2003-04. The seletion
of events is desribed in [115℄.
4.1 Hadroni Energy Calibration
As explained in setion 2.2.2, the hadroni energy measurement in the LAr
alorimeter an be strongly aeted by the noise originating from the pream-
plier eletronis. The noise suppression is partiularly important for the
harged urrent analysis due to sensitivity of the variable y
h
to noise: In the
hadron method, y
h
is diretly proportional to the dierene of the energy
in the hadroni nal state (HFS) and the longitudinal momentum (see equa-
tion 3.2). Therefore, even a small fration of noise misidentied as true energy
an strongly eet the y
h
distribution. The eet is espeially pronouned at
low values of y
h
, when hadrons are boosted into the forward diretion.
The noise suppression (setion 2.2.2) is applied to data and simulation. The
resulting y
h
distributions are ompared in Figure 4.2. Good agreement of the
suppressed noise measured with dierent H1 detetor omponents is observed
between data and simulation. For the remaining dierene of the suppressed
noise in Figure 4.2, a systemati unertainty of 10% was assigned to the en-
ergy identied as noise in the LAr alorimeter.
The nal hadroni energy measurement is performed using the energy ow
algorithm HADROOII [89℄. The inputs to the HADROOII algorithm are
lusters and traks. The lusters are formed from neighboring LAr alorime-
ter ells (see illustration in Figure 4.3) after the suppression of noise. Input
traks must satisfy ertain quality riteria (see [89℄) and must not point to
isolated e or  andidates.
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Figure 4.3: An illustration of the trak and luster formation in a NC event
at the H1 detetor. The right piture shows the radial view of the traking
hambers, raw "hits", i.e. reorded signals on sense hamber wires, and the
reonstruted harged partile traks. On the left side also the LAr alorime-
ter and the orresponding energy deposits in the individual ells are shown.
Clusters are formed from the group of adjaent alorimeter ells ontaining
deposited energy.
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As a rst step in the alibration proedure, a hadron nding algorithm as-
soiates lusters with traks (so-alled trak-luster "mathing"): Eah trak
is extrapolated up to the surfae of the alorimeter as a helix, and as a straight
line inside the alorimeter. The alorimetri energy E
ylinder
is omputed in
the volume of a 67:5
Æ
one originating at the alorimeter inner surfae and
the extrapolated trak line intersetion.
To ahieve an optimal measurement for eah partile in the hadroni nal
state, HADROOII ompares the resolution of the traker and the alorimeter.
For this purpose the resolution of eah trak is ompared with the expeted
alorimeter resolution on the basis of the partile's energy.
Low p
T
harged partiles in most ases have a better trak measurement as
the momentum resolution inreases with derease of the transverse momen-
tum (
p
T
=p
T
 p
T
), while the relative energy resolution of the alorimeter
improves with inreasing energy E of the inident partile (
E
=E  1=
p
E).
If the resolution of the traker is better than the resolution of the alorimeter
and the observed alorimeter utuations are below 95 % C.L., the alorimet-
ri energy E
ylinder
is fully suppressed to avoid double ounting. In ase larger
utuations are observed, they are onsidered as originating from neutral om-
ponents in the showers (or other traks) and are not suppressed. Similarly, if
the resolution of the alorimetri energy is better than the resolution of the
traker and the energies E
ylinder
and E
trak
are omparable, the alorimeter
information is used to reate a partile andidate.
The alibration of the hadroni energy is applied for the eah jet
1
in the
hadroni nal state. The method to alibrate jets is desribed in [116℄. This
method uses DIS neutral urrent events and as a referene relies on the double
angle kinemati reonstrution method whih, as explained in hapter 3, is
independent on the measured energies in the alorimeter.
The ratio of the hadroni transverse momentum and the double angle trans-
verse momentum is used in the alibration and is alled p
bal
T
p
bal
T
=
p
T;h
p
T;da
(4.1)
p
T;h
is dened in equation 3.3. An example of the p
bal
T
distribution for NC
data and MC events (before alibration) is shown in Figure 4.4 (left).
Constants to orret the hadroni energy to the true level are determined
using NC events seleted with one jet only and suh that the p
T;da
measure-
ment is well under ontrol (for the full seletion list refer to [89℄).
The alibration onstants are determined from a ertain fator F
ptbal
. This
1
A jet is a ollimated bunh of the hadroni nal state partiles.
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fator is obtained from a t to the mean values of the p
bal
T
distributions as fun-
tion of p
T;da
, separately in dierent  regions. Only jets with p
jet
T
> 4 GeV
are alibrated with this method. The alibration of Monte Carlo events is
performed separately following the same proedure.
The distribution of p
bal
T
for one jet NC data and MC events after appliation
of the alibration is given in Figure 4.4 (right).
More details of the alibration proedure an be found in [89℄.
Data
MC
Figure 4.4: p
bal
T
= p
T;h
=p
T;da
distribution for one jet data (points) and MC
(line) events before (left) and after (right) the alibration. From [89℄.
To test the alibration proedure a large sample with dierent sets of se-
letion uts (see [89℄) of DIS neutral urrent events is used. Moreover, this
neutral urrent event sample is subdivided into one, two and three jet event
sub-samples in order to be independent from the events used in the alibra-
tion.
The agreement between neutral urrent data seleted two jets and the orre-
sponding Monte Carlo sample after the alibration is shown in Figure 4.5.
The omparison of the balane in transverse momentum separately for the
data and the Monte Carlo simulation versus the eletron transverse momen-
tum p
T;e
and the hadroni angle 
h
is given in Figure 4.6. The agreement of
data and Monte Carlo in both distributions is well within 2%, taken as the
alibration unertainty.
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Figure 4.5: Distributions of p
bal
T
for data and Monte Carlo events as funtion
of the hadroni polar angle 
h
(upper two plots) and p
T;da
(bottom two plots)
before (left) and after (right) jet alibration. The dotted lines represent a
2% unertainty around unity.
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Figure 4.6: Distributions of the p
T
balane after alibration for data and
Monte Carlo simulation as funtion of the eletron transverse momentum
p
T;e
(left), and the y balane (y
h
=y
da
) as funtion of the hadroni angle 
h
(right). The lines show a 2% variation of the simulation.
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4.2 Interation Vertex Reweighting for Simulated
Events
For the orret CC event kinemati reonstrution it is important that sim-
ulated CC events desribe the data in all aspets, inluding the z position
of the ep interation vertex. The z position is important, sine all kinemati
variables depend on angular information, using the vertex as the origin.
Dierent beam onditions, dened by the beam optis, ause variations of
the ep interation vertex position (for detailed explanation see hapter 5).
The variation of the vertex position in the longitudinal (z) diretion is in-
uened also by the length of the partile bunhes. These variations result
in a Gaussian distribution of the interation z position around the average
nominal interation point.
For pratial reasons all Monte Carlo events are simulated with the mean
position of hzi = 0 m and a xed Gaussian width for the z distribution
of the vertex, 
z
= 13 m. The simulated z distribution therefore must be
adjusted to the data. The NC events are used to determine the z vertex
shape, resulting in reweighting fators whih are applied to the MC. An 11th
order polynomial is used to parametrise the reweighting funtion with param-
eters 
i
. The weight applied to MC is alulated as:
w
zvtx
=
P
10
i=0

i
z
i
vtx

11
(4.2)
The z vertex distributions of the NC data and NC Monte Carlo events before
and after the MC reweighting are shown in Figure 4.7. Details about the
vertex reweighting proedure an be found in [115℄.
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Figure 4.7: Distributions of the z vertex for NC data and NC Monte Carlo
events (a) before reweighting, (b) after the simulation is adjusted to the z
vertex distribution of the data.
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4.3 Pseudo Charged Current Events (PSCC)
For the present measurement it is essential to know the eÆienies of the
triggers used to trigger harged urrent events. In priniple, a monitoring
sample of the data using independent triggers ould provide a possibility to
determine the trigger eÆienies. Due to low statistis and absene of inde-
pendent monitoring subtriggers it is not possible to use this method for CC
events. The trigger simulation in the CC Monte Carlo events also annot be
used as it is not fully reliable in this respet. Moreover, CC simulated events
have to be orreted for the eÆienies of the CC seletion requirements.
In order to fulll all these needs, NC data events are employed: If the in-
formation of the sattered eletron in the detetor is removed, the resulting
event topology beomes almost idential to the one of the harged urrent
(as explained in setion 1.2.3, some dierene expeted onerning radiative
eets) [117℄. Suh events are alled pseudo harged urrent (PSCC) events.
In the PSCC proedure
2
the sattered eletron nding algorithm is applied
to eah seleted NC event. When the eletron is found, all relevant detetor
information, i.e. traks and alorimetri energy, found inside the     one
( is the azimuth angle and  is pseudorapidity
3
) with the radius R
 
= 29
Æ
is removed from the event. The one radius is dened as:
R
 
=
q
4
2
traks
+4
2
traks
:
In order to obtain orret kinematis, the full event reonstrution (H1REC,
see setion 2.3.4) is applied to the modied NC (i.e. PSCC) events.
Finally, PSCC events are reweighted to the harged urrent ross setion
so that the orret kinemati distributions expeted for real CC events are
reprodued: Eah PSCC event reeives a weight w(x;Q
2
) with whih it enters
into all subsequent distributions. The weight is dened as:
w(x;Q
2
) =
d
2

CC
dxdQ
2
.
d
2

NC
dxdQ
2
(4.3)
Here, x and Q
2
are taken as measured for the neutral urrent event.
Both, harged and neutral urrent ross setions are alulated using the
H1 PDF 2000 [18℄ parton distribution funtions.
2
The ode modifying the NC events to PSCC events was developed by many authors.
Several improvements were made to the ode in order to fulll ertain requirements for
the present analysis. These modiations are desribed in the next hapter.
3
The pseudorapidity  is dened as  =   ln(tan(=2)).
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An example of a neural urrent event and the orresponding PSCC event
is displayed in Figure 4.8.
The method to determine the CC seletion eÆienies using PSCC events is
disussed in hapter 5.2.
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.8: Neutral urrent event (a) and the same event after the eletron
removal - PSCC event (b).
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Chapter 5
Charged Current Data
The e
+
p data olleted in the years 2003-04 with the H1 detetor are onsid-
ered in this analysis. The data orrespond to 47.6 pb
 1
of total integrated
luminosity and omprise two periods with dierent heliity states of the beam
positron. The integrated luminosity L and the luminosity weighted mean po-
larisation P
e
for these data are given in Table 5.1. In the table and through-
out this thesis the notations "L" and "R" are used for periods with the left
(P
e
< 0) and right (P
e
> 0) handed positrons, respetively.
data sample luminosity polarisation time period
L (pb
 1
) < P
e
> (%)
L e
+
20:7  40:2 3.4.2004 - 19.6.2004
R e
+
18:4 33:3 17.10.2003 - 1.4.2004
8:5 34:3 2.7.2004 - 12.8.2004
sum of R 26:9 33:6
Table 5.1: Main harateristis of the data samples used in the analysis.
This hapter is entirely devoted to the seletion of CC events in the presented
data sets whih are needed to measure CC ross setions.
The general quality riteria valid for most of the analyses and the data pre-
seletion proedure are desribed rst. As explained in setion 2.3, the raw
data rate is already signiantly redued by the H1 Trigger System with the
help of the trigger elements designed for spei physis event signatures. The
desription of the nal CC seletion requirement starts with the subtriggers,
i.e. ompositions of the trigger elements optimised to trigger harged urrent
interations.
In the following, the kinemati phase spae of the measurement is dened.
This is done by the interation vertex requirement (in order to selet events
in the optimised detetor resolution region) and the kinemati uts.
A set of seletion requirements have been designed to suppress bakground
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events. To rejet ep events whih are bakgrounds to CC reations (see se-
tion 1.3) various software algorithms have been developed or adopted from
previous analyses. Finally, the non-ep bakground event lasses and their
spei rejetion methods are disussed.
To ontrol the CC seletion requirements and to study detetor eets in the
data (used to orret the response in simulated events), the pseudo harged
urrent tehnique is used (see hapter 4). The determination of seletion eÆ-
ienies is desribed in the seond part of this hapter. On the basis of these
eÆieny studies the systemati unertainties for eah seletion requirement
were determined and are disussed at the end of eah setion.
The harateristis of the nal seleted harged urrent event samples are
given at the end of this hapter.
5.1 Charged Current Seletion
5.1.1 Run Seletion
The data olleted by the H1 and the other HERA experiments is delivered
during so-alled luminosity lls. A ll starts with the time when both partile
beams are brought into olliding mode after optimising the beam optis for
maximum luminosity and minimum bakground. The ll usually ends with
the dump of one or both beams, mainly determined by the lifetime of the
positron beam (typially  10 h). The data are olleted by the experiments
in runs, whih are dened by stable detetor onditions. Typially, during one
ll there are many runs taken. The quality of a run is dened orresponding
to the operational status of the detetor omponents and is distinguished
as good, medium or poor. During a good run all "major" systems (traking
devies, LAr, luminosity system, SpaCal and entral muon hambers) are
operational. A run is delared as medium if at least one of the major systems
is not working or several subsystems are out of operation. The run is poor if
there is a serious hardware or software problem.
 For the present data analysis only good and medium runs were
aepted,
 a minimum luminosity of 0.2 nb
 1
per run (orresponding to a
run of  10 s duration) was required in order to ensure that the
detetor operation was stable during data taking.
The High Voltage (HV) requirement is an important data seletion riterium
whih shows the operation status of the devie. For example, the HV of
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the traking system during a run may "trip" due to short beam instabilities
resulting from a large partile ow in the detetor. During suh trips the
HV is temporarily swithed o to protet the hambers. In ontrast to the
traking system, high voltage is always applied for the LAr alorimeter.
The HV status is dierentiated on a single event basis.
 HV requirement for analysed events is applied for LAr, CJC, CIP,
TOF and luminosity system.
As mentioned in setion 2.2.4, some subtriggers whih trigger high rate physis
reations (like photoprodution, see setion 1.3.1) an have a presale greater
than 1, i.e. not eah triggered event will atually be kept.
 The data were seleted with the presale of 1, i.e. with subtriggers
without presale. Dediated studies were performed to validate no
presale for the CC subtriggers.
In addition, in order to rely on the e
+
polarisation measurement,
 only those events were aepted where at least one of the two
polarimeters (LPOL preferred) has been operational.
The "prole" of the e
+
polarisation (i.e. luminosity versus e
+
polarisation)
measured for the analysed data sample is shown in Figure 5.1. The small
region with  20% < P
e
< 0% was exluded from the analysis in order to
measure the harged urrent ross setions with a high mean polarisation.
In additional to the standard run seletion given above, four run ranges with
CIP readout and data logging problems have been removed from the anal-
ysis: 360177-360281, 361882-362486, 372336-372619 and 384836-385073. All
exluded runs together orrespond to  0:6 pb
 1
of integrated luminosity.
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Figure 5.1: Polarisation prole for the 2003-04 e
+
p data taken by the H1.
The low negative polariation region ( 20% < P
e
< 0%) is exluded from the
present analysis.
5.1.2 Loose Pre-Seletion
The run quality, minimum run luminosity and several additional requirements
whih are given below, were used for the preseletion of the inlusive neutral
and harged urrent DIS data sample. The uts whih were relevant for the
harged urrent preseletion are:
p
T;miss
> 8 GeV,
Q
2
h
> 100 GeV
2
,
y
h
< 0:95,
rejetion of "obvious" non-ep bakground.
The p
T;miss
and Q
h
uts are based on the typial harged urrent event signa-
ture, i.e. missing transverse momentum (result of the undeteted ). The high
y
h
region was exluded due to poor resolution of the hadroni reonstrution
method (see hapter 3). Finally, a signiant part of the non-ep bakground
was rejeted by a set of high eÆieny topologial bakground nders whih
will be disussed further in this hapter. The studies performed have shown
that no interesting physis events were lost in the preseletion step due to
alibration or other data treatments. The eet of the preseletion uts on
the simulated CC and simulated bakground events is shown in Figure 5.2.
With the given preseletion a fator of 40 was ahieved in the redution,
resulting to the data sample of  2 million events. With this sample the opti-
misation of the nal uts and ut ontrol was performed, as desribed below.
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Figure 5.2: The p
T;miss
(a) and y
h
(b) distributions for the simulated harged
urrent events and simulated bakground proesses (see setion 1.4) for
Q
h
> 100 GeV
2
. The preseletion uts (p
T;miss
> 8 GeV and y
h
< 0:95)
are indiated in the plots.
5.1.3 Final Seletion
Trigger requirements: S66kS67kS77
The triggering of harged urrent events is based on the "missing" transverse
momentum aused by the undeteted neutrino (LAr Etmiss trigger element)
and the event timing information (LAr T0 and CIP T0). In addition, global
veto onditions (see setion 2.2.4) are applied to the subtriggers. The omplete
denitions of the harged urrent subtriggers as used in the present analysis
are given in Table 5.2.
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ST trigger elements desription
S66 (LAr IF>1&& LAr Etmiss>2) && phys. signature
(CIP T0 jj (LAr T0 && !CIP T0 nextBC)) && timing riteria
(FIT IA jj !FIT BG) && veto ondition
(!SPCLh AToF E 1 && !VETO BG &&
!BToF BG && !SToF BG) &&
(!(CIP MUL>7 && CIP SIG==0))
S67 (LAr eletron 1) && phys. signature
(CIP T0 jj (LAr T0 && !CIP T0 nextBC)) && timing riteria
(FIT IA jj !FIT BG) && veto ondition
(VETO BG && !BToF BG && !SToF BG) &&
(!(CIP MUL>7 && CIP SIG==0))
S77 (CIP SIG>0 && LAr Etmiss>1) && phys. signature
(CIP T0) && timing riteria
(FIT IA jj !FIT BG) && veto ondition
(!BToF BG && !SToF BG) &&
(!(CIP MUL>7 && CIP SIG==0))
Table 5.2: List of the harged urrent subtriggers and their logial trigger
element ombinations.
Subtrigger 66 is designed to trigger events passing a high E
T;miss
threshold
1
in oinidene with deposited energy in the forward LAr
region (LAr IF>1).
About 66% of the harged urrent events are triggered by this subtrig-
ger.
Subtrigger 67 is designed to trigger NC events. The main element of
S67 is LAr eletron 1. The eletromagneti FADC (see setion 2.3.1)
energies of a given big tower (BT) are disriminated by  - dependent
thresholds ( 5 GeV ). The trigger bit is set for a BT if the eletro-
magneti part of the tower passes this threshold. This subtrigger is
also very eÆient for the triggering of harged urrent events: About
84% of harged urrent events triggered by S67.
Subtrigger 77 is the main harged urrent subtrigger. It triggers
all low transverse momentum events: LAr Etmiss>1 orresponds to
the low E
T;miss
threshold. CIP SIG>0 is the loosest entral vertex
requirement. Generally, there are four CIP SIG trigger elements whih
are set aording to following ondition:
1
In total there are three E
T;miss
thresholds in the LAr alorimeter. The thresholds
have been set to 38 FACD ounts ( 4:75 GeV ), 48 FACD ounts ( 6 GeV ) and 60
FADC ounts ( 7:5 GeV ) [118℄, respetively.
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N
traks
tr
> K
 
N
traks
fwd
+N
traks
bwd

where N
traks
tr
, N
traks
fwd
and N
traks
bwd
are the number of CIP traks in
the entral, forward and bakward regions, respetively. K is a mul-
tipliation fator whih is equal 0 (or 1, 2, and 4) for the signiane
0 (or 1, 2 and 3).
Typially about 98% of the harged urrent events are triggered by S77.
For the desription of the veto trigger elements given in Table 5.2, see setions
2.2.4 and 2.3.1.
Interation Vertex Requirement
The beam optis an slightly dier from one luminosity ll to another and thus
ause variations of the ep interation vertex position. Variation of the beam
position in the x, y plane (beam shift) and possible beam inlinations with the
respet to the H1 oordinate system (beam tilt) are relatively small (typially
of order few mm) and are determined for the data on a run by run basis.
Due to the beam bunh struture (eah e bunh has a width of 
z
 1 m in
the longitudinal diretion, the p bunh has a width of 
z
 13 m) the inter-
ation position in the z diretion has a nearly Gaussian distribution around
the average nominal interation point (z = 0 m). As the detetor provides
better resolution and therefore better kinemati reonstrution for the ep in-
terations lose to nominal interation point, the z vertex reonstrution is
restrited in the present analysis to
 35 m < z
vertex
< 35 m:
This range orresponds to  3  of the z vertex distribution. The requirement
is applied to the vertex determined from traks measured in the entral drift
hamber (entral vertex ).
As desribed in setion 4.2, the Monte Carlo events are reweighted to the
z vertex distribution of the NC data.
The distributions of the interation vertex in the z diretion for the 2003 -
04 CC data and the reweighted CC Monte Carlo events are presented in
Figure 5.3. Good agreement is seen in the gure between the data and MC
distributions for both data sets (the larger utuations observed in the L data
are aused by limited statistis).
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Figure 5.3: Distribution of the z vertex for the 2003-04 CC events of the L
(left) and R (right) periods. The CC MC and simulated bakground ontri-
butions are also shown.
Denition of the Kinemati Phase Spae
The kinemati phase spae for the harged urrent ross setion measurements
was hosen with respet to the detetor aeptane and seletion eÆienies
as follows:
p
T;miss
> 12 GeV
determined by the rapid derease of the trigger eÆieny towards low
p
T;miss
(below 40% for p
T;miss
smaller than 12 GeV , see setion 5.2.1),
and the inrease of the ep indued bakground as will be explained
further in this hapter.
0:03 < y
h
< 0:85
the upper, i.e. high y
h
limit is determined by the poor Q
2
resolution of
the hadron method (see hapter 3). The low y
h
region is limited due
to the detetor aeptane where the hadroni nal state is partially
lost in the beam pipe and thus degrading the trigger eÆieny in this
region (see setion 5.2.1).
Q
2
h
> 223 GeV
2
this requirement is orrelated with the p
T;miss
ut. The hosen value
of 223 GeV
2
is dened by the binning used for this measurement as
desribed in hapter 6. The binning was hosen to be onsistent with
previous analyses on unpolarised data.
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Bakground Rejetion
Bakgrounds to harged urrent interations originate from two soures:
 ep indued bakground
 non-ep indued bakground
In the following these bakground lasses are explained and the spei bak-
ground rejetion methods are disussed in detail.
ep Indued Bakground
The largest ontributions of the bakground proesses to the harged urrent
sample are indued by p and neutral urrent events (the proesses have been
introdued in hapter 1).
Rejetion of the photoprodution bakground
The variable used to distinguish between ep bakground proesses and the
genuine harged urrent events is based on the transverse momentum imbal-
ane [119℄: While the neutrino is always sattered in the opposite diretion
to the struk quark (apparent transverse imbalane of the nal state partiles
in the detetor), the p is expeted to have nal state partiles isotropially
distributed around the beam axis, i.e. not showing any missing p
T
. How-
ever, photoprodution events an "obtain" some transverse imbalane aused
by leptonial deays of HFS partiles and by imperfet hadroni measurement.
The sums of the transverse momentum vetors parallel (~p
T;p
) and anti-parallel
(~p
T;ap
) to the transverse vetor sum formed by the all deteted partiles (~p
T;h
)
are dened as:
V
ap
=  
X
ap
~p
T;h
 ~p
T;ap
p
T;h
; (5.1)
V
p
=
X
p
~p
T;h
 ~p
T;p
p
T;h
; (5.2)
The axis dening the positive hemisphere in the transverse plane is given by
the transverse vetor sum ~p
T;h
and thus the parallel and anti-parallel momen-
tum vetors are ~p
T;h
 ~p
T;p
> 0 and ~p
T;h
 ~p
T;ap
< 0.
The ratio of V
ap
and V
p
is alled V
ratio
:
V
ratio
=
V
ap
V
p
: (5.3)
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Figure 5.4: Radial view of a typial harged urrent (a) and a typial pho-
toprodution event (b). The lines shown are perpendiular to the axis of
the transverse vetor sum of the all deteted partiles (~p
T;h
) and divide the
detetor in two hemispheres visualising the large transverse imbalane in the
harged urrent event (all measured nal state momentum is in one hemi-
sphere, sine the  is not deteted on the opposite side). In the photopro-
dution event the measured transverse momentum is approximately equal in
both hemispheres.
Charged urrent events with a large transverse imbalane would typially have
very dierent V
ap
and V
p
omponents leading to V
ratio
 0. In photoprodu-
tion events with balaned transverse momentum vetors, V
ratio
 1.
In the present analysis the variable V
ratio
is alulated summing over all par-
tiles measured in the detetor after the noise subtration and alibration
(setion 4.1). A ut of V
ratio
 0:25 is applied in this analysis (Figure 5.5 (a)).
Further studies with the p and harged urrent Monte Carlo events showed
that the rejetion power of the V
ratio
ut is strongly improved in ombination
with the p
T;miss
variable [120℄. As seen from the 2-dimensional V
ratio
- p
T;miss
plot in Figure 5.5 (b), a signiant part of the p bakground has low p
T;miss
and high V
ratio
values. With the inrease of p
T;miss
the harged urrent events
start to dominate. The dashed line in this gure indiates the 2-dimensional
V
ratio
- p
T;miss
ut optimised for the present analysis.
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Figure 5.5: Illustration of p bakground suppression uts: (a) V
ratio
distri-
bution for the 2003-04 data, CC MC and pMC after all other seletion uts.
The dashed lines indiate the ut V
ratio
 0:25. (b) 2-dimensional V
ratio
and
p
T;miss
distribution for CC MC and p MC events. The dashed line indiates
the 2-dimensional V
ratio
  p
T;miss
ut down to p
T;miss
= 12 GeV (horizontal
line) used as an additional CC seletion requirement.
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Neutral urrent event rejetion
The majority of NC events are already strongly suppressed by the kinemati
phase spae and seletion requirements adjusted for the CC events. However,
a small fration of NC events ( 5%) satises the CC seletion requirements
and enters in the nal CC sample. These are mainly NC events where the
sattered eletron is not identied as suh in regions where the alorimetri
measurement is poor.
There are three algorithms applied in the presents analysis to suppress these
remaining NC events. In the rst algorithm the reonstruted trak of the
misidentied eletron is used to reognise NC events:
1. The event has an isolated trak opposite to the hadroni nal state.
An isolated trak is dened as opposite to the hadroni nal state if
the dierene between the trak and the hadroni nal state (HFS) in
the azimuth angle  is
4 = j
trak
  
HFS
j  160
Æ
The isolation riterium is applied only to traks identied as non lep-
toni (originating neither from eletrons or muons) and have reliable
momentum measurement, i.e. with p
T
> 1 GeV and  > 25
Æ
. The
trak is isolated if there is no another trak in the     one around
it with a radius R
 
= 0:5 (29
Æ
), alulated as
R
 
=
q
4
2
traks
+4
2
traks
Here, 4
traks
and 4
traks
are the dierene in azimuth angle  and
pseudorapidity  between two traks.
The seond algorithm searhes for isolated eletrons opposite to the hadroni
nal state:
2. The event has an isolated eletron with large D
jet
and aomplanarity
4
a
 160
Æ
.
The quantity D
jet
denes the distane in     spae between the
isolated eletron and the four-vetor of the losest jet (or hadroni
nal state if there is no jet):
D
jet
=
q
4
2
e jet
+4
2
e jet
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It is required that the D
jet
is greater than 1.0 (57:3
Æ
).
The lepton aoplanarity 4
a
is the distane in azimuth angle  be-
tween the eletron and the four-vetor of the hadroni nal state
4
a
= j
lepton
  
HFS
j
The isolation here means eletron against the hadrons, i.e. the iden-
tied eletron is alled isolated if the alorimeter energy in the one
around the eletron of radius R
 
= 0:5 (29
Æ
) is less than 5% of the
eletron energy [121, 122℄.
Finally, an additional ut was developed in this analysis in order to redue
the remaining fration of neutral urrent events with the sattered eletron:
3. The event has an identied sattered eletron and a balaned trans-
verse momentum p
T;bal
= p
T;h
=p
T;e
:
0:75 < p
T;h
=p
T;e
< 1:05
The distribution of p
T;h
=p
T;e
for the CC events, CC simulated and NC
simulated events before and after this ut is shown in Figure 5.6.
The remaining number of the NC events in the CC sample after the desribed
NC rejetion algorithms is redued to below the permil level.
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Figure 5.6: Distribution of p
T;h
=p
T;e
for the CC data, CC and NC Monte
Carlo events with the sattered eletron. The full harged urrent seletion
as well as 1 and 2 NC rejetion uts are applied to these event sumples. The
dashed lines indiate the region rejeted by the ut 3.
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Non-ep Indued Bakground
The non-ep bakgrounds are osmi muons rossing the detetor, beam parti-
le interations (mostly protons) with the residual gas nulei inside the beam
pipe (beam gas), and partile interations with the beam pipe or aelerator
omponents surrounding the beam pipe (beam halo events). All three suh
bakground types are largely suppressed during the data taking by the ToF
system (see setion 2.2.4) and dediated L4 lters (see 2.3.4 setion). However,
the rate of non-ep bakground still remains very high (relative to the small
ross setion of CC events) and requires additional rejetion at the analysis
level. This is done by lter algorithms alled topologial non-ep bakground
nders [123{125℄.
The bakground suppression is based on the topologial signatures of eah
lass:
- osmi muons originate from ollisions of osmi rays with the at-
mosphere and leave "downgoing" traks in the instrumented iron, LAr
alorimeter and the traking devies;
- in the nal state of the beam gas interations many low p
T
parti-
les are produed whih are distributed isotropially in the transverse
plane. These partiles orrespondingly generate many low p
T
traks
in the H1 traking hambers. As a result of the high energy of the
proton beam, the nal state partiles are boosted in the diretion of
the proton beam. Beam gas events may be misidentied as harged
urrent events if the proton ollides with beam gas nulei lose to the
ep interation vertex and due to hadroni nal state utuations when
the event "obtains" missing transverse momentum;
- the signature of beam halo events is a muon trak rossing the de-
tetor parallel to the beam pipe. These muons are originating from
interations of the protons with the beam pipe or mahine elements
surrounding the beam pipe far upstream of the detetor (the 's mainly
omes from pions and kaons). The hadroni omponents of these inter-
ations are quikly absorbed by the surrounding material and usually
are not arriving at the detetor.
The non-ep bakground events may also overlap with the physis events or
with eah other. Suh events are alled overlap events. Examples of eah
bakground lass and one overlap event are presented in Figures 5.7-5.10.
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Figure 5.7: An example of a beam halo event. The 's originating from beam
proton interations with the beam pipe or surrounding elements (usually far
upstream the detetor) leave harateristi energy pattern in the eletromag-
neti LAr alorimeter and the muon hambers parallel to the beam pipe.
Figure 5.8: An example of a osmi event. A high energy muon generates an
energy deposit in LAr alorimeter and straight trak in the traking ham-
bers, resulting in a missing transverse momentum p
T;miss
= 24:6 GeV . Due
to the single reonstruted trak pointing into the expeted ep interation ver-
tex this event satises all CC seletion requirements. The event was rejeted
during the visual sanning.
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Figure 5.9: An event with several overlapping beam-gas interations. The 
energy patterns are learly visible in the muon hambers. Suh events may
ontribute to CC bakground if the proton interation with the residual gas
nulei ours lose to the ep interation region, and also if utuations in
the nal state indue missing transverse momentum p
T;miss
.
Figure 5.10: An example of an overlap event. A lear osmi muon pat-
tern rossing the detetor is visible together with an ep interation our-
ring at the same time. The total event missing transverse momentum
p
T;miss
= 17:4 GeV . This event fullled all CC seletion requirements
but was rejeted during the visual sanning.
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Topologial bakground nders
A set of bakground nder algorithms, alled QBGFMAR
2
, is used to rejet
the non-ep bakground introduing minimal ineÆieny to the CC MC events.
The algorithms in QBGFMAR have been developed to reognise typial sig-
natures of osmi, beam halo and beam gas events. At the analysis level
QBGFMAR is implemented in a bit oded formats and stored as the ag Ibg.
A short desription of eah QBGFMAR nder is given in Table 5.3.
Besides QBGFMAR, two additional sets of non-ep bakground nders, alled
Ibgfm and Ibgam, have been applied in the analysis. Ibgfm is an extension
of the QBGFMAR pakage and uses dierent ombinations of QBGFMAR
variables (a detailed desription an be found in [125℄).
The Ibgam nders are desribed in Table 5.4 (taken from [125℄ and updated).
The Ibgam bits 3, 4 and 8 are not applied in this analysis sine these nders
ause a ineÆieny for harged urrent events (as was determined by CC MC
events).
bit nder desription
0 HALAR longitudinal energy pattern in the LAr alorimeter
1 HAMULAR longitudinal energy pattern in the LAr alorimeter
with energy deposit inside the bakward iron
endup
2 HAMUMU horizontal muon trak in the forward detetor
region and energy deposit inside the bakward iron
endup
3 HASPALAR luster in the inner forward LAr part, mathing
energy deposit in SpaCal
4 HAMUIF luster in the inner forward LAr part, mathing
energy deposit inside the bakward iron endup
5 COSMUMU two opposite muon traks mathing in diretions
6 COSMULAR at least one muon with 90% energy deposited in
a mathing LAr luster
7 COSTALAR two opposite lusters in the Tail Cather with 85%
energy deposited in mathing LAr lusters
8 COSTRACK two CJC traks with opposite diretions in spae
9 COSLAR LAr luster with the highest hadroni energy deposit
in the isolated ylinder of the radius 25 m. Energy
in the eletromagneti part is small.
Table 5.3: Overview of the QBGFMAR non-ep bakground nders as oded
in 10 Ibg bits.
2
A detailed desription of QBGFMAR an be found in [124℄.
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.
bit nder desription
0 BEAMGASTRACK many CJC traks in the bakward region of the
detetor
9 large ratio of the non-vertex/vertex tted CJC
traks
1 COSLARSHAPE osmi muon not rossing drift hamber
2 osmi muon rossing drift hamber with energy
deposits in opposite sides of LAr alorimeter
3 osmi muon rossing drift hamber with energy
deposit in one side of LAr alorimeter with
mathing iron trak
4 COSLARTRACK high energy luster without mathing traks
5 HALARTRACK high energy horizontal luster without mathing
traks
6 HASPA uniform energy deposition in SpaCal
7 COSTRACKTIME osmi muon determined by hronologial
sequene of CJC traks
8 many non-vertex tted CJC traks with the
large T0
CJC
time dierene
10 BEAMGASLAR- many CJC traks in the bakward detetor
TRACK region
11 HALARTRACK no good quality trak measured in the detetor
region with a good aeptane
12 large trak-luster mismath in the polar angle 
Table 5.4: Desription of the non-ep bakground nders as oded in the
Ibgam bits. Bits 3, 4 and 8 are not used in the present analysis.
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Timing requirements
An additional bakground rejetion is ahieved requiring the event intera-
tion time to be in oinidene with the bunh rossing (BC) time
3
. The event
timing is determined preisely with the entral drift hamber (from the drift
time of the harged partiles to the anode wires inside the hamber) or with
the LAr alorimeter (an average T0 timing derived from all big towers). The
resolution of the T0 of CJC hamber is 2 ns (about 0.02 BC) and  0:1 BC
for the LAr T0.
The timing requirement applied in the analysis is a ombination of both CJC
and LAr T0:
360 tiks  T0
CJC
 510 tiks

(runs 357072 - 368000)
410 tiks  T0
CJC
 510 tiks (runs 368001 - 392213)
jT0
LAr
  T
LAr;nom
j  0.54 BC

500 T0
CJC
tiks orrespond to 96 ns
For the runs 357072 - 368000 the larger T0
CJC
timing period was hosen
in order to over a seondary CJC T0 peak whih appeared in this period
due to hardware problems. For the rest of time, i.e. runs 368001 - 392213,
a tighter T0
CJC
timing ut was applied. The timing distributions with the
indiated uts for the 2003-04 data after all harged urrent seletion exept
the timing uts are shown in Figure 5.11.
Visual Event Sanning
After all uts whih were applied to the harged urrent andidates, an ad-
ditional 33 events (3.5% of all 932 seleted CC events) have been identied
by visual sanning as non-ep bakground. Two out of 33 events whih were
sanned away are shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.10.
3
With the exeption of COSTRACKTIME nder in Ibgam, the bakground nders do
not have any timing requirements. The CJC timing (T0) is used in COSTRACKTIME to
determine the diretion of a osmi muon by hronologial sequene of hits in the CJC.
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Figure 5.11: Distributions of the CJC and LAr timing signals (T0) for se-
leted CC events from the data taken in the years 2003-04. The timing
requirements are indiated as dashed lines in the plots.
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A Summary of the Final CC Data Cuts
The summary of the harged urrent seletion uts is given below. In brakets
the rejetion of eah step is given, starting from  2 million events after the
loose pre-seletion (setion 5.1.2).
 Trigger requirements:
S66kS67kS77
(rejet  29%)
 Primary interation vertex:
measured by the entral traker in the region
 35 m < z
vertex
< 35 m
(rejet  65% of the remaining sample)
 Kinemati uts:
p
T;miss
> 12 GeV , 0:03 < y
h
< 0:85 and Q
2
> 223 GeV
2
(rejet  96% of the remaining sample)
 ep indued bakground rejetion:
! V
ratio
 0:25 and V
ratio
  p
T;miss
2-dimensional ut
! rejetion of NC events
(rejet  47% of the remaining sample)
 Non-ep indued bakground rejetion:
! topologial bakground nders (Ibg, Ibgfm and Ibgam)
! event interation timing requirements:
360(410)  T0
CJC
 510 tiks and jT0
LAr
  T
LAr;nom
j  0.54 BC
(rejet  86% of the remaining sample)
 visual event sanning
(rejet 3:5% of the nal sample)
The total number of the CC events seleted in the years 2003-04 is 899.
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5.2 EÆieny Estimation Using PSCC Events
When the detetor information of the sattered eletron is "removed" in a
NC event, the resulting event looks as a real CC event. Suh events are alled
pseudo harged urrent events (PSCC), see setion 4.3.
The PSCC events are used for the determination of the trigger requirement
and seletion eÆienies for the CC events. The simulated CC events are ad-
justed to the determined PSCC eÆienies so that Monte Carlo events model
data in eah analysis aspet (details see below).
The eÆieny " of any CC seletion requirement using PSCC events is dened
in a following way:
"
ut
=
N
ut
PSCC
N
all
PSCC
(5.4)
Here, N
ut
PSCC
is a number of weighted PSCC events (see setion 4.3) whih ful-
ll the ut requirements. It is a sum of the event weights: N
ut
PSCC
=
P
w
ut
PSCC
.
N
all
PSCC
is the total number of weighted PSCC events (N
all
PSCC
=
P
w
all
PSCC
).
As will be shown later, the measurement of the ross setion an be rep-
resented in double dierential form, i.e. as funtion of the two independent
kinemati quantities x and Q
2
. All seletion ut eÆienies in this thesis were
determined in (x;Q
2
) bins whih are used for the double dierential CC ross
setions measurement. The simulation then is adjusted to the determined
eÆienies in the eah (x;Q
2
) bin.
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5.2.1 Trigger EÆieny
As disussed above, trigger eÆienies were determined using PSCC events.
Sine the data from the negative and positive polarisation periods (i.e. left
and right handed data samples) ould potentially have dierent detetor per-
formane, the eÆienies were determined separately for the L and R data
sets. Further studies have shown that there are no signiant dierenes
between the eÆienies determined separately for two periods and are om-
parable within statistial errors. Nevertheless, the trigger eÆienies for two
periods were used separately.
An example of the trigger eÆienies as funtion of x and Q
2
for the right
handed data period (with more integrated luminosity, see Table 5.1) are dis-
played in Figure 5.12.
The eÆienies as funtion of the missing transverse momentum p
T;miss
and
the hadroni angle 
h
are shown in Figure 5.13. Part of the ineÆieny at
low p
T;miss
(orresponding to low Q
2
and high x) is aused by the limited
detetor aeptane at low 
h
angles, i.e. where the E
T;miss
trigger element
is reonstruted from the part of the hadroni nal state whih is not disap-
pearing in the beam pipe. The ineÆieny at low p
T;miss
and high 
h
angles
(low Q
2
, low x) rises due to relatively high energy thresholds against noise in
the entral detetor region.
Figure 5.14 shows the trigger eÆienies as funtion of x for various values
of Q
2
. The ineÆienies at low Q
2
and high x has the same origin as for low
p
T;miss
and low 
h
, i.e. limited by the detetor aeptane. In the same way
the ineÆieny at low Q
2
and low x is aused by the high energy thresholds
against the noise in the LAr alorimeter.
The CC MC events are reweighted with the trigger eÆienies determined
from the PSCC events.
Systemati unertainty
The systemati unertainty on the trigger eÆienies in eah (x;Q
2
) bin is
determined in a similar way to previously performed CC analyses, e.g. [126℄.
The unertainty depends on the eÆieny in the (x;Q
2
) bin and the statistial
error of the PSCC sample used, and is given by: 15%(1  ")Err
stat
PSCC
.
For the present analysis, Err
stat
PSCC
was determined to be 1%.
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Figure 5.12: Trigger eÆienies in (x;Q
2
) bins as determined for the right
handed (R) CC sample.
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Figure 5.13: Trigger eÆien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tion of the transverse missing mo-
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T;miss
(left) and hadroni angle 
h
(right) as determined for the
right handed (R) CC sample. The solid symbols show the ombined trigger
eÆieny (S66kS67kS77).
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Figure 5.14: Trigger eÆien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The eÆienies shown are for the right handed (R) CC sample.
5.2.2 Vertex Requirement EÆieny
The distribution of the interation vertex for CC data events is determined
by the entral traker for  35 m < z
vertex
< 35 m (see hapter 5.1.3). The
data interation vertex has to be modelled aurately by the Monte Carlo
(see setion 4.2). Moreover, the entral vertex eÆieny has to be desribed
by the simulation.
Again the PSCC data events are used to determine the interation vertex
eÆieny
4
. The entral vertex requirement eÆieny as funtion of y
h
is pre-
sented in Figure 5.15 (a). As an be seen from the gure, the vertex eÆieny
in the high y
h
region is lose to 100% but dereases rapidly towards low y
h
where the aeptane of the entral drift hamber is limited. The vertex ef-
ieny determined from MC events is also shown in Figure 5.15. From the
eÆieny ratio in Figure 5.15 (b) a dierene up to 20% is observed between
PSCC events and the CC simulation (the lowest bin in the eÆieny plot an
be ignored as it is outside of the analysis ut y
h
> 0:03).
The published measurement of the total harged urrent ross setions of
the 2003-04 data [13℄ by a large part is based on the analysis desribed in
this thesis. For the publiation, a large systemati unertainty of the vertex
requirement eÆieny was assigned from the eÆieny ratio of PSCC data
and CC MC as observed in Figure 5.15 (b).
4
As there were no signiant variations observed for the vertex requirement eÆieny
of the L and R data samples, the eÆieny was determined for the whole data period.
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Figure 5.15: (a) Vertex requirement eÆienies of the PSCC data and CC
MC events as funtion of y
h
; (b) ratio of vertex eÆienies with the assigned
y
h
dependent systemati unertainty: 15% for y
h
< 0:06, 7% for 0:06 < y
h
<
0:1, 4% for 0:1 < y
h
< 0:2, 1% for 0:2 < y
h
< 1:0. The vertial dashed line
indiates the analysis ut of y
h
> 0:03.
Many studies were performed in order to understand the origin of this dier-
ene (some of these heks are disussed further down in this setion).
An important fat realised during these studies was that the entral vertex re-
onstrution of the PSCC events is not exatly the same as the reonstrution
in the CC data and CC MC simulation:
- in the pseudo harged urrent algorithm the vertex is determined using
reonstruted traks remaining after the eletron removal;
- the entral vertex in the original reonstrution (data and simulation)
is determined using primary event information, mainly hits in the en-
tral drift hamber
5
.
In order to have onsistent samples to determine the vertex eÆieny as well
as to study dierent vertex reonstrution properties, also the neutral ur-
rent Monte Carlo events have been modied to pseudo harged urrent events
(PSCC MC). A good agreement of the z vertex distributions between PSCC
data and PSCC MC samples is observed in Figure 5.16 (a). However, due
to the dierent vertex reonstrution methods, the positive z values of the
harged urrent MC at z & 40 m are generally higher than in pseudo harged
urrent events (Figure 5.16 (b)).
5
The hit information is not available in the PSCC events due to limitations in data
storage and aess speed.
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Figure 5.16: (a) Distribution of the z vertex for the 2003-04 CC data and
CC Monte Carlo events; (b) z vertex distribution of PSCC data, PSCC MC
and CC MC events.
A potential reason for the vertex eÆieny dierene in the CC and PSCC
(neutral urrent) simulations is related to radiative eets:
- as desribed in setion 1.2.3, the photon radiation in the CC Monte
Carlo events inludes three terms: The photon radiation from the
"inoming" lepton (initial state radiation, ISR), the photon radiation
from the exhanged W

, and some part of the photon radiation from
the nal state, i.e. "outgoing" quark (q
out
). The interferene of the
inluded q
out
part with other terms is taken into aount. Terms whih
aount for the remaining radiation from the outgoing quark and vir-
tual loop orretions on the quark line are negleted as argued in [40℄;
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- ontrary to the CC MC, in the NC Monte Carlo events the photon ra-
diation from the outgoing quark is not aounted for. Clearly, photon
radiation from the W

does not exist in NC MC events. In addition,
there are photons radiated from the sattered eletron (Final State
Radiation, FSR) whih do not exist in the CC events.
The polar angle () distribution of the radiated photons in PSCC and CC
MC events is shown in Figure 5.17. The PSCC MC distribution in this gure
is orreted for the FSR, i.e. for the presene of the photons radiated from
the sattered eletron. As noted in Figure 5.17, the photons radiated in the
bakward region (at large polar angles) are emitted by the inoming eletron
(ISR). The distributions of ISR photons are similar for CC MC and PSCC
MC events. The photons observed in the entral and forward region (small
polar angles) in CC MC are emitted by the outgoing struk quark and the
W . The forward photons are not observed in the PSCC MC events.
The disussed dierenes onerning radiative eet may lead to dierently
reonstruted kinemati variables in PSCC and CC MC events and thus aet
the vertex eÆienies.
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Figure 5.17: Distribution of the polar angle () of radiated photons in CC
MC and PSCC MC events.
To study a possible inuene of the radiative eets on the vertex require-
ment eÆieny in CC and PSCC simulated events, non-radiative Monte Carlo
events were generated for CC and NC interations, i.e. the photon radiation
o the lepton line was swithed o during event generation. The PSCC teh-
nique was then applied to the non-radiative NC MC events and the vertex
eÆieny was determined from the produed non-radiative PSCC simulated
events. The ratio of the vertex eÆieny for the usual radiative PSCC MC
and non-radiative PSCC MC events is shown in Figure 5.18. The observed
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Figure 5.18: Ratio of the vertex requirement eÆienies determined from
PSCC MC generated ignoring photon radiation o the lepton line and the
usual radiative PSCC (i.e. NC) simulated events.
dierene in vertex eÆieny for radiative and non-radiative PSCC events is
small (typially below 2% as an be seen in Figure 5.18). The onlusion an
be drawn from this study
6
, that radiative eets are not the reason for the
large vertex eÆieny dierene between CC MC and PSCC events observed
in Figure 5.15.
After many other studies it has nally been found that the vertex tting
algorithm was not fully adjusted to PSCC events: For those events for whih
the vertex retting proedure failed (vertex mismath in the xy plane, for
example), the "original", i.e. NC event vertex value was taken. This means,
that up to 4% of PSCC events had vertex values determined by the sattered
eletrons of the original NC events. The eletron usually leaves a lear iso-
lated trak in the detetor whih is used to determine a preise event vertex
position (see NC studies performed in [115℄, for example).
After the modiation of the vertex t algorithm, the new vertex eÆieny
was determined for PSCC (data and MC) and CC MC events. As seen in
Figure 5.19, a lear improvement of agreement in the vertex requirement ef-
ieny between PSCC data and CC MC is observed. One should note that
small dierenes in the soures (traks and hits) used for vertex retting al-
gorithm for PSCC and CC MC events still remain and thus some dierene
in the vertex eÆienies may stay. This remaining dierene, however, is ov-
ered by the systemati unertainty whih is given below.
6
The inuene of the radiative eets to other CC seletion eÆienies was studied and
found to be negligible.
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The results of the performed studies an be summarised as follows:
- good agreement of the vertex distributions was observed for CC data
and CC MC events (Figure 5.16 (a)),
- disagreement of the vertex distributions was observed for CC data and
PSCC events at z & 40 m (Figure 5.16 (b)),
- good agreement of the vertex distributions was found for PSCC data
and PSCC MC events (Figure 5.16 (b)),
- reasonable agreement of the vertex eÆienies for CC MC and PSCC
events was found after modifying the vertex algorithm (Figure 5.19),
- due to dierent methods used to reonstrut the event vertex position
in CC MC and PSCC events, some small dierenes of the vertex
eÆieny remain between PSCC data and CC MC (and thus between
PSCC MC and CC MC) (Figure 5.19). The remaining dierene is
used to determine the systemati unertainty of the interation vertex
requirement.
Systemati unertainty
As the dierene between vertex requirement eÆienies for PSCC data and
CC MC events inreases towards low y
h
values, a y
h
dependent systemati
unertainty was hosen from Figure 5.19 (b): 15% for y
h
< 0:05, 6% for
0:05 < y
h
< 0:15 and 1% for 0:15 < y
h
< 1:0.
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Figure 5.19: (a) Vertex requirement eÆienies as funtion of y
h
for PSCC
data, CC MC and PSCC MC events; (b) ratio of vertex eÆienies of
CC MC and PSCC data events. The applied systemati unertainties:
15% for y
h
< 0:05, 6% for 0:05 < y
h
< 0:15 and 1% for 0:15 < y
h
< 1:0
(shown as shaded bars). The vertial dashed line indiates the analysis ut
of y
h
> 0:03.
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5.2.3 ep Bakground Rejetion EÆieny
p bakground rejetion
The ineÆieny due to p suppression uts was determined from the PSCC
events and ompared with the eÆieny determined from CC simulation
7
.
As shown in Figure 5.20, the eÆienies of the p suppression uts for PSCC
and CC MC are in good agreement over the whole x
h
region. Detailed studies
have been performed to evaluate systemati unertainties rising from the ep
indued bakground.
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Figure 5.20: EÆienies of the p bakground suppression uts for the PSCC
data and CC MC events as funtion of x
h
. The dashed area represents
hanges in the eÆieny of the CC MC due to a systemati variation of the
variable V
ratio
by 0:02.
Systemati unertainty
There are two soures of systemati unertainties for the ep indued bak-
ground: The unertainty from the uts against photoprodution (V
ratio
, p
T;h
)
and the unertainty of the subtrated ep bakground (p).
The rst unertainty is estimated by varying V
ratio
variable by 0:02 and, by
the same amount, varying the 2 dimensional V
ratio
  p
T;h
ut in the simula-
tion. The eet of the V
ratio
variation to the eÆieny of the ep bakground
suppression is shown in Figure 5.20 (b). The orresponding eet on the ross
setion is disussed in hapter 6.
The seond unertainty is determined from a omparison of data and p sim-
ulation in the region where the bakground dominates, i.e. with relaxed p
7
The eÆieny of the ep bakground suppression uts was determined for the whole
2003-04 data period.
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suppression uts. As shown in Figure 5.21 (a), good agreement is observed in
the V
ratio
distributions for the CC data and p simulated bakground.
The other method to estimate the systemati unertainty of the subtrated
p bakground is to use the eletron tagger (ET, see hapter 2.2). ET is used
to identify p events by measuring the sattered eletron in the data and in
the simulated photoprodution proesses. Data and simulation events were
seleted in the tagger aeptane region 0:4 < y
e
< 0:85. In addition, the av-
erage ET aeptane (determined for a given analysis period) was taken into
aount for the simulation. To suppress the overlap with the Bethe Heitler
events, an energy in the photon tagger (PT, hapter 2.2) was required to be
less than 2 GeV .
The method showed good agreement of the V
ratio
distributions for tagged
data and photoprodution events (Figure 5.21 (b), detailed studies performed
in [120℄). For the remaining dierenes observed in the V
ratio
distributions
a systemati unertainty of 30% on normalisation of the ep bakground sub-
tration has been hosen (shown as the shaded area in Figure 5.21). The
eet on the unertainty to the CC ross setion is smaller than 1%.
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Figure 5.21: (a) Distribution of variable V
ratio
for the CC data, CC MC
and p simulated events after all CC seletion uts exept for 2-dimensional
V
ratio
  p
T;h
ut. The dashed line indiates the analysis ut of V
ratio
< 0:25;
(b) V
ratio
distribution for tagged CC data and p simulated events after all
CC seletion uts exept for 2-dimensional V
ratio
 p
T;h
ut. The shaded bars
show the 30% systemati unertainty hosen for the ep bakground subtra-
tion (see text).
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Neutral urrent bakground rejetion
The total ineÆieny indued by all NC suppression uts in the PSCC and
CC MC events was estimated to be below 0:5% in the present analysis and
was therefore negleted. However, a 10% systemati unertainty was assigned
to the NC bakground suppression (this results in an eet smaller than 1%
to the total CC ross setion, see setion 6.3).
5.2.4 Non-ep Bakground Rejetion EÆieny
The bakground nders are applied to both the data and the simulation. The
eÆieny of the bakground nders is determined from the PSCC events and
from the simulated events separately
8
.
The eÆienies for the bakground nders Ibg, Ibgfm and Ibgam, determined
as funtion of the hadroni angle 
h
from the PSCC and CC MC events, are
shown in Figure 5.22. As seen in the gure, the eÆieny of the bakground
nders is lose to 100% for a wide range of 
h
but typially dereases for very
low 
h
values where the detetor aeptane is limited. The eÆieny at high

h
values is inuened by limited number of events and the edge of the LAr
alorimeter aeptane. However, the dierene between the eÆienies of
PSCC and simulated events is below 5% everywhere.
As the dierenes of the individual eÆienies for eah bakground nder
lasses are small, the total eÆieny is determined for all bakground nders
together. The resulting eÆieny determined from PSCC events was used to
adjust the eÆieny in the simulation: The MC events were reweighted with
the fator w dened for eah (x;Q
2
) bin as:
w(x;Q
2
) = "
PSCC
bgf
="
CC MC
bgf
Here, "
PSCC
bgf
and "
CC MC
bgf
are the eÆienies of the bakground nders deter-
mined from PSCC and CC MC, respetively.
The ratio of the non-ep bakground nder eÆienies as funtion of y
h
for
PSCC data and CC MC events before and after the MC reweighting is shown
in Figure 5.23.
The proedure to derive the systemati unertainty for the bakground nder
uts is desribed at the end of this setion.
8
Non-ep bakground rejetion eÆienies were determined for the whole 2003-04 data
period.
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Figure 5.22: EÆienies of Ibg (top), Ibgfm (middle) and Ibgam (bottom)
non-ep bakground nders for PSCC and Monte Carlo events (left) as fun-
tion of 
h
and the ratio between them (right).
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Figure 5.23: Ratio of the non-ep bakground nder eÆienies as funtion
of y
h
for PSCC and CC MC: Before orreting MC eÆieny to the PSCC
eÆieny (left) and after (right).
.
Timing requirement eÆieny
In order to make a reliable estimation of the timing eÆieny, the PSCC
ode was modied. The hange of ode was required in order to apply the
alibration of the LAr T0 signal to PSCC events as it is applied to the CC
data [127℄. After the modiation of PSCC ode, the full reonstrution of
LAr trigger timing signal beame possible and thus the alibration of the LAr
T0 in PSCC events. The distribution of the LAr T0 in PSCC events before
and after the alibration is shown in Figure 5.24.
The total ineÆieny of the CC timing requirements in PSCC data was found
to be 1:7% for both timing uts (LAr and CJC). The timing requirement
eÆieny determined from PSCC data was used to adjust the CC simulation
in eah (x;Q
2
) bin.
Systemati unertainty
In order to determine ommon systemati unertainty, the timing require-
ment eÆieny was ombined with the non-ep bakground nder eÆieny
(see Figure 5.25). An unertainty of 2% for y
h
< 0:1 and 1% for y
h
> 0:1 has
been hosen from Figure 5.25 and applied in the present analysis.
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Figure 5.24: Distribution of the LAr T0 signal in PSCC data events before
and after the LAr T0 alibration. The entral part of the alibrated PSCC
distribution is well desribed by a Gaussian. The dashed lines indiate the
timing ut (jT0
LAr
j 0.54 BC) whih orresponds  5 of the distribution.
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Figure 5.25: Non-ep bakground nder eÆieny ombined with the event
timing requirement for PSCC and CC Monte Carlo events as funtion of y
h
.
The lines represent the systemati unertainty as determined from the re-
maining eÆieny dierenes: 2% for y
h
< 0:1 and 1% for y
h
> 0:1.
.
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5.3 Final Charged Current Event Samples
The number of the seleted harged urrent events together with the orre-
sponding Monte Carlo expetations and the measured bakground ontribu-
tions for L and R positron running periods are given in Table 5.5.
L e
+
R e
+
CC data 220 679
CC MC expetation 221.9 649.1
bakground MC 16.9 22.2
Table 5.5: Final harged urrent samples seleted in this analysis.
The distributions of several kinemati quantities (p
T
, Q
2
, E   p
z
, x) for the
seleted harged urrent events are shown in Figure 5.26 and Figure 5.27 for
L and R data sets, respetively. Good agreement between the distributions
for CC data and simulation is found. As the rate of bakground events does
not depend on the positron polarisation, the relative bakground ontribution
in the L data set is larger.
As mentioned in hapter 4, an important data quality hek is the stability
of the detetor with time. The numbers of CC events per 1 nb
 1
luminosity
("event yield"), orreted to zero polarisation, are shown as funtion of the
run number in Figure 5.28. As in the NC ase (Figure 4.1), the yields of both
CC samples were found stable with time.
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Figure 5.26: Distributions of the kinemati variables p
T
, Q
2
, E   p
z
and x
for the left handed CC data together with expetations for the full simula-
tion, taking into aount all eÆienies. The ontribution of the simulated
bakground is shown as well.
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Figure 5.27: Distributions of the kinemati variables p
T
, Q
2
, E   p
z
and x
for the right handed CC data together with expetations for the full simula-
tion, taking into aount all eÆienies. The ontribution of the simulated
bakground is shown as well.
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Figure 5.28: Event yield of L (top) and R (bottom) harged urrent events
divided by (1 + P
e
) as funtion of the run number. The lines are linear ts
for a given period with a 
2
=dof = 0:6 and 1:1 for the L and R handed CC
samples, orrespondingly.
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Chapter 6
Charged Current Cross
Setion Measurement
The proedure to measure the ross setions for the deep inelasti harged
urrent sattering proess is desribed in this hapter.
The kinemati (x;Q
2
) plane is divided into bins for the ross setion deter-
mination. The size of eah bin is optimised aording to the resolution and
ertain quality riteria (aeptane, purity and stability). The ross setion
is alulated from the measured number of events in the data and the orre-
sponding simulated events in the (x;Q
2
) bins. The simulation is orreted for
detetor aeptane and all eÆienies are taken into aount. The disussion
of the systemati unertainties is presented at the end of this hapter.
6.1 Denition of (x;Q
2
) Bins
The binning in the x and Q
2
plane for the determination of the harged ur-
rent ross setion is dened with equidistant bins in log
10
(x) and log
10
(Q
2
).
The sizes of the bins are dened taking into aount the statistial preision
of the measurement and the resolution of the kinemati quantities. The ross
setions are measured at the bin enter values.
The denition of the (x;Q
2
) bins used in this analysis follows the binning
used in the previous published inlusive measurements, e.g. [126℄.
Bin boundaries:
log
10
(Q
2
) 2.35 2.60 2.85 3.10 3.35 3.60 3.85 4.10 4.40
Q
2
GeV
2
224 398 708 1259 2239 3981 7080 12589 25119
log
10
(x) -2.33 -2.00 -1.67 -1.33 -1.00 -0.75 -0.50 -0.25 0.00
x 0.005 0.010 0.021 0.047 0.100 0.178 0.316 0.562 1.000
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Bin enter values:
log
10
(Q
2
) 2.48 2.70 3.00 3.30 3.48 3.70 3.90 4.18
Q
2
GeV
2
300 500 1000 2000 3000 5000 8000 15000
log
10
(x) -2.10 -1.89 -1.50 -1.10 -0.89 -0.60 -0.40 -0.19
x 0.008 0.013 0.032 0.080 0.130 0.250 0.400 0.650
)  2 (GeV2Q
310 410 510
x
  
-310
-210
-110
1
=
 1
2G
eV
T,
h
p
y=
 0.
03
y=
 0.
85
x
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Figure 6.1: Kinemati plane in x and Q
2
for the harged urrent measure-
ment. The dashed lines represent bin boundaries, the solid lines are limits
dened by the y and p
T;h
uts. The bins used for the CC ross setion mea-
surement, i.e. satisfying the P and S quality requirements (see text), are
shown as the dashed areas.
The kinemati plane in x andQ
2
is further restrited by the uts 0:03 < y < 0:85
and p
T;h
> 12 GeV , orresponding to the requirements applied in this analy-
sis (see setion 5.1.3). The kinemati plane for the CC measurement is shown
in Figure 6.1.
Additional quality riteria for the seletion of bins are given by the Aeptane
(A), Purity (P ) and Stability (S) determined from Monte Carlo simulation.
These variables are alulated as follows:
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A
i
=
N
re
i
N
gen
i
(6.1)
P
i
=
N
gen+re
i
N
re
i
(6.2)
S
i
=
N
gen+re
i
N
gen+re(all)
i
(6.3)
where
N
gen
i
is the number of generated MC events in the bin i (events
must also satisfy the y and p
T;h
requirements),
N
re
i
is the number of reonstruted MC events in the bin i (events
must also satisfy all CC seletion requirements),
N
gen+re
i
is the number of generated and reonstruted MC events in
the bin i,
N
gen+re(all)
i
is the number of MC events generated in the bin i and
reonstruted in any bin.
The Aeptane is a fration of reonstruted events over the generated in
the bin i. However, events may migrate from bin to bin. For example, if the
number of events migrated out from the bin i is replaed by the same amount
of events migrated in from other bins, A stays 100%. Suh eets are quanti-
ed by the Purity, i.e. the fration of events generated and reonstruted in
the same bin i. Finally, the Stability aounts for the generated events whih
were reonstruted in bins other than i.
In order to be able to trust the quality riteria whih are entirely determined
from simulated events, it is important to verify good agreement between data
and simulation (for the agreement in the present analysis see hapter 4).
Aeptane, Purity and Stability as funtion of x at xed values of Q
2
are
presented in Figure 6.2 for the L and R CC samples. The derease of S and
P in the high x region is aused by the loss of nal state partiles in the
beam pipe. The eet beomes smaller with the inrease of Q
2
. The low x
region (high y) is aeted by the poor resolution of the hadron reonstrution
method (see hapter 3).
The measurement of CC ross setions was performed only in those bins
where P or S are larger than 30%. The bins used for the CC measurement,
i.e. fullling P or S quality riteria, are shown in Figure 6.1 with the dashed
area
1
.
1
The CC ross setions were not measured at Q
2
= 15000 GeV
2
in the present analysis
as no CC events were found in the orrespond bins.
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L
R
Figure 6.2: Aeptane (A), Purity (P) and Stability (S) as funtion of x for
various values of Q
2
as determined in the present harged urrent analysis
for the left (top) and right (bottom) handed CC samples. Typially, the
errors are smaller than the symbol size. Only bins where P and S greater
than 30% are used for the ross setion measurement (indiated by the dashed
line).
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6.2 Cross Setion Calulation
The general formula to measure the ross setion in a given (x;Q
2
) bin is:


=
N
data
 N
bgr
L
data
A
Æ
b
1
1 + Æ
r
: (6.4)
Here, 

represents the total, single dierential and double dierential ross
setions, i.e. 

= 
tot
,
d
dQ
2
,
d
dx
,
d
2

dxdQ
2
,
N
data
is the number of data events seleted in a bin,
N
bgr
is the number of simulated bakground events seleted in a bin,
L
data
is the integrated luminosity (see setion 2.1),
A =
N
re
N
gen
is the detetor aeptane as dened in the equation 6.1 and
determined from MC inluding radiative orretions,
Æ
b
is a orretion fator for the ross setion to aount for the shift
from the nite size bin to the bin enter position ("bin enter orre-
tion"). It is determined from the theoretial ross setion predition
at the bin enter (x
i;
; Q
2
i;
) and the integrated ross setion over the
same bin i:
Æ
b
i
=
d
2

dxdQ
2
j
x=x
i;
;Q
2
=Q
2
i;
R
x
i;max
x
i;min
R
Q
2
i;max
Q
2
i;min
d
2

dxdQ
2
dxdQ
2
;
Æ
r
i
is a radiative orretion estimated by the Monte Carlo simulation
(see setion 1.2.3):
Æ
r
i
=

rad

Born
  1:
The aeptane, bin enter and radiative orretions are obtained from the
Monte Carlo simulation of the CC reations. The radiative eets are al-
ulated using HERACLES [50℄ as implemented in DJANGO [48℄. The ross
setion formula 6.4 an be simplied to:


=
N
data
 N
bgr
N
MC
L
MC
L
data


MC
(6.5)
were N
MC
is the number of reonstruted MC events in a bin and L
MC
is the
luminosity of the MC sample. Similar to equation 6.4, 

MC
represents the
total, single dierential and double dierential ross setions of the theory.
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6.3 Systemati Unertainties
Systemati unertainties are separated into orrelated and unorrelated ones,
depending on their orrelation between the ross setion (x;Q
2
) bins. Those
errors whih an ause a systemati shift, ommon to all measured ross se-
tion values are treated as orrelated, the hadroni energy sale whih may
dier from the "true" energy equally over all detetor regions and thus over
all bins, is a typial example. The unorrelated errors originate from the lo-
al ineÆienies depending on the detetor performane. For example, the
hadroni energy measurement also depends on the alorimeter performane
and therefore may dier in ertain alorimeter regions. Thus the unertainty
of the hadroni energy measurement has both orrelated and unorrelated
omponents, i.e. the unertainty is treated to be partially orrelated and par-
tially unorrelated.
The separation of unertainties in orrelated and unorrelated is relevant for
omparisons of theoretial expetations with the data (see setion 7.1).
Systemati unertainties to the ross setion measurement were determined
from the simulated events varying eah of the unertainty soures (listed be-
low) by the amount estimated from the studies disussed in hapter 4. The
resulting errors on the ross setion found to be symmetri to a good approxi-
mation and are listed in Table 6.1 for the total CC ross setion measurement.
The systemati unertainties on the harged urrent ross setion measure-
ments are:
 A 2% unertainty is assigned to the hadroni energy measured in the
LAr alorimeter, 1% of whih is assumed to be orrelated (setion 4.1).
 A 10% orrelated unertainty is assigned to the energy identied as
noise in LAr alorimeter (setion 4.1).
 A orrelated unertainty due to variation of the variable V
ratio
by0:02
(setion 5.2.3).
 A 30% orrelated unertainty on the subtrated photoprodution bak-
ground (setion 5.2.3).
 A 10% orrelated unertainty on the subtrated NC (setion 5.2.3),
and 20% on the other ep bakgrounds [128℄ (lepton pair and W pro-
dution, see setion 1.3).
 A y dependent unorrelated unertainty introdued by non-ep bak-
ground nders (setion 5.2.4):
2% for y
h
< 0:1,
1% for y
h
> 0:1.
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 A y dependent unorrelated unertainty of the vertex nding eÆieny
(setion 5.2.2):
15% for y
h
< 0:05,
6% for 0:05 < y
h
< 0:15,
1% for 0:15 < y
h
< 0:1.
 An unertainty on the trigger eÆieny is determined as a quadrati
sum of the trigger ineÆieny and the statistial error of PSCC events
used for the eÆieny determination: 15%(1  ")Err
stat
PSCC
.
The rst unertainty omponent is assumed to be orrelated. The
statistial error of PSCC events, Err
stat
PSCC
, is onsidered to be unor-
related and was estimated to be 1% in this analysis (setion 5.2.1).
 An unorrelated unertainty due to QED radiative orretions (see se-
tion 1.2.3) was estimated in [129℄ and on average is smaller than 2%
(depending on the kinemati region). The unertainty on the radiative
orretions is determined by omparing Æ
r
i
obtained from various nu-
merial programs whih slightly dier in the implementation of O()
and higher order QED orretions.
 A 0.5% orrelated unertainty is related to the variation of the dif-
ferent hoie of PDFs used in the MC simulation. The unertainty
was estimated using several ommonly used PDFs (e.g. MRSH [53℄,
CTEQ [55℄) to derive harged urrent ross setions.
A global unertainty of 1.3% is onsidered on the luminosity measurement,
out of whih 0.5% is assumed as orrelated.
The absolute unertainty of 1.1% and 0.7% on the mean polarisation is on-
sidered for the L and R data samples, respetively.
The total systemati error on the ross setion is obtained adding the in-
dividual unertainties in quadrature. The total error of the measurement is
formed by adding the total systemati and statistial (determined from the
number of data events) errors in quadrature.
For the measurement of the total CC ross setion the unertainty on the
luminosity is inluded in the total systemati unertainty but the polarisa-
tion error is not (see disussion in setion 7.1). In the single and double
dierential ross setion measurement the normalisation unertainty of the
luminosity is not onsidered in the total systemati unertainty but the un-
ertainty of polarisation is inluded.
The summary of all unertainties with the eets to the total ross setion
measurements is shown in Table 6.1.
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systemati unertainty variation eet on 
tot
hadroni sale 2% 1:3%
noise subtration 10% 0:3%
trigger eÆieny (15%(1  ")Err
stat
PSCC
) 2%
vertex eÆieny y dependent 2:1%
V
ap
=V
p
ut 0:02 0:6%
statistial error of CC MC 0:5%
p bkg subtration 30% (0:5   1)%
NC bkg subtration 10% < 0:1%
rest ep bkg subtration 20% < 0:3%
bakground nders y dependent 1:1%
radiative orretions 0:8%
total systemati unertainty (3:6   3:7)%
luminosity 1:3%
Table 6.1: The list of all systemati unertainties and estimated eets to
the total harged urrent ross setion.
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Results
The e
+
p harged urrent ross setions measured with left and right handed
positrons in the beam (polarised ross setions) allow to perform novel tests
of the eletroweak part of the Standard Model.
The ross setions in this hapter are presented in the following order: The to-
tal CC ross setion 
tot
CC
, the Q
2
dependene of the CC ross setion d=dQ
2
,
the x dependene of the CC ross setion d=dx and the CC ross setion
measured double dierentially, d
2
=dxdQ
2
.
The polarised ross setions were found to be in agreement with the Stan-
dard Model expetation, i.e. proportional to the positron polarisation (see
equation 1.46). Thus the results an be ombined into an unpolarised ross
setion measurement with the better statistial preision. This also gives an
improved aess to the QCD observables and allows diret omparisons with
previous H1 CC measurements.
The numerial values of all CC ross setions of the present measurement
together with the systemati unertainties are summarised in Appendix A,
Tables A.4-A.9.
7.1 Polarised CC Cross Setions
The most interesting measurement, testing the eletroweak model, is the po-
larisation dependene on the total harged urrent ross setions. It is a rst
suh measurement at high Q
2
. The measured polarisation dependene allows
diret tests of the eletroweak setor of the Standard Model whih predits a
linear dependene of the ross setion on (1 + P
e
) in a V  A type theory.
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7.1.1 Polarisation Dependene of the Total CC Cross Setion
The measurement of the total harged urrent ross setions, 
tot
CC
, was per-
formed in the kinemati region Q
2
> 400 GeV
2
and y < 0:9
1
.
The measured total CC ross setions for two values of the longitudinal
positron polarisation P
e
are presented in Table 7.1. In the table also the
unpolarised CC total ross setion, based on 65.2 pb
 1
of data and olleted
in the years 1999-2000 [18℄, is given.
P
e
(%) 
tot
CC
(pb) SM expetation (pb)
-40.2 14:16  1:08
stat
 0:56
syst
15:69  0:3
0 28:44  0:77
stat
 0:85
syst
26:3  0:4
+33.6 35:58  1:47
stat
 1:35
syst
35:08  0:6
Table 7.1: The total CC ross setion values measured in the region
Q
2
> 400 GeV
2
and y < 0:9 together with the expetations of the Standard
Model.
The labels stat and syst in Table 7.1 stand for the statistial and total system-
ati unertainties. As disussed in 6.3 setion, the luminosity error is inluded
in the total systemati 
tot
CC
unertainty, the polarisation error is not.
The unpolarised (P
e
= 0) ross setion shown in Table 7.1 diers from the
one in [18℄ in two respets: The Q
2
ut is adopted to the present analysis
(from Q
2
> 1000 GeV
2
to Q
2
> 400 GeV
2
), and the unertainty of the QED
radiative orretions are redued from 3% to 0.8% (based on [129℄). The
unertainty of the luminosity measurement (1.5%) is inluded in the total
systemati unertainty of the unpolarised measurement.
For omparison, the expetations of the Standard Model for the measured
ross setions are also given in Table 7.1. The unertainties of the SM are
ombinations of the model errors and the errors of the experimental data en-
tering into the H1 PDF 2000 t. The measured harged urrent ross setions
together with the SM preditions are shown in Figure 7.1.
In order to test the SM preditions of a linear polarisation dependene a
linear t has been performed to the three data measurements using a 
2
minimisation (least squares) method. In the error matrix for the t, the or-
related systemati unertainties (see setion 6.2) are taken into aount. The
absolute error of the polarisation measurement was onsidered as independent
unertainty whih is ompletely unorrelated for the two measurements.
1
The orretion from the kinemati uts (Q
2
h
> 400 GeV
2
, 0:03 < y
h
< 0:85,
p
T;miss
> 12 GeV ) to the measured ross setion region (Q
2
> 400 GeV
2
and y < 0:9)
was determined to be 1.063 using the H1 PDF 2000 parametrisation.
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The linear t results in a 
2
= 4:0 for one degree of freedom. The t extrap-
olated to the point P
e
=  1 yields a fully left handed harged urrent ross
setion of

tot
CC
(P
e
=  1:0) =  3:3 2:3
stat
 0:6
syst
 0:8
pol
pb
This value is onsistent with zero. The errors here orrespond to the statistial
(stat) and systemati (syst) unertainties. There is an additional systemati
unertainty from the polarisation measurement (pol).
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Figure 7.1: The e
+
p CC ross setion as funtion of the positron polarisation
P
e
. The full symbols represent this measurement, the open symbol represents
the H1 1999-00 data. The inner error bars are the statistial, the outer ones
the total errors. The (horizontal) errors on the polarisation measurement
are smaller than the symbol sizes. Also shown is the predition from the
Standard Model using H1 PDF 2000 (see text) for the parton distribution
funtions (dark green shaded band). The linear t to the data is shown as
the dark line with a one-sigma error band.
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From the unertainties of the extrapolated ross setion to the point P
e
=  1,
an upper limit of 2:24 pb at 95% ondene level (CL) is derived using a pre-
sription, aording to Feldman and Cousins [130℄.
The result obtained is onsistent with the eletroweak theory predition of a
vanishing ross setion due to the V   A harater (see setion 1.1.5) of the
weak harged urrent.
The upper limit of 
tot
CC
(P
e
=  1) an be used to set a limit on the mass
of a hypothetial right handed gauge boson W
R
. Assuming that the total CC
ross setion is as a sum of R and L harged urrents (mediated by W
L
and
W
R
, respetively), i.e. 
tot
CC
= (1 + P
e
)
L
CC
+ (1   P
e
)
R
CC
, the extrapolated
ross setion upper limit 2:24 pb at P
e
=  1 an be diretly used to deter-
mine the mass of W
R
. For the alulation the assumptions of a massless right
handed 
e
and SM ouplings were made. The result obtained exludes the
existene of harged urrents mediated by a right handed W
R
of mass below
200 GeV at 95% CL.
The published measurement of the total CC ross setions [13℄ is the result
of a ommon eort of two independent analysis groups at H1. A very good
agreement of two independent ross setion measurements was ahieved and
the results of both analyses were used in the publiation.
The result of this analysis diers from the orresponding published [13℄ result
of 
tot
CC
(at P
e
= +33:6%) in the following aspet: Due to improved under-
standing of the dierene of the vertex eÆieny between pseudo CC and CC
simulated events, the orresponding systemati unertainties were redued
substantially (see setion 5.2.2).
The measurement of the total CC ross setion was also performed within
the ZEUS ollaboration [131℄. Both results are presented in Figure 7.2. The
linear t of the ZEUS data provides a ross setion [131℄ at P
e
=  1:0 of

ZEUS
CC
(P
e
=  1:0) = 7:4 3:9
stat
 1:2
syst
pb
with the same error notation as above. The result obtained is onsistent with
the predition of Standard Model as well.
Starting in 2005, the HERA mahine is running with eletrons instead of
positrons. The e
 
p data oer an additional possibility to test the eletroweak
part of the Standard Model. Like e
+
p CC ross setions, the CC ross se-
tion for polarised e
 
beam depends linearly on the longitudinal polarisation,
but with a (1   P
e
) dependene. Thus the e
 
p CC ross setion vanishes
at P
e
= +1. The predition for the e
 
p CC total ross setion, based on
the H1 PDF 2000 parton distribution funtions, is shown as a dashed line in
Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.2: The e
+
p CC total ross setions as funtion of P
e
measured in
this analysis (losed irles) and published by the ZEUS ollaboration [131℄
(open boxes). The inner error bars represent the statistial, the outer ones
the total errors. The horizontal errors on the polarisation measurement
are smaller than the symbol sizes. Also shown is the predition from the
Standard Model based on the H1 PDF 2000 parton distribution funtions for
e
+
p (line) and e
 
p (dashed line).
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7.1.2 The Q
2
Dependene of the Polarised CC Cross Setion
The Q
2
dependene of the polarised harged urrent ross setions was mea-
sured in the kinemati region y < 0:9
2
. The measured ross setions together
with the SM preditions based on the H1 PDF 2000 parton distribution fun-
tions are shown in Figure 7.3 (note that the measurement of 
tot
CC
presented
in the previous setion does not inlude the value of d=dQ
2
measured at
Q
2
= 300 GeV
2
). As seen in the gure, the measured ross setions agree
well with the theory preditions over the entire Q
2
range. However, a small
dierene in the region 398 GeV
2
< Q
2
< 708 GeV
2
was observed. The dier-
ene has been investigated and was shown to originate neither from detetor
eets nor from the data treatment [120℄. Most likely, this is a statistial
utuation (onsistent within 2.6 standard deviations with the expetation).
The ross setion values of the d=dQ
2
measurement are given in Appendix A,
Tables A.2 and A.3.
Figure 7.3: e
+
p CC ross setions of two polarised (L and R) measurements
as funtion of Q
2
for y < 0:9. For omparison, the SM preditions based on
the H1 PDF 2000 parton distribution funtions are shown.
2
The fators estimating the inuene to d=dQ
2
due to hanges in the kinemati re-
gion (from the analysis uts to the ross setion measurement) are given in Appendix B,
Table B.1.
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7.1.3 The x Dependene of the Polarised CC Cross Setion
The x dependene of the CC ross setions was measured in the kinemati
region Q
2
> 1000 GeV
2
and y < 0:9
3
. The results together with the SM pre-
ditions are presented in Figure 7.4. The derease of the theory expetations
observed at low x values is a result of the kinemati uts (Q
2
> 1000 GeV
2
and y < 0:9).
The tabulated ross setions an be found in Appendix A, Tables A.5 and
A.6.
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Figure 7.4: Polarised e
+
p CC ross setions as funtion of x, measured in
the kinemati region Q
2
> 1000 GeV
2
and y < 0:9. For omparison, the
SM preditions based on the H1 PDF 2000 parton distributions are shown.
3
The fators estimating the inuene to d=dx due to hanges in the kinemati re-
gion (from the analysis uts to the ross setion measurement) are given in Appendix B,
Table B.2.
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7.1.4 Polarised Double Dierent Cross Setion
The measurement of the polarised double dierential harged urrent ross
setions, d
2
=dxdQ
2
, was performed in the region of 300  Q
2
 15000 GeV
2
and 0:013  x  0:65. The results of this measurement together with the
theory preditions are presented in the form of redued ross setions, ~
CC
,
(equation 1.39) whih are diretly related to the parton distribution funtions,
and are shown in Figure 7.5.
The measured double dierential ross setions are interesting as the test of
the eletroweak part of Standard Model as well as an additional input to the
existing H1 inlusive results for the extration of the parton distributions of
the proton (PDFs) by a next-to-leading order QCD t.
The numerial values of d
2
=dxdQ
2
and ~
CC
are tabulated in Appendix A,
Tables A.8 and A.9.
7.2 Unpolarised CC Cross Setions
As disussed in setion 1.2.1, the theory predits a linear dependene of the
CC ross setions on the positron beam polarisation (equation 1.46). The
results disussed in the previous setion showed a remarkable agreement of
the CC ross setions for eah (L an R) sample (
tot
CC
, d=dQ
2
, d=dx and
d
2
=dxdQ
2
) with the Standard Model expetations. Thus with the available
statistial preision, the L and R harged urrent samples an be ombined
in order to measure an unpolarised CC ross setion. Unpolarised CC ross
setions are interesting for the following reason: The statistial error would be
signiantly redued (although still remains the dominant unertainty) and
thus better preision an be oered to QCD analyses (i.e. the extration of
the parton distributions within the proton).
The ombined L and R harged urrent sample (for harateristis of L and R
data sets see Tables 5.1 and 5.5) was orreted for the remaining polarisation
(P
rest
= 1:49%) to a fully unpolarised data set whih is determined as follows:
P
rest
=
L
R
P
R
+ L
L
P
L
L
R
+ L
L
Here, L
R
and P
R
orrespond to the integrated luminosity and polarisation of
the R data sample, similarly L
L
and P
L
are used for the L data set.
The integrated luminosity of the unpolarised data set is 47:6 pb
 1
.
In the following, the unpolarised dierential CC ross setions d=dQ
2
, d=dx
and d
2
=dxdQ
2
are presented.
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Figure 7.5: The redued polarised e
+
p CC ross setions as funtion of x
for dierent Q
2
values of the left handed (top) and right handed (bottom)
data. The theory expetation based on the H1 PDF 2000 parton distribution
funtions is also shown.
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7.2.1 The Q
2
Dependene of the CC Cross Setion
The Q
2
dependene of the unpolarised harged urrent ross setions was
measured in the same kinemati region as the polarised one, i.e. for y < 0:9.
The results are presented in Figure 7.3. The data are ompared with predi-
tions of the H1 PFD 2000 t and show good agreement. The data to theory
ratio is also given in Figure 7.6.
The numerial values of the ross setions are tabulated in Appendix A, Ta-
ble A.1.
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Figure 7.6: Unpolarised e
+
p CC ross setion as funtion of Q
2
for y < 0:9.
The band represents the unertainty of the H1 PDF 2000 t alulated by
the adding in quadrature the experimental unertainty as derived from the
t and the model unertainty [18, 132℄. The bottom plot shows the ratio of
ross setions for data and theory.
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Figure 7.7 shows the new results of the unpolarised dierential CC ross se-
tion d=dQ
2
together with orresponding the neural urrent ross setion
measured at H1 in the years 1999-2000 [18℄. The NC ross setion at low Q
2
exeeds the CC ross setion due the dominant photon exhange (the NC ross
setion inreases towards low Q
2
like 1=Q
4
), whereas the CC ross setion at
low Q
2
is suppressed by theW propagator mass ( [M
2
W
=(Q
2
+M
2
W
)℄
2
). How-
ever, the CC and NC ross setions approah eah other in the region where
Q
2
is of omparable size with the weak intermediate vetor boson masses
(Q
2
 M
2
Z(W )
). This is a manifestation of the eletro-weak uniation (see
setion 1.2).
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Figure 7.7: Unpolarised e
+
p CC ross setions for data taken from the years
2003-04 (this analysis) and e
+
p NC ross setions measured in the years
1999-00 [18℄ as funtion of Q
2
for y < 0:9. The bands are theory expe-
tations based on the Standard Model with parton density funtions from
H1 PDF 2000, determined as explained in Figure 7.6.
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7.2.2 The x Dependene of the CC Cross Setion
Similarly to the polarised ross setion, the kinemati uts Q
2
> 1000 GeV
2
and y < 0:9 were applied for the measurement of the unpolarised dierential
ross setion d=dx. The x dependene of the unpolarised harged urrent
ross setion for data and theory is presented in Figure 7.8. The ratio of the
ross setions for data and the H1 PDF 2000 preditions (Figure 7.8) shows
good agreement between measured and predited d=dx values.
The numerial values of the ross setions are tabulated in Appendix A, Ta-
ble A.4.
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Figure 7.8: Unpolarised e
+
p CC ross setions as funtion of x measured
in the kinemati region Q
2
> 1000 GeV
2
and y < 0:9. The omparison
of the ross setions of data and theory based on the H1 PDF 2000 parton
distribution funtions (band determined as explained in Figure 7.6), is also
shown. The bottom plot shows the ratio of ross setions for data and theory.
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7.2.3 Unpolarised Double Dierent Cross Setion
The measurement of the unpolarised double dierential CC ross setion,
d
2
=dxdQ
2
, was performed in the same kinemati region as the polarised
one, i.e. 300  Q
2
 15000 GeV
2
and 0:013  x  0:65. The results
together with the theory preditions are presented in Figure 7.9 in the form
of the redued ross setion, ~
CC
(equation 1.39).
The numerial values of d
2
=dxdQ
2
and ~
CC
are tabulated in Appendix A,
Table A.7.
Figure 7.9: Unpolarised e
+
p redued harged urrent ross setion as fun-
tion of x for dierent values of Q
2
. The model unertainty based on the H1
PDF 2000 parton density funtions is shown as the shaded band (determined
as explained in Figure 7.6).
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Comparison with 1999-00 e
+
p Measurement at H1
The omparison of the unpolarised redued CC ross setion ~
CC
with the
previous unpolarised H1 e
+
p measurement [18℄ is presented in this setion.
The unpolarised measurement from [18℄ is based on data taken in 1999 and
2000 at a entre of mass energy
p
s = 319 GeV (as in the present analysis),
and orrespond to an integrated luminosity of 65:2 pb
 1
(luminosity of the
present measurement is 47:6 pb
 1
).
The redued CC ross setions are shown in Figure 7.10 (top). Good agree-
ment is observed between the unpolarised 1999-00 measurement and the re-
sults of the present analysis performed with polarised positrons. Despite the
fat that two analyses dier in the event seletion requirements, a very rea-
sonable agreement is observed between the ross setions.
The overall good agreement of the ross setions of both data measurements
and the preditions of H1 PDF 2000 is also seen in the ratio plots shown in
Figure 7.10 (bottom). The highest x ross setion points are missing in this
analysis due to low statistis (typially  2 events) but are present in the
99-00 measurement.
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Figure 7.10: Redued unpolarised e
+
p harged urrent ross setion ~
CC
of
the present measurement (solid symbols) and previous H1 measurement pub-
lished in [18℄ (open symbols) as funtion of x at dierent values of Q
2
. The
theory expetations based on the H1 PDF 2000 parton distribution funtions
are shown as bands (determined as explained in Figure 7.6).
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The Quark Distribution xd at Large x
In the QPM, the e
+
p CC redued ross setion ~
CC
is a sum of quark distri-
butions (see equation 1.44 in setion 1.2.1):
~
CC
= x[u+ ℄ + (1   y)
2
x[d+ s℄:
The various ontributions of the quarks to the CC ross setion an be alu-
lated from the H1 PDF 2000 t as desribed in [18, 132℄. Figure 7.11 shows
the redued unpolarised CC ross setion (from the beginning of this hapter)
and the sum of all quark ontributions (as predited by the H1 PDF 2000 t)
as a band. As an be seen from Figure 7.11, the harged urrent ross setion
is dominated at large x by the d quark (its ontribution is shown as the solid
line). This provides a unique possibility to onstrain the d quark distribution
in a QCD t, sine the e
 
p CC and e

p NC ross setions are dominated at
large x by the u quark distribution.
Figure 7.11: Unpolarised e
+
p redued harged urrent ross setions as fun-
tion of x for various values of Q
2
(same this analysis data as in Figure 7.9).
Also shown are the expeted ontribution of the valene quark (xd) indiated
as a dark line. The model unertainty (H1 PDF 2000) is shown as a shaded
band.
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Chapter 8
Summary and Outlook
Measurements of the e
+
p deep inelasti harged urrent (CC) ross setions
with the H1 detetor at HERA have been presented in this thesis. The mea-
surements are based on data taken in the years 2003-04 at a entre-of-mass
energy
p
s = 319 GeV with positrons of negative and positive longitudi-
nal polarisation, orresponding to integrated luminosities of 20.7 pb
 1
and
26.9 pb
 1
, respetively. These are the rst measurements of the polarisa-
tion dependene of the harged urrent ross setions at high four-momentum
transfer squared Q
2
.
The relevant aspets of the harged urrent analysis, espeially the under-
standing of detetor eets in the data and in the Monte Carlo simulations,
have been developed in the thesis. To improve the triggering for the ongoing
HERA running, the neural networks for the DIS event trigger rate redution
at the seond H1 trigger level were provided.
The total and dierential harged urrent ross setions, 
tot
CC
, d=dQ
2
, d=dx
and d
2
=dxdQ
2
, are measured in the kinemati region of Q
2
> 300 GeV
2
and
inelastiity y 6 0:9. The measured ross setions were ompared with the the-
ory expetations and found to be in agreement with the Standard Model (SM)
predition. The total harged urrent ross setion extrapolated to P
e
=  1
was found to be onsistent with zero, supporting the absene of the right
handed harged urrents in the eletroweak setor of the SM.
Part of the results obtained with the present analysis were published by the
H1 Collaboration as the rst polarisation dependene of the total harged
urrent ross setion measurement at HERA [13℄.
The results of this analysis an be further used in the following aspets:
The d quark distribution in the valene region an be onstrained
whih is possible espeially from the e
+
p CC interations at HERA
in the large Q
2
region. The understanding of the proton struture is
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essential for future studies in the eld of partile physis, for example,
in studies of pp ollisions at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC);
Charged urrent ross setions an be used to determine the mass of
heavy intermediate vetor boson W . Although the mass of the W
presently is known with high preision [24℄, the spae-like domain of
W exhange at HERA brings an additional quality to the boson mass
determination;
Together with the data presently being olleted at HERA II, preise
tests of the eletroweak SM setion an be performed (the statisti-
al error still dominates in the present analysis). New, preise mea-
surements an be used to onstrain the physis beyond the Standard
Model.
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Appendix A
Tables of Results
In this appendix the results of the single and double dierential harged ur-
rent e
+
p ross setion measurements are given. The results of the unpolarised
ross setion measurement, i.e. the ombination of L and R data sets are pre-
sented rst, then the results of polarised ross setion measurements are given.
Abbreviations used in tables:
Æ
stat
the relative statistial error
Æ
sys
the relative systematial error
Æ
tot
the relative total error
Æ
un
the unorrelated part of the systemati error
Æ
h
un
the ontribution of the hadroni energy error to the unorrelated
systemati error
Æ
or
the orrelated part of the systemati error
Æ
V +
or
the ontribution from a positive variation of one standard deviation
of the vertex requirement error
Æ
h+
or
the ontribution from a positive variation of one standard deviation
of the hadroni energy error
Æ
N+
or
the ontribution from a positive variation of one standard deviation
of the error due to noise subtration
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Q
2
d
CC
=dQ
2
Æ
stat
Æ
sys
Æ
tot
Æ
un
Æ
h
un
Æ
or
Æ
V+
or
Æ
h+
or
Æ
N+
or
(GeV
2
) (pb=GeV
2
) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
300 3.352e-02 12.08 13.75 18.31 10.53 -3.42 8.84 7.84 -1.97 -0.56
500 1.732e-02 9.71 6.76 11.84 5.76 -1.58 3.54 2.84 -0.78 0.79
1000 1.094e-02 7.60 4.23 8.70 3.85 -1.01 1.73 0.76 -0.57 0.60
2000 5.009e-03 7.23 3.16 7.89 2.88 0.31 1.31 0.41 0.40 0.39
3000 2.287e-03 8.78 4.02 9.66 3.42 2.55 2.12 0.38 1.61 0.67
5000 1.182e-03 9.72 5.77 11.30 4.83 4.35 3.16 0.42 2.66 0.75
8000 2.842e-04 16.10 10.48 19.22 9.05 8.75 5.29 0.48 4.64 1.15
15000 3.409e-05 31.17 18.71 36.35 15.44 15.21 10.55 0.50 9.55 1.57
Table A.1: The unpolarised (P
e
= 0) ross setion d
CC
=dQ
2
of the om-
bined 2003-04 e
+
p CC measurement for y < 0:9. The luminosity unertainty
of 1:3% is not inluded in the errors.
Q
2
d
CC
=dQ
2
Æ
stat
Æ
sys
Æ
tot
Æ
un
Æ
h
un
Æ
or
Æ
V+
or
Æ
h+
or
Æ
N+
or
(GeV
2
) (pb=GeV
2
) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
300 2.154e-02 23.94 14.74 28.12 10.52 -3.27 9.97 7.89 -1.87 -0.46
500 7.177e-03 24.21 7.50 25.34 5.82 -1.61 3.89 2.78 -0.79 0.75
1000 5.538e-03 16.72 5.11 17.48 3.83 -1.02 2.06 0.81 0.56 0.63
2000 3.027e-03 14.39 4.23 15.00 2.94 0.23 1.43 0.40 0.31 0.41
3000 1.295e-03 17.83 4.87 18.48 3.47 2.65 2.12 0.41 1.64 0.60
5000 7.139e-04 19.22 6.41 20.26 4.92 4.44 3.13 0.43 2.68 0.73
8000 1.460e-04 34.55 10.71 36.18 8.91 8.62 5.30 0.47 4.71 1.15
Table A.2: The polarised (P
e
=  40:2%) ross setion d
CC
=dQ
2
of the
left handed (L) 2003-04 e
+
p CC measurement for y < 0:9. The luminosity
unertainty of 1:3% is not inluded in the errors.
Q
2
d
CC
=dQ
2
Æ
stat
Æ
sys
Æ
tot
Æ
un
Æ
h
un
Æ
or
Æ
V+
or
Æ
h+
or
Æ
N+
or
(GeV
2
) (pb=GeV
2
) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
300 4.408e-02 14.02 13.77 19.65 10.50 -3.35 8.69 7.95 -1.92 -0.50
500 2.566e-02 10.60 6.99 12.69 5.77 -1.56 3.43 2.87 -0.76 0.75
1000 1.545e-02 8.53 4.61 9.70 3.85 -0.97 1.62 0.75 -0.55 0.63
2000 6.574e-03 8.37 3.62 9.11 2.78 0.28 1.25 0.41 0.38 0.44
3000 3.074e-03 10.08 4.53 11.05 3.51 2.67 2.10 0.41 1.65 0.59
5000 1.573e-03 11.26 6.00 12.76 4.76 4.28 3.09 0.42 2.62 0.77
8000 3.980e-04 18.21 10.65 21.09 9.04 8.74 5.29 0.47 4.68 1.15
15000 3.943e-05 39.10 18.46 43.24 15.23 14.99 10.26 0.50 9.30 1.52
Table A.3: The polarised (P
e
= 33:6%) ross setion d
CC
=dQ
2
of the right
handed (R) 2003-04 e
+
p CC measurement for y < 0:9. The luminosity
unertainty of 1:3% is not inluded in the errors.
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x d
CC
=dx Æ
stat
Æ
sys
Æ
tot
Æ
un
Æ
h
un
Æ
or
Æ
V+
or
Æ
h+
or
Æ
N+
or
(pb) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
0.032 1.570e+02 9.15 3.38 9.75 2.75 0.73 1.96 0.35 0.53 0.89
0.080 8.719e+01 7.03 3.05 7.66 2.68 1.46 1.47 0.39 0.70 0.71
0.130 5.097e+01 8.32 4.36 9.39 3.87 2.62 2.01 0.47 1.56 0.35
0.250 1.434e+01 13.12 7.01 14.87 6.09 5.32 3.47 0.51 2.91 0.66
0.400 4.530e+00 28.46 14.04 31.74 11.46 11.18 8.11 0.50 6.53 -1.85
Table A.4: The unpolarised (P
e
= 0) ross setion d
CC
=dx of the ombined
2003-04 e
+
p CC measurement for y < 0:9 and Q
2
> 1000 GeV
2
. The
luminosity unertainty of 1:3% is not inluded in the errors.
x d
CC
=dx Æ
stat
Æ
sys
Æ
tot
Æ
un
Æ
h
un
Æ
or
Æ
V+
or
Æ
h+
or
Æ
N+
or
(pb) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
0.032 1.044e+02 17.36 4.51 17.94 2.87 0.68 2.23 0.35 0.46 0.80
0.080 4.004e+01 15.97 4.10 16.49 2.71 1.53 1.50 0.41 0.76 0.74
0.130 3.783e+01 14.75 5.09 15.61 3.85 2.60 1.99 0.47 1.57 0.38
0.250 7.503e+00 28.04 7.49 29.02 6.06 5.29 3.49 0.51 2.94 0.61
0.400 3.012e+00 63.89 15.86 65.83 12.65 11.86 9.17 0.50 6.79 -2.71
Table A.5: The polarised (P
e
=  40:2%) ross setion d
CC
=dx of the left
handed (L) 2003-04 e
+
p CC measurement for y < 0:9 and Q
2
> 1000 GeV
2
.
The luminosity unertainty of 1:3% is not inluded in the errors.
x d
CC
=dx Æ
stat
Æ
sys
Æ
tot
Æ
un
Æ
h
un
Æ
or
Æ
V+
or
Æ
h+
or
Æ
N+
or
(pb) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
0.032 1.982e+02 10.75 3.72 11.38 2.63 0.66 1.77 0.39 0.48 0.82
0.080 1.241e+02 7.83 3.61 8.62 2.67 1.50 1.45 0.41 0.72 0.72
0.130 6.210e+01 10.07 4.78 11.15 3.88 2.64 2.01 0.47 1.59 0.37
0.250 2.021e+01 14.85 7.25 16.52 6.08 5.32 3.44 0.51 2.94 0.64
0.400 6.588e+00 31.70 14.34 34.79 11.62 11.37 8.17 0.50 6.79 -1.75
Table A.6: The polarised (P
e
= 33:6%) ross setion d
CC
=dx of the right
handed (R) 2003-04 e
+
p CC measurement for y < 0:9 and Q
2
> 1000 GeV
2
.
The luminosity unertainty of 1:3% is not inluded in the errors.
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1
4
2
T
a
b
l
e
s
o
f
R
e
s
u
l
t
s
Q
2
x y d
2

CC
=dxdQ
2
~
CC
Æ
stat
Æ
sys
Æ
tot
Æ
un
Æ
h
un
Æ
or
Æ
V+
or
Æ
h+
or
Æ
N+
or
(pb=GeV
2
) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
300 0.013 0.227 7.052e-01 1.187 25.03 19.46 31.71 13.76 -4.12 13.76 12.89 -2.69 -0.70
300 0.032 0.092 2.065e-01 0.856 20.65 10.65 23.24 8.02 -2.92 7.01 5.56 1.38 0.78
300 0.080 0.037 7.279e-02 0.754 23.27 12.67 26.50 11.25 -2.66 5.84 2.25 -1.83 -1.97
500 0.013 0.379 4.286e-01 0.765 21.64 11.54 24.52 8.19 -1.43 8.14 7.44 1.21 0.85
500 0.032 0.154 1.607e-01 0.706 15.06 5.54 16.04 4.31 -1.92 3.48 1.63 -1.21 1.09
500 0.080 0.062 4.397e-02 0.483 17.35 7.25 18.80 6.85 -1.56 2.38 0.52 -0.38 -0.49
1000 0.013 0.757 4.261e-01 0.874 16.89 10.44 19.85 7.72 -2.86 7.03 5.92 -2.64 -0.19
1000 0.032 0.308 1.303e-01 0.657 12.14 3.35 12.59 2.47 -0.79 2.27 -0.38 0.37 0.63
1000 0.080 0.123 3.641e-02 0.459 13.27 4.91 14.15 4.36 0.83 2.25 0.46 0.90 0.92
1000 0.130 0.076 1.323e-02 0.271 28.02 7.73 29.07 6.68 -0.95 3.89 0.50 -0.87 -2.14
2000 0.032 0.615 7.907e-02 0.513 11.84 3.66 12.39 2.90 -1.08 2.23 0.50 -0.52 0.80
2000 0.080 0.246 2.574e-02 0.418 11.25 2.98 11.64 2.21 0.78 2.00 0.34 0.89 0.72
2000 0.130 0.152 1.060e-02 0.280 17.79 5.67 18.67 5.06 1.57 2.54 0.48 0.98 -0.52
2000 0.250 0.079 1.147e-03 0.058 77.63 9.62 78.22 6.62 -0.65 6.97 0.50 -1.39 -3.40
3000 0.080 0.369 1.551e-02 0.315 12.73 4.18 13.40 3.24 2.61 2.65 0.46 1.82 0.69
3000 0.130 0.227 8.263e-03 0.272 15.22 3.33 15.58 2.41 1.48 2.30 0.45 0.72 0.73
3000 0.250 0.118 1.266e-03 0.080 33.58 6.92 34.28 5.72 3.47 3.90 0.50 1.61 -1.25
5000 0.080 0.615 1.013e-02 0.301 16.07 7.19 17.61 5.99 5.62 3.98 -0.52 2.78 1.10
5000 0.130 0.379 4.908e-03 0.237 15.92 5.15 16.73 3.73 3.28 3.55 0.50 2.54 0.93
5000 0.250 0.197 1.531e-03 0.142 20.96 5.87 21.76 4.29 3.86 4.01 0.51 2.64 0.42
5000 0.400 0.123 6.727e-04 0.100 44.85 13.92 46.96 9.72 8.93 9.97 0.50 3.84 -2.62
8000 0.130 0.606 2.048e-03 0.158 22.68 11.06 25.23 9.24 9.07 6.08 0.44 4.78 1.59
8000 0.250 0.315 5.498e-04 0.081 26.51 9.09 28.02 7.35 7.13 5.36 0.50 4.02 1.11
8000 0.400 0.197 1.932e-04 0.046 44.89 15.01 47.33 10.98 10.83 10.23 0.50 7.39 -1.22
Table A.7: The unpolarised (P
e
= 0) ross setion d
2

CC
=dxdQ
2
and the redued ross setion ~
CC
of the ombined 2003-04
e
+
p CC measurement. The luminosity unertainty of 1:3% is not inluded in the errors.
1
4
2
T
a
b
l
e
s
o
f
R
e
s
u
l
t
s
1
4
3
Q
2
x y d
2

CC
=dxdQ
2
~
CC
Æ
stat
Æ
sys
Æ
tot
Æ
un
Æ
h
un
Æ
or
Æ
V+
or
Æ
h+
or
Æ
N+
or
(pb=GeV
2
) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
300 0.013 0.227 7.018e-01 1.181 38.69 20.08 43.59 13.64 -3.96 14.49 13.10 -2.38 -0.29
300 0.032 0.092 1.007e-01 0.417 48.03 11.71 49.43 7.85 -2.73 8.27 5.68 1.54 0.82
300 0.080 0.037 2.719e-02 0.282 63.14 13.77 64.62 11.33 -2.64 7.34 2.28 -1.63 -1.56
500 0.013 0.379 1.241e-01 0.222 67.73 11.90 68.76 8.08 -1.47 8.31 7.30 1.04 0.70
500 0.032 0.154 5.688e-02 0.250 41.36 6.54 41.87 4.36 -1.97 4.07 1.62 -1.06 1.00
500 0.080 0.062 2.506e-02 0.275 35.66 7.69 36.48 6.82 -1.50 2.32 0.57 -0.43 -0.49
1000 0.013 0.757 1.175e-01 0.241 53.25 10.40 54.25 6.99 -2.45 7.22 5.99 -2.32 0.13
1000 0.032 0.308 8.259e-02 0.417 23.76 4.65 24.21 2.58 -0.90 2.79 -0.37 0.48 0.71
1000 0.080 0.123 1.702e-02 0.215 29.98 5.53 30.49 4.33 0.62 2.15 0.48 0.84 0.87
1000 0.130 0.076 9.489e-03 0.195 50.76 8.14 51.41 6.71 -1.01 3.75 0.50 -0.82 -2.24
2000 0.032 0.615 5.399e-02 0.350 22.24 4.79 22.75 3.11 -0.93 2.46 0.48 -0.43 0.83
2000 0.080 0.246 1.327e-02 0.215 24.21 3.95 24.53 2.19 0.62 1.90 0.35 -0.79 0.76
2000 0.130 0.152 8.458e-03 0.223 30.40 6.08 31.00 4.96 1.20 2.29 0.49 0.75 -0.41
3000 0.080 0.369 7.079e-03 0.144 28.79 5.08 29.24 3.42 2.85 2.64 0.50 1.85 0.80
3000 0.130 0.227 5.644e-03 0.186 28.09 4.23 28.41 2.42 1.50 2.21 0.44 0.89 0.63
3000 0.250 0.118 6.479e-04 0.041 71.71 7.42 72.10 5.76 3.55 3.84 0.50 1.84 -1.39
5000 0.080 0.615 4.056e-03 0.121 39.39 7.44 40.09 5.78 5.40 3.85 -0.52 2.75 0.96
5000 0.130 0.379 4.592e-03 0.222 25.19 5.85 25.86 3.94 3.51 3.40 0.50 2.46 0.92
5000 0.250 0.197 6.209e-04 0.058 50.65 6.77 51.10 4.73 4.34 4.04 0.53 2.86 0.60
5000 0.400 0.123 3.163e-04 0.047 100.00 13.06 101.55 8.36 7.47 9.67 0.50 4.25 -2.95
8000 0.130 0.606 6.941e-04 0.053 60.15 11.40 61.22 9.30 9.13 6.04 0.43 4.90 1.49
8000 0.250 0.315 4.223e-04 0.063 46.30 8.99 47.16 6.93 6.69 5.07 0.50 3.82 0.96
8000 0.400 0.197 8.970e-05 0.021 100.00 15.73 102.04 11.62 11.47 10.26 0.50 7.90 -0.99
Table A.8: The polarised (P
e
=  40:2%) ross setion d
2

CC
=dxdQ
2
and the redued ross setion ~
CC
of the left handed
(L) 2003-04 e
+
p CC measurement. The luminosity unertainty of 1:3% is not inluded in the errors.
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e
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e
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2
x y d
2

CC
=dxdQ
2
~
CC
Æ
stat
Æ
sys
Æ
tot
Æ
un
Æ
h
un
Æ
or
Æ
V+
or
Æ
h+
or
Æ
N+
or
(pb=GeV
2
) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
300 0.008 0.369 2.167e+00 2.245 46.19 37.36 59.41 29.96 -5.77 22.23 21.23 -3.41 -0.69
300 0.013 0.227 7.254e-01 1.221 33.27 19.51 38.57 13.74 -4.13 13.71 13.00 -2.59 -0.52
300 0.032 0.092 2.993e-01 1.240 22.84 10.67 25.21 7.98 -2.61 6.81 5.71 1.30 0.62
300 0.080 0.037 1.115e-01 1.155 24.99 12.58 27.98 11.29 -2.82 5.19 2.22 -1.88 -1.45
500 0.008 0.615 1.219e+00 1.339 56.35 24.73 61.54 18.64 -1.10 16.13 15.25 -0.21 1.81
500 0.013 0.379 6.720e-01 1.199 22.77 11.66 25.58 8.46 -1.54 7.79 7.27 -0.86 0.50
500 0.032 0.154 2.453e-01 1.078 16.16 5.68 17.13 4.27 -1.81 3.20 1.67 -1.00 1.05
500 0.080 0.062 6.065e-02 0.666 19.84 7.48 21.20 6.84 -1.56 2.32 0.55 -0.48 -0.58
1000 0.013 0.757 6.889e-01 1.412 17.79 10.76 20.79 8.01 -2.28 6.92 6.03 -2.30 0.32
1000 0.032 0.308 1.704e-01 0.860 14.09 3.75 14.58 2.46 -0.91 2.05 -0.37 0.38 0.65
1000 0.080 0.123 5.231e-02 0.660 14.78 5.20 15.67 4.33 0.71 2.12 0.47 0.81 0.85
1000 0.130 0.076 1.656e-02 0.340 33.62 7.92 34.54 6.68 -1.02 3.78 0.50 -0.69 -2.20
2000 0.032 0.615 9.805e-02 0.636 13.96 3.85 14.48 2.60 -0.79 2.07 0.51 0.31 0.88
2000 0.080 0.246 3.561e-02 0.578 12.72 3.44 13.18 2.09 0.71 1.91 0.36 -0.77 0.79
2000 0.130 0.152 1.254e-02 0.330 21.94 5.85 22.71 4.99 1.17 2.35 0.49 0.76 -0.44
2000 0.250 0.079 2.401e-03 0.122 67.50 9.57 68.18 6.61 0.68 6.65 0.50 -1.37 -3.66
3000 0.080 0.369 2.197e-02 0.445 14.18 4.78 14.97 3.51 2.91 2.61 0.49 1.81 0.78
3000 0.130 0.227 1.036e-02 0.341 18.09 3.88 18.51 2.46 1.57 2.28 0.44 0.98 0.63
3000 0.250 0.118 1.807e-03 0.115 38.00 7.41 38.72 5.94 3.89 3.98 0.50 1.95 -1.40
5000 0.080 0.615 1.486e-02 0.442 17.60 7.07 18.97 5.58 5.20 3.89 -0.55 2.77 1.07
5000 0.130 0.379 5.262e-03 0.254 20.55 5.55 21.28 3.94 3.52 3.38 0.50 2.41 0.91
5000 0.250 0.197 2.303e-03 0.214 23.01 6.18 23.83 4.32 3.90 3.97 0.52 2.70 0.55
5000 0.400 0.123 1.037e-03 0.154 50.09 13.16 51.79 8.51 7.64 9.84 0.50 3.91 -2.97
8000 0.130 0.606 3.159e-03 0.243 24.47 11.45 27.02 9.50 9.33 6.09 0.42 4.94 1.46
8000 0.250 0.315 6.580e-04 0.097 32.38 9.01 33.61 7.15 6.92 5.12 0.50 3.87 1.03
8000 0.400 0.197 2.796e-04 0.066 50.14 15.40 52.45 11.37 11.21 10.21 0.50 7.66 -1.04
Table A.9: The polarised (P
e
= 33:6%) ross setion d
2

CC
=dxdQ
2
and the redued ross setion ~
CC
of the right handed
(R) 2003-04 e
+
p CC measurement. The luminosity unertainty of 1:3% is not inluded in the errors.
1
4
4
Appendix B
Kinemati Extrapolation
Fators
In this appendix the fators (k
or
) are given whih estimate the inuene to the
single dierential CC ross setions aused by enlarging the kinemati region
beyond the uts used in the CC analysis. The fators k
or
were alulated
using the H1 PDF 2000 parametrisation.
Q
2
(GeV
2
) 300 500 1000 2000 3000 5000 8000 15000
k
or
1.397 1.175 1.042 1.026 1.030 1.035 1.047 1.064
Table B.1: The extrapolation fator k
or
estimating the inuene to the
dierential ross setion d
CC
=dQ
2
due to hanges from the measurement
kinemati uts 0:03 < y < 0:85 and p
T;miss
> 12 GeV to y < 0:9.
x 0.032 0.080 0.130 0.250 0.400
k
or
1.053 1.017 1.008 1.002 1.061
Table B.2: The extrapolation fator k
or
estimating the inuene to the
dierential ross setion d
CC
=dx due to hanges from the measurement
kinemati uts 0:03 < y < 0:85 and p
T;miss
> 12 GeV to y < 0:9 for
Q
2
> 1000 GeV
2
.
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